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ABSTRACT
This

ethnographic

study

describes

a

third

bilingual, whole language classroom in detail.

grade,

Data collected

over a two year period includes field notes from participant
observations,

interviews ,

transcriptions.
construction

writing samples,

Five

of

oral

critical

and

events

written

curriculum in the classroom:

and aUdio-tape
illustrate

language,

the

culture,

and

negotiation of curriculum early

in the school year, a set of literature study discussions,
genre

development

in

wri ting

workshop,

a

bicul tural

friendship, and a theme study about Native Americans.
The critical events outlined in the study demonstrate the
dynamic tension that exists between personal invention and
social convention in natural learning experiences, thereby
building

on

Kenneth

S.

development.

The

specific

intellectual

expectation,

relationships

between

Goodman's
evidence

theory
of

symmetric

students

and

a

of
high

power
teachers,

language
level

and

of

trust

authentic

language and literacy events, and additive bilingualism and
biliteracy contribute to the atypical,

strongly inventive

nature of this classroom community.
The data suggests that classrooms that focus on creating
conditions to support personal invention within natural and
real

world

challenging,

social

conventions

socially empowering

provide
learning

intellectually
experiences

for

12

children. Whole language classrooms provide rich opportunities
for inventions in classrooms by creating authentic learning
contexts

for

backgrounds.

children

from

all

cultural

and

linguistic
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CHAPTER 1
INVENTION AND CONVENTION: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A crowd

of

25

eight

and

nine year

old

children

gathered on the carpet of the group meeting area
"Sunshine Room."

is

in the

The air is thick with anticipation and

wonder about what will transpire on this, the first day of a
new school year. Excitedly, the third graders look with wide
eyes at their new teacher, Caryl Crowell, ylho is seated in
front of them.

Some of their feet are adorned with shiny new

Nike "Air Jordans," while clean but older shoes and clothes
are worn by others. Their blond and brunette heads show off
new haircuts (Randy has a symbolic sun "carved" into his hair)
and each child wears a
Jesus,

Colin,

Aaron,

Angelica, and others.

fresh new name tag:

Lolita,

Antonia,

Marco,

Stephanie,

David,

Seaaira,

They regard each other cautiously and

wonder who will become their special friends;

they listen

respectfully to Caryl because her reputation precedes their
eventual relationships with her.

Several interested mothers

hover in the background, equally curious about what events the
future year holds for their special children.
"Everyday

in

the

Sunshine Room

because stories are so important,"

starts

with

a

story

Caryl says, as she opens

a picture book called Knots on a Counting Rope, by Bill Martin
Jr.

and John Archambault

(illustrated by Ted Rand.)

children listen silently and she shows

The

them the valuable

14

autograph she collected from the author over the summer.
dedicates the book to this class.

It

Caryl tells them about the

original copyright (1966) of the book.

Then, in a dramatic

voice, the story begins. And so does the year ...
Each fall, across the nation, children and teachers find
themselves in classrooms to begin new shared experiences that
will continue for the next nine months. The purpose of this
study is to gain a clear and deep understanding of how one
exemplary classroom, noted for its success and its innovative,
dynamic structure, develops as a community of readers, writers
and

learners

describes

over

the

the

process

course
of

of

an

"becoming"

academic
that

year.

occurs

It

in

all

classrooms, as a collection of unique individuals is placed
together

as

participants

a

mutual

social

unit.

While

"becoming"

in classrooms must deal with a

tension that

exists between the personal and the social:

children and

teachers, as well as parents, have unique personal objectives
and goals, backgrounds, personalities, and interests, but they
share the purpose of the academic,
emotional

social,

physical,

and

growth and development of the children who are

students in school.
Although the process of becoming a classroom community
occurs

in

different
details

all
in

one

classrooms
each.

This

classroom,

each

year,

it

is

qualitatively

ethnographic description,

intends

to

illuminate

the

which

process

15

itself. The particular whole language nature of the classroom,
called the Sunshine Room by its teacher and students, provides
a unique, minimally-controlled view of the process as mutually
invented by its participants within the conventions of formal
public education. In short, it encourages a perspective of a
classroom inventing itself.

16
An Overview
The research questions focussing this study are guided by
the results of the first year of two years of investigation at
which time the strengths of the classroom and the value of
understanding the social context it provides for learning were
revealed (Moll, et al., 1990).
of

the

investigation

Analysis during the first year

showed

that

the

key

factors

in

understanding the classroom and its effectiveness were: the
high

level

curriculum

of

intellectual

(particularly

expectation

for

minority

unusually symmetric power structure that
students'
language

decision-making
use,

and

and

interaction

presented

in

the

populations);

the

is manifested in

negotiation
in

the

of

curriculum,

classroom;

and

the

authentic nature of language use, particularly with regard to
additive bilingualism and biliteracy.

The first year of the

study documents these key elements - the second year analyzes
and integrates them into a synthesized theory of invention and
convention.

The

following conceptualization,

summarizes the synthesis.

Figure 1-1,
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MAJOR COMPONENTS

SPECIFIC ISSUES

Oral Language
(literature study)

high level of
intellectual
expectation

written Language
(writing genre)

symmetric
power and trust

(LEARNING)

Culture
(case studies)

authenticity

CONVENTION

curriculum
(theme cycle)

additive bilingualism
and biliteracy

THEORY

INVENTION

Figure 1-1. A synthesis of the research.
Every elementary school classroom is an extraordinarily
complex

social

system.

It

involves

a

large

number

of

participants doing a multitude of activities for a range of
purposes and with a vast number of tools.

This complexity

makes describing and organizing the data from a broad study
In bilingual classrooms the number of variables

difficult.

present in the system are multiplied by the addition of a
second language. In whole language classrooms the number of
variables multiplies as children self-select work partners,
topics,

and activities,

as content areas and instructional

strategies vary according to the purposes and interests of the
children,

and as power relationships bet\veen children and

adults are.changeable.
Figure

1-1 organizes the

system of the classroom to

provide a structure for its description.

The overall goal of

18
the study is to understand and expand K.

Goodman's

(1988)

theory of invention and convention by examining the oral and
written language, culture and learning of a classroom, through
the

issues of

intellectual

expectation,

power and trust,

authenticity and bilingualism and biliteracy.

(A detailed

discussion of the theory of invention and convention begins on
p. 23.)

The first column of Figure 1-1 lists the four major
components

of

analysis.

the

These

classroom
components

that
are

I

select

stated

in

for
the

indepth
research

questions, below, and are the focus of chapters 3, 4, 5, and
6,

respectively.

In

each of

these

chapters the maj or

component is analyzed through a description of a critical
event which
column.

is

also

The topics

listed parenthetically

in

the

listed in the center column,

first
called

specific issues, are the categories of analysis applied to
each major component in each chapter. A description of the
process through which these categories emerged is included in
the final section of the dissertation.
ThUS,

the

major

components

presentation of the data.

se~le

to

organize

the

They are explored through the

details of the more specific issues and the specifics issues,
then, facilitate a more clear understanding of the theory of
invention and convention in a whole language classroom.
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The
"critical

data

is

presented

events,"

procedures,

a

term

I

through

the

use to

refer

descriptions
to

of

activities,

relationships or interactions that are of special

illustrative significance to the classroom.

These relatively

small units of data may be critically examined and analyzed in
detail and simultaneously exemplify a larger amount of time,
type of activity or set of behaviors.

Critical events may be

routines that occur daily, or unexpected events that alter or
change the routines.

Whichever,

they are glimpses of the

complex system that can be used to effectively and efficiently
highlight that which is determined to be typical, standard or
predictable in the larger scope of the classroom.
The term, "critical event" represents the compilation of
a

number

of compatible

ideas

and theories.

It

builds on

Frederick Erickson's notion of "caricature" (Erickson, 1977),
that

suggests

Erickson

researchers

defines

may

caricature

as,

report

data

selectively.

"an abstraction

from

the

diversity of phenomena as experienced so as to emphasize some
features and deemphasize others" (1977, p. 61).
the

effective use of caricatures provides a

In his view,
strategy the

ethnographer can use to move back and forth between etic and
the emic units of analysis.
I have intentionally renamed Erickson's concept to evoke
particular images and ideas.
a

political

or

Marxist

The use of "critical" connotes

philosophy

and

encompasses

the

20

fundamentals of critical theory in education (Apple,
Giroux, 1983; McLaren, 1986, 1989).

1982;

It suggests that because

an event is critical, it sheds light on the power structures
of

a

classroom

from

a

political

perspective.

This

intentionally situates the data in the broader context of a
relationship to literacy and schooling.
That an anecdote,

language story,

writing sample,

or

occurrence is an "event," places it in a parallel framework
wi th the existing terminology from linguistic anthropology and
literacy education, Le. "speech event" (Hymes, 1972; Searle,
1969)

and "literacy event"

Wilde,

(R. Goodman,

1992; Harste, Woodward & Burke,

1992; Y. Goodman &
1984). David Bloome

considers classrooms as events (1981, 1986).
term

highlights

participants,

the

dynamic

nature

and the activities and

of

His use of the
classroom,

its

interpretations they

engage in; "a set of interpersonal processes at the level of
face-to-face interaction" (1986, p. 4).
Events are social and communicative; people acting
and reacting to each (other) as they construct
group or community and establish public definitions
for what is happening at that time, for what is
being accomplished, and who each other is within
that group ... When people engage each other in faceto-face interaction, they need to construct a
shared framework for how each other is to be
understood and how they are to signal their
intentions (Bloome, 1986, p. 3).
The

term

"critical

event, "

therefore

summarizes

and

highlights the values placed on the pieces of data selected to

21

be

of

key

significance

and

of

illustrative

value.

The

specific episodes that are termed critical events in this
study are the negotiation of curriculum at the beginning of
the year,

the oral language demonstrated during literature

circle discussions, the development of genre in writing, the
relationship between children from the bicul tural community of
the classroom,
Americans.

and a thematic unit of study about Native

They have several attribute,s in common.

They all:

- are representative of the larger context of the classroom;
- are of political significance to the classroom and the
broader educational community;
- are atypical of status quo classroom practice commonly
reported in easily accessible professional literature from
either anthropology or education fields, particularly for
diverse populations; and
highlight the inventive nature of the four specific issues
addressed by the study (high level of intellectual
expectation, symmetric power and trust relationships,
authenticity, and additive bilingualism and biliteracy).
The critical events are presented through the description
of a composite day in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 6.
event

of

Chapter

5,

the

development

of

The critical
a

bicultural

relationship between two students, develops over the course of
the second year of the study.
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Research Questions
1.

How is the tension between the personal and the social

levels

of human

learning manifested

in

a

whole

language

classroom?
a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

How is the oral language of a whole language
classroom constructed?
How is the written language of a ,,,hole language
classroom constructed?
What roles do personal and social culture and
history play in the development of a
classroom/school community?
How is curriculum constructed in a whole language
classroom?

What

information

generalizable sense,

about

learning

in

a

universal

or

particularly at school, does an indepth

understanding of the dynamics of oral and written language,
culture,

and

curriculum

in

a

whole

language

classroom

community provide?
3.

What

role

do

the

issues

of

level

of

intellectual

expectation, power and trust relationships, authenticity, and
bilingualism

and

biliteracy

play

in

the

invention

of

a

classroom's language, culture and learning?
4

What

research

generalizable
surface

from

implications
an

indepth

for

instruction

understanding

of

and
the

invention/convention process of one whole language classroom?
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A Theoretical Foundation: Invention and Convention
The

research

synthesis

in

Figure

I-Ion

page

17

demonstrates that a primary goal of this study is expanding
our understanding of .the theory of invention and convention by
analyzing effective practice in a whole language classroom.
The

foundation

for

this

theoretical

goal

Goodman's theory of language learning.

is

Kenneth

S.

In this section,

Goodman's theory is reviewed and compared to other writ·ing
about

invention

in

the

educational

literature.

Whole

language, as a theory, a philosophy and a set of instructional
practices

is

defined,

as

well.

Lastly,

the

theoretical

expansion is outlined through a summary of the chapters to
follow.

Goodman's theory of language learning
In 1988,

Kenneth S.

Goodman presented his theory of

language learning to the Brisbane Conference on Language and
Learning.

In

"foundational

his
to

speech,

this

view

Goodman
of

outlines

language

the

concept

development:

the

shaping of language by centripetal (personal invention) and
centrifugal
concept

of

(social convention)

forces"

invention/convention

(1988,

means

that

p.

2). This

individuals

construct their own semiotic system of language within the
context of the social world - that language is both personal
and

social

and

is

therefore

the

medium

for

both

social
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interactions and personal, internal thoughts and expressions.
K. Goodman summarizes the invention/convention process:
Each human being creates language, a means of
representing the world and his or her experiences
with it.
But each human being does that within a
social context and makes use of the linguistic
resources in that social environment. Eventually,
the personal language of each individual comes
safely within the social language: the symbols, the
grammar, the ways of representing the world for the
individual are those of the society in which that
individual functions. But the creative force never
diminishes and it plays a key role in all
subsequent language development.
So in a real
sense personal language is the product of society
and social
language is the product of the
individuals who speak it.
Neither ever loses its
dynamic quality; both personal and social language
change to meet the functional needs of their users
(1988, p. 3).
This

dynamic

and generative view of

language development

counters two previously prominent views about how children
learn to speak: that children learn speech by imitation of
adult speech (Skinner, 1957), or that children acquire speech
through some innate psychological mechanism like a language
acquisition device (Chomsky, 1966).

The invention/convention

concept

the

suggests

that

although

ability

to

think

symbolically is an innate quality of human beings, a tension
exists between the force of creativity at the personal level,
and the need to be comprehended by the society at the social
level.

This

tension,

which

provides

an

alternative

explanation for the age-old nature/nurture debate in learning
theory, describes how children's early language moves toward
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communicative competence in a culture or social group

(K.

Goodman, et al., 1987). It conceptualizes language learning as
an

active

process

that

begins

at

birth

and

continues

throughout a life time.
Goodman's theory of language learning refers to oral and
written language development, as he believes oral and written
language

are

two

parallel

processes,

characteristics (K. Goodman, 1986).

with

similar

basic

In written language, just

as in oral language, personal creative forces push out from
the individual level while shared social meanings push in from
the community.

Therefore, a tension exists between the forces

of invention and convention as children develop understandings
about the system of written language present in their culture.
The invention process is highly observable in natural
writing events as young children create their own system for
writing, beginning with written marks commonly referred to as
"scribbles,"
express

then using letters and letter-like symbols to

themselves,

appropriate

letters

and
and

developing
invented

toward

spellings.

phonemically
It's

equally

observable in natural reading events as children read their
world,

using the symbols available in their environment to

make meaning (Whitmore & Y. Goodman, in press).
In each of these situations, however, the conventional
language system used by children's surrounding socio-cultural
contexts

affects

children's

choices

about

how

they

make
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meaning with written
written marks

language.

reflect

Even children's

the print

example (Y. Goodman, 1986).

system around

earliest
them,

for

Similarly, children's earliest

reading events make sense in their larger cultural context, as
children read signs and billboards differently than books, for
instance

(Y.

Goodman,

Al twerger,

&

Marek,

1989;

Haussler,

1982; Wortman, 1991).
The

process

of

invention

and

the

tension

between

invention and convention can most easily be observed in older
children
language.

and

adults

as

they

make

miscues

with

written

Miscues are incidences during reading and writing

when what the reader/writer reads or writes is different than
what is expected according to the conventions of the written
language or text (K. Goodman, in press).

So, when children

invent spellings in their writing or make sUbstitutions for
words when they read, they provide perceptive observers with
information about what they know about the written language
system and its uses.

Miscues permit outsiders a glimpse of

the invention process as it occurs, within given conventional
language use.
Shane Templeton

(1990)

suggests that the practice of

regarding language development as invention is not new, but
rather has a long history in psychology and education fields.
He maintains that the view is as old as the work of Herbert
Spencer and Edward Cope during the mid-nineteenth century and
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as contemporary as the current work of Yetta Goodman (1990).
Templeton

states,

"In recent years

researchers

have been

particularly struck by parallels between the development, or
invention, of literacy in young children and the historical
development of literacy" (1990, p. 512).
In his continued discussion, Templeton (1990) explores
the invention process historically.
work

documents

"the

He asserts that Piaget's

realization

that

children

really

understand only what they have invented for themselves" (p.
513). And, that "Dewey engaged the 'invention' metaphor almost
literally when he talked about how children may 'follow the
progress

of

mankind

in

history'

and

so

doing

processes that humankind needed to invent:
that

reconstruction

or

reorganization

re-invent

'Education ... is

of

.

experJ.ence ...

,

(Dewey, 1916/1961, p. 76)" (Templeton, 1990, p. 513).

Invention across educational domains
A search of literature, applying the term "invention" to
relevant components of the

field

of education

(i. e.

oral

language, written language, development) reveals a variety of
uses of the term in recent research.
description

for the

Invention is used as a

creation of new vocabulary

in spoken

Hebrew, for example (Rabin, 1985). Invention of the alphabet
is addressed from a

linguistic viewpoint

(Daniels,

1986).

Heckel (1987) presents Francis Bacon's new science in terms of
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the invention of writing and the more recent invention of
electronic media.

And a spontaneous pidgin invented by two

young children is detailed in yet another study, including a
parallel drawn between the universals of pidgin language and
child language (Gilmore, 1979). The invention of memory from
a neuro-psychological view is explored by Rosenfield (1988).
Evidence of child language invention has been documented in
studies of twins over the years.
The majority of studies directly addressing invention,
however, concern rhetoric, where invention is traditionally
defined as, "the private act of an individual writer for the
particular event of producing a text, typically a theme or an
essay"

(LeFevre,

1987,

p.

1).

LeFevre

traditional "Platonic" view in her field.

challenges

the

She says that the

traditional definition exists for three reasons:

a heavy

influence from literacy studies that emphasizes the individual
over the social collective; a romantic image of writers as
artists, apart from others and mysteriously inspired; and an
American influence of capitalism and individualism.

LeFevre

suggests an alternative view of invention as a social act.
She says:
Invention , conceived broadly as the process of
actively creating as well as finding what comes to
be known and said in the discourse of any
discipline,
is,
I
think,
best understood as
occurring when individuals interact dialectically
with socioculture in a distinctive way to generate
something (1987, p. 33).
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LeFevre

then

rhetorical

suggests

invention

collaborative,

and

a

continuum

as

Platonic,

collective,

with

of

perspectives

internal
the

on

dialogic,

influence

of the

social nature of writing increasing with movement to the right
on the continuum.
Researchers

in rhetoric

invention are concerned with

invention in terms of the generating of ideas, rather than a
development of the ability to understand writing as a semiotic
system and use it functionally.

However, LeFevre's theory of

invention as a social act contributes a philosophical base for
looking at writing invention and significantly challenges the
conventional view of writing that has dominated historically.

Whole language
The site for the research of this study is called a whole
language
school,

classroom by

its

teacher,

other observers and mysel f

discussion

of

what

whole

the

principal

of the

as the researcher.

language

means

A

clarifies

the

assumptions shared by the teacher and myself about children,
learning, language, and instruction.
Whole language

is a

philosophy of education that

is

taking hold in schools internationally, and in particular, as
a grass-roots movement of teachers in North America.
philosophy,

whole language assumes a

As a

number of principles

involving children, language, learning, and teaching.

These
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are succinctly summarized in K. Goodman's 'vords according to
principles for reading and writing,
(1986; K. Goodman, et al., 1987).

teaching and learning

In addition to the premise

that language is both personal and social and learned in the
context of real use, the principles of whole language that are
especially relevant to this study include:
1.

Readers

meaning

and

through

writers
print

construct

during

the

and

express

processes

of

reading and writing; comprehension and expression
are the purposes of real reading and writing.
2.

"Three language systems interact in written

language: the graphophonic, the syntactic, and the
semantic ...

All

three

systems

operate

in

a

pragmatic context" (K. Goodman, 1986, p. 38-39) and
are inseparable during literacy processes.
3.

"Literacy develops from whole to part,

vague to precise, from gross to fine,

from

from highly

concrete and contextualized to more abstract, from
familiar contexts to unfamiliar" (K. Goodman, 1986,
p. 39).
4.

"Form

function

follows

function.

Development

of

usually comes before and motivates the

development

of

form

in

reading

(Goodman, et al., 1987, p. 247).

and

writing"
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5.

Teaching and

learning are not dichotomous.

Learners must build their own knowledge and take
from the environment what is relevant and useful to
their development.
6.

Risk

language

taking

is

development

an

essential

and

component

learning.

of

Children's

abilities to take risks, to make miscues and trust
their previous knowledge is an expressed goal of
whole language teachers.
7.

Language for instruction" ... must be whole.

Everything that children are asked to write must
have a purpose and an audience.

Everything they're

asked to read from the beginning must have all the
characteristics

of

whole,

real,

functional

language" (K. Goodman, et al., 1987, p. 248).
In

short,

whole

language

classrooms

like

the

one

described in this study use reading and writing, listening and
speaking,

for real purposes,

integrated

fashion.

in real contexts,

They keep meaning at

and in an

the center of

literacy experiences and they build on the knowledge all
students bring to school with them about print.
however,

Literacy,

is viewed as a means for acquiring and expressing

knowledge about the world,
children's

authentic

so that the content areas and

questions

drive

uses

of

reading and

writing in school. In whole language classrooms, principles of
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democracy allow children to be at th8 center of curriculum
planning.

students are respected and valued as individuals

with unique socio-cultural literacy histories, interests, and
needs (Whitmore & Y. Goodman, in press) and their development
is celebrated.

Further information about the whole language

philosophy, related teaching methods, and authentic evaluation
is extensively available in the literature for teachers and
researchers (for example, Edelsky, Altwerger, & Flores, 1991;
Goodman,

Bird,

& Goodman,

1990,

1992;

Goodman,

Goodman,

Hood, 1989; Goodman, Hood & Goodman, 1991; Weaver, 1990).

&
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Expanding Invention to the Classroom Level
One purpose of this study is to expand the concept of
invention/convention to include the four major components of
the

classroom:

curriculum.

oral

and

Therefore,

an

written

language,

interdisciplinary

required to theoretically understand the data.

culture
approach

and
is

As each of the

four major components are discussed in chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6,
an appropriate review of literature

is

integrated with a

discussion of the data in terms of a critical event and an
analysis of that segment of classroom life.

Oral and written language
The concept of invention and convention is most likely
used to explain oral and written language learning at an
individual level (K. Goodman, 1988; Goodman & Goodman, 1990).
Chapters 3 and 4 expand the concept to explain the oral and
written language of a classroom as a collective of children
and teachers.

This requires a review of pertinent linguistic,

sociolinguistic,

and

educational

literature

in

oral

and

written language, both in terms of language development and in
terms of the language found in a classroom as a special type
of speech and literacy community.

Chapter 3 identifies the

critical nature of the oral language of literature study group
discussions and analyzes the conventions for these discussions
as mutually invented by the participants.

Chapter 4 describes
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the critical

event of genre development during the daily

writing workshop.

It suggests that children invent genres in

the classroom to meet the functions of written language their
writing serves.

Culture
Chapter 5 provides an explanation for the invention of
classroom

cultures,

as

communities

elementary education settings.
to

literature

ethnographic
applies

from

of

uses

learners

in

formal

This process connects the data

anthropology,

descriptions

anthropological

of

especially

classroom
of

terms

previous

communities,

such

as

and

"culture,"

"communi ty ," and "mul ticul tural education" to a whole language
classroom.

The relationship between two girls, Seaaira and

Lolita, whose friendship bridges their divergent horne cultures
and languages is examined as a critical event.

curriculum
The organization and negotiation of curriculum at the
beginning of the year is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 6
continues the discussion as it presents the organization of
curriculum through a specific example of a thematic unit about
Native Americans.

Together these critical events demonstrate

show how children's authentic and intellectually challenging
questions lead all curriculum, but particularly the thematic
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studies that integrate subject areas.
language

curriculum

building

at

They illustrate whole

work

and

the

value

of

inventing curriculum according to the personal interests and
needs of the students.

Learning
Chapter 7 suggests that the concept of invention and
convention may be used to explain learning itself.
learning theories

that

are

foundational

to

Here, the

the educating

process are explored to determine the value of the concept of
invention/convention at a
level.

much broader,

perhaps universal

This broadened perspective is possible due to the

potential for invention supported in this classroom through a
curriculum that is mutually negotiated by the community of
learners. It is possible because in whole language classrooms
like this one, learning in school approximates learning out of
school.

"Whole language assumes a single learning process

influenced

and

constrained

by

personal

understanding

social impacts" (Goodman & Goodman, 1990, p. 228).

and
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Inventing a Research study: The Why's, How's and Where's
This interpretive study is designed to enable an indepth,
qualitative,

and data-driven examination of one exemplary

bilingual,

whole

language

classroom.

It

employs

the

techniques and methodologies of ethnographic research from the
anthropological tradition, primarily the use of participant
observation,

audio-tape

recording

interview, to understand the
system:

a

layered

institutions

set

with

responsibilities,

of

both

and

classroo~

shared

and histories

writing

samples,

using

participants

and

(e.g.

and

as a socio-cultural

interrelated

1992; Guilfoyle, 1988; Philips, 1983).
and

transcription,

personal

Y.

Goodman

and

goals,
&

Wilde,

Analyses of reading

methodologies

traditional

in

educational research assist with a developmental perspective
on the individuals and the group as a whole. Collaborative
interpretation with the teacher provides depth and clarity to
the description of the system at every level.

The research plan
The layers in a

systemic view of a

viewed as a set of concentric circles,

classroom may be

in actuality three

dimensional, and are presented in Figure 1-2:
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IMMEDIATE c:oMM1.JNITY

Figure 1-2. The research design.
The relative sizes of the layers in the figure suggest the
focus of this ethnographic study on the classroom.

Movement

from the classroom level toward the center represents a
closer, more micro-level examination of the individuals and
smaller groups present in the classroom; movement from the
classroom level outward represents a broader, more macro-level
examination of the institutions, individuals, and groups that
impact the classroom.

In this study, the focus remains on the
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classroom

level

itself

while

benefitting

from

additional

insights from both the micro- and macro- perspectives.

Thus,

the classroom is situated within the realities of the given
historical, cultural and political contexts of its school and
communi ty .

However,

the

design

concurrently maintains

an

awareness of, and an appreciation for, the ongoing development
of the individual.

This design recognizes the purpose of

school - to educate individual children - but situates that
purpose in its real surrounding context.

Through this view,

the classroom rests in a zone where the tension between the
forces of the social and personal is clearly visible.
The nesting design of the study translates into the use
of a variety of qualitative methodologies at each level.

The

focus on the classroom as a unit and system developed as I
visited and documented observations extensively over a two
year period with field notes and interviews.
level,

the

development

of

four

target

At the micro

children

(Seaaira,

Marisela, Lolita and Antonia) is documented through reading
and writing samples, interviews, and field notes during the
second year. The broader macro levels of school and community
are

documented

through

neighborhood

mapping

and

visits,

interviews with the principal and community representative,
and field notes over the two year period.
The classroom was visited an average of once per week,
wi th the amount

of time spent

in participant observation
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intensifying during the final months of the study to almost
daily.

Figure 1-3 presents a calendar of the data collection

period. The first year of the study was used to develop a plan
for research procedures and to acquire a basic understanding
of the classroom as a system.

Data was collected, analyzed

and presented through writing
Tapia,

& Whitmore,

(Whitmore,
familiar
further

in press;

& Crowell,

Whitmore

1992a;

with

the

(Moll,

1992)

Whitmore
workings

investigation were

Moll
and

&

et al.,

& Whitmore,

conference

Crowell,

of

the

derived

1990;

in press;

presentations

1991)

classroom.
from

Moll,

as

I

became

Themes

content

for

analyses

during the first year and became the primary coding categories
for the second year of the study.

Procedures for structural

analyses were constructed and refined during the first year,
particularly with oral language.
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Year I

Year II

Aug.

2 hrs/week

almost daily

sept.

2 hrs/week

4 hrs/week

Oct.

2 hrs/\V'eek

4 hrs/week

Nov.

2 hrs/week

4 hrs/week

Dec.

2 hrs/week

4 hrs/week

Jan.

2 hrs/week

3 days/week

Feb.

2 hrs/week

3 days/week

Mar.

2 hrs/week

3 days/week

Apr.

2 hrs/week

3 days/week

May

2 hrs/week

almost daily

Figure 1-3. Calendar of research time and activity.

Participant observation
Participant observation was the primary technique used
within

a

naturalistic

and

ethnographic

collecting the data in this study.
a

moderate participant

framework

for

During observations, I was

(Spradley,

1980).

I

sat with the

children as they read, wrote, and talked with each other.

I

took field notes, chatted casually with the children as was
appropriate,

and

helped

them

or

commented

on

their work

whenever they requested. My presence in the classroom became
gradually more participatory as the study progressed over the
course of the two years, however.

I realized at the beginning

of the study that I hoped to remain in the classroom for an
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extended period of time, perhaps even several years.

As the

teacher and I didn't know each other previously, I began with
an observational role.

On the other hand, my eventual goal

was to be involved in a truly collaborative relationship with
the teacher as a co-researcher, or parallel researcher,
exemplified by Short 1986, Haussler,
Smith, 1984.

as

1982, and Edelsky and

This required a much stronger participant role

as the study progressed.
During
appearance
accepted by

year
of

an

one,

I

maintained

outsider.

the group

I

the

attitude

and

participated enough to

and to maintain

a

minimal

the
be

balance

between insider and outsider roles, but I did not become an
active or full participant.

I

concentrated on my research

needs for field notes and remained in the background.

During

year two, my role became considerably more active (Spradley,
1980) as I filled in for the teacher at her request, sought
personal relationships with individual students both in and
out of school,

and suggested curriculum on occasion.

For

example, I led discussions or read aloud when the teacher was
absent or needed to attend to events outside of the classroom,
and I handled disciplinary situations as I was situationally
required to do so. I conferenced with students as they read,
wrote and researched.
My gradual progression from an emphasis on the role of
observer during the first year of the study to more active
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participation in the second year was successful for three
reasons.

First, my early role as observer ensured that I was

able to carefully attend to my observation and note taking
procedures.

As a researcher with an inadequate memory for

details and verbatim speech (as well as limited experience
with the process), ongoing notes whenever possible were very
helpful.
the

Through my constant attention to a written record of

events

of

the

classroom,

I

reminded

myself

to

be

explicitly aware of my social surroundings. During this first
year I developed a procedure for taking notes and analyzing
them, and I came to understand the underlying framework of the
classroom as a

system.

These important components of the

research process served as a strong foundation for the next
year of more indepth study.
Second,

the limited level of participation during the

first year ensured that my presence did not intimidate the
teacher.

I was consciously concerned that the teacher should

not develop an inaccurate impression of me as an evaluator,
judging her teaching abilities, or as a consultant, showing
her the "right" or "better" way to teach.

The teacher and I

slowly developed a collaborative relationship that was built
on successes and founded in my honest belief that she is an
exemplary whole language teacher. I waited an extensive period
of time to involve myself in a participatory relationship with
her,

however,

and

whenever

I

doubted

the

value

of

my
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participation in terms of the relationship I was building with
her, I selected to remain passive or neutral.

The teacher and

I gradually began to work more collaboratively over time and
she eventually

contribute~

valuable additional data through

collaborative interpretation during analysis of the data, as
is further explained below.
extends

into

the

writing and oral

Our collaborative relationship

presentation

of

presentations,

our

shared

findings

in

and continues as \ve plan

future research projects together.
Third, and perhaps most important, my early observer role
insured my self-perception as a researcher.

As an educator

and teacher, I was consciously concerned that I was learning
the language and the culture of this classroom with the least
amount of influence from my expectations as possible.

Through

deliberate observation, I felt that I would be best able to
discover

the

acceptable

language

and

behavior

in

this

particular classroom, thereby coming to know its culture and
language (Goodenough, 1957) as it is rather than as I expected
it to be.

Through my attention to my role as observer,

increased the level of my introspection (Spradley, 1980).

I
My

need to be conscious about this phenomenon never left, but
certainly decreased in intensity as my level of participation
increased and as I became more comfortable in my researcher
role.
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Following observation periods, I expanded my handwritten
field notes while I

transferred them to the computer.

In

computerized form the field notes have two components. The
first

(called

description

"detailed

notes")

of everything that was

during the observation.
of time.

field

is

observed

a

detailed

and

recorded

It is outlined according to notations

The second component consists of a more analytical

expansion, wherein the data is discussed according to varied
categories of significance to the community Literacy Project
(CLP) during the first year, and the more selective categories
of oral

language,

written language,

during the second year.
classroom that

serve

culture,

and learning

These are the four main areas of the
to

organize data

in the

study.

The

outlines used for recording and organizing field notes are
found in Appendix A. For every hour of observation time in the
classroom, approximately 2-3 hours were spent expanding field
notes on the computer.

Audio taping of naturally occurring language
Naturally occurring speech was audio taped to answer my
questions

about

oral

language

in

a

classroom.

Several

literature studies were audio-taped and transcribed to provide
an example of the naturally occurring language data used for
discourse analysis in Chapter 3.
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Although I was present at the literature study sessions,
and took notes at the time, the taping was typically completed
by the teacher and/or the children (if no adult was present).
The teacher used the same literature study sessions for her
personal research questions regarding oral language and the
language that occurs around books.

(Her personal research

agenda is referred to and described throughout chapters 3-7.)
Tapes were transcribed first by the

t~acher

and an employed

transcriber and transcripts were then verified and corrected
during my own listening to audio-tapes as needed.

The teacher

and I shared decision-making when it was difficult to identify
a speaker or clarify an utterance.

The teacher's decision to

audio-tape and her control of the taping procedure, as well as
her leadership of the literature sessions themselves while I
sat

at

the

contributed

outside
to

the

of

the

validity

circle
of

of

the

participants,

speech

as

all

naturally

occurring (Wolfson, 1976).

Interviews
The third

set of data

was

language collected through

interviews.

The

following

standard interview that

the

teacher

is

formally
I

interviewed
designed

for

once
all

Community Literacy Project (CLP) teachers (see Chapter 2 for
a complete discussion of the goals and purposes of the CLP;
see Appendix

B for

the standard

interview used with

the
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teacher.)

The standard nature of this interview allowed for

comparisons between teachers in the CLP project.

The teacher

was also interviewed informally on many occasions.

Informal

interviews included conversations before and after observation
periods,

during recess and lunch breaks at the school and

during mutual attendance in university courses. The formal
interview was audio-taped, transcribed, and coded. Informal
interviews and discussions were recorded in field notes and
were not tape recorded.
Children were also formally interviewed and audio-taped.
Two children were interviewed one time during the first year;
all four target children were formally interviewed at least
once during the second year, and usually twice.' The target
children were interviewed informally on numerous occasions as
I

frequently

chose

to

complete

observations

near

their

positions in the classroom and tried to call upon them for
clarification or elaboration more frequently than the other
children. The formal interviews were taped and transcribed.

'Antonia became a target child in the spring of the
second year of the study. She replaced Marco when it became
clear that Marco's attendance problems were significant.
Antonia was selected because of her bilingual abilities, her
interest in the study and in language, and her posi ti ve
relationship with the other three target children. Her late
addition to the group of target children limited my interview
time with her to once, although by the time Antonia was
selected I had established a relationship with her and had
acquired data about Antonia directly from her and through the
teacher.
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The interviews with children were conducted in as open and
conversational a manner as was possible while attempting to
maintain some standardization for comparison between children.
I most frequently asked the children to respond to open ended
statements or prompts,

rather than direct questions during

interview situations, and the content of the interviews was
guided by my interest in the children's perceptions of their
classroom, language development, and learning.

My procedure

was guided by the Guilfoyle's (1988) procedure for interviews
conducted with children; the interview schedules are reported
in Appendix B.
The other students also served as informants during the
study.

They

explanatory

frequently

information

provided
during

me

with

supplemental

observations

and

gladly

answered casual questions as they read, wrote, researched and
interacted

in their classroom.

Conversely,

I

made

every

effort to answer their questions about my work and writing,
and to serve as a positive and supportive additional adult in
their classroom.

This meant that I was a sounding board for

ideas, an audience for reading and writing, a lunch guest when
invited, and a participant when requested.
The principal, Dr. Robert Wortman, was interviewed once
formally during the second year.
principal's
interacting

interview,
at

the

as

school

well
and

Data collected during the
as

observations

classroom

level

of

him

contribute
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understanding

about

the

school

level

of

the

system

as

represented in the nesting design. Dr. wortman served as an
informant on issues related to the operation of the school and
the components of the neighborhood and its relationship to the
school (see Chapter 2).

He also offered information on the

teacher and her role in the classroom from his perspective.
The community representative from the school staff was
formally interviewed once during the second year.

She also

led me on a tour of the community.

Her insight helped me

understand

and

she

the

neighborhood

the

knowledge

of

families

in

community

the
the

nest,

histories
school

of

as

well

as

provided

insights

crucial
and

the

into

the

relationship between the school and its surrounding community.
This interview expanded my view of the school as situated in
the socio-historical context of the neighborhood.
The interview schedules for the formal interviews with
adults

and

children

were

designed

to

be

open-ended

and

conversational. The interviews with students were especially
open-ended

so

that

the

children

comfortable and did not feel

were

helped

to

feel

as though my questions were

guided by an evaluative intent. The changes in the mannerisms
and the responses of the children over the course of the year
reflected
research

their

increasing

process,

progressed.

comfort with me

especially

with

and with

interviewing,

as

the
time

Interview data appears throughout Chapter 2-6.
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The

interviews of Seaaira and Lolita,

two

of the target

children of the second year of the study, are discussed at
length in Chapter 6.

Writing samples
Writing samples were collected continually over the two
year period.

They serve to document the written language

process, which occurred primarily during the periods of the
day called writing workshop and theme studies, although the
children were often involved in writing all day long. Some of
the samples were collected from individual children, small
groups,

or the class as a

large group to provide actual

products described in the field notes, for example class webs
of thematic units.

In addition,

as much of the written

language produced by the four target children was collected as
possible,
(like

including writing completed for

story

drafts

during

writing

formal purposes

workshop)

and

writing

completed for informal or non/school-specific purposes (such
as

notes

to

supplement
development

friends.)

field
over

notes,
time

The writing

samples

are used

to

a

of

for

provide
the

target

sense

children,

to

literacy
and

to

demonstrate the invention process in written language for the
classroom.

They provide data for the discussion of genre

development in Chapter 4 and for the presentation of the
Native American theme in Chapter 6. The writing samples are
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available for analysis of development over time in the future.

Collaborative reflection
The

role

of the teacher

in the

research process

is

important. My relationship with the teacher, Caryl Crowell,
began slowly, and over the two year period Caryl became a more
collaborative partner.

She is a teacher researcher in her own

right (Crowell, 1991, in press; Whitmore & Crowell, 1992), who
continuously seeks answers to her own questions about teaching
and learning through an independent research process. During
the data collection process, we shared our questions and our
tentative

conclusions.

Caryl

assisted me when skills

Spanish beyond my capabilities were required.
data

for me as she

interactions

she

saved writing samples,

thought

I

would

be

in

She collected
made notes of

interested

in,

and

occasionally planned curriculum according to my calendar or
specific needs.
Caryl's interpretations inform all aspects of this study,
but she was

a

more active participant

analysis.

During

a

procedure

we

in the process of
call

collaborative

reflection, she responded to my detailed field notes with her
own perspective and interpretation in writing, particularly in
reference

to

Chapter

2.

She

joined me

in

the

detailed

sociolinguistic analysis of speech data in Chapter 3.

Her

contributions are a fourth source of data, providing a rich
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emic, or insider, view of the classroom, and the interactions
and participants in it. The teacher's interpretation of the
classroom is included as data, rather than as analysis in this
report of the study, although a presentation of our parallel
perspectives or interpretations of the data is planned for the
future, as is a formal reflection on the notion of "teacher as
researcher."
To summarize, triangulation (Denzin, 1989; Hammersley &
Atkinson, 1983) occurs in combinations from five sources of
information:

field

notes

from

participant

observation,

transcriptions of naturally occurring speech from literature
circles,

interviews,

reflection.

writing

samples,

and

collaborative

Each level of triangulation lends depth to the

description and confidence to the interpretation.

Participant

observations and audio-taped oral language provide the bulk of
the data. Formal and informal interviews, writing samples, and
the teacher' s perspective on the events documented in the
study, are used to confirm and fine tune my interpretations of
what I saw, heard, and understood occurring in the classroom
over the two year period.

Data analysis
The data was analyzed primarily for content, in several
stages.

First, a global analysis was completed as the field

notes were transferred to the computer and the interviews and
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aUdiotapes were transcribed.

During this process over the

first year of data collection, a sense was gained for coding
categories and general trends in the content of the data were
observed.

Hard copies of the data collected during the first

year of the study were more finely read and coded by hand,
generating categories for further investigation and indicating
potential areas for structural analysis.
The key categories that surfaced the first year became
the focus of the second year of the study, differentiating
between them as general or specific. The general categories of

oral language, written language, culture, and curriculum are
the categories that provide parameters for organizing the
data.

The specific codes for content analysis within each of

the general categories of oral language, written language,
culture,

and

curriculum

are

the

following:

invention,

convention, high level of intellectual expectation, symmetric
power and trust, authenticity (audience, purpose, function),
and additive bilingualism and biliteracy (see figure 1-1.)
These codes, which emerge as strengths of the classroom from
the first year of the study, are applied to the second year of
data

(field notes,

interviews,

transcribed speech,

writing

samples and collaborative reflections).
structural

analysis

of

classroom

discourse

provides

additional insight into the process of inventing a classroom.
A system for analyzing the structure of classroom discourse
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was developed with the naturally occurring speech data from
the first year (Whitmore & Crowell, 1992) and is applied to
segments of the speech data of the second year. The system
describes the structure of classroom discourse according to
who

initiates

talk,

how turns

are taken,

how topics are

returned to within conversations, who interrupts whom, and how
questioning and evaluating strategies work. It places children
at the same level with the teacher in terms of potential to
control

discourse.

discourse

This

represents

analysis

selected

oral

of

the

structure

language

of

a

of

whole

language classroom in detail.
Finally,
continuously

the
shared

(primarily the
researchers)
notes

and

data
with

teacher,

sources

and

the

members

but

their
of

analysis
the

are

community

including other teachers

and

for their verification and/or response to my

transcripts.

This

process

enables

me

to

ask

subsequent questions of the teacher, to supplement the core of
the data, and to provide the teacher with information that
enable

her

to

reflect,

evaluate,

practices if she so desires.
part

of

however. )

the

teacher

occurs

and

perhaps

change her

(Any subsequent action on the
separately

from

the

study,

The data are shared 'vi th my professional colleagues

so that my interpretations can be verified and solidified.
sharing my findings with other educationists -

By

both those

familiar and unfamiliar with this classroom - new thoughts are
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inspired,

new questions

confirmed or altered.

are

raised and my

own

ideas are
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Goals of the Project
The typical relationship between research and practice is
challenged by this study.

In the field of education, research

is frequently carried out by university faculty and delivered
through publication, conference presentations, and in-service
training to teachers and school personnel for actual classroom
use and implementation. Traditionally, one goal (perhaps the
central goal) of educational research has been for theory to
inform

practice

changing,

through

however,

as

this

process.

teachers

are

The

tradition

becoming

is

research

collaborators and researchers in their own rights in their
classrooms

(Burton,

1988,

1991i

Pinnell

strickland, 1988a, bi Wortman, 1991).

& Matlin,

1989i

Through this study, my

goal is to use practice to inform theory (K. Goodman, 1992).
My growing indepth understanding of one exemplary classroom is
used

to

critique,

confirm

and

inspire

my

theoretical

understanding of the learning and communicating that happens
in elementary classrooms in order to share it with interested
researchers and practitioners.
Descriptions
commonly

found

of
in

whole

language

dissertation

classrooms

research

that

are

most

provides

ethnographic descriptions of schools in both anthropology and
education. Guilfoyle's (1988) ethnography of the participant
structures in a first grade Native American classroom is one
example of how ethnographic techniques provide insight into
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the workings of whole language classrooms. Wortman
Haussler (1982), Milz (1983),

(1991),

and Short (1986) are others.

However, readers unfamiliar with whole language dissertation
research are likely to have greater access to descriptions of
classrooms that represent a skills or transmission paradigm.
Such classrooms are teacher-directed and rote in nature of
instruction;

their

purpose

is

to

transmit

conventional

knowledge to children through a curriculum that maintains the
status quo.

The classroom presented by Tracy Kidder in the

best seller, Among Schoolchildren represents the transmission
paradigm.

A

description
language

This

second
of the

classroom,

study

goal
oral

of

my

research

and written

is

language

a

thorough

of a

whole

its culture and its learning process.

informs

a

greater

understanding

of

the

relationships between whole language classrooms and typical
classrooms

and

how

they

differ,

providing

a

greater

understanding of the success of whole language classrooms.
In summary, the purposes of this study are:
1.
to richly describe through an ethnographic
perspective, one exemplary third grade, bilingual,
whole language classroom;
2. to understand the classroom and its growth over
the course of a year in terms of invention
(particularly in terms of oral and written
language,
culture and curriculum)
within the
conventions of formal education;
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3.
to understand the four general areas of oral
and written language, culture, and curriculum in
practice and theory in terms of how they relate to
the issues of the high level of intellectual
expectation,
symmetric
trust
and
power
relationships,
authenticity,
and
additive
bilingualism and biliteracYi
4.
to broaden and clarify a learning theory of
invention and convention at the classroom level by
improved understanding of it in practice.
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CHAPTER 2
MEET THE SUNSHINE ROOM
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the members
of the Sunshine Room community (the students and the teacher)
and

to

place

the

classroom

in

its

socio-cultural

and

historical context in terms of the research project and the
surrounding community.

Incl uded are

descriptions

of the

Community Literacy Project, a research study of which this
study is a part, Borton Primary Magnet School and community,
and the classroom itself.

A description of the first few days

of school serves to introduce the school year and define terms
and

categories

in preparation

for

indepth discussions

specific components of curriculum in subsequent chapters.

of
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community Literacy Project
The Community Literacy Project (CLP) was a collaborative
research effort between faculty and graduate students in the
division of Language, Reading and Culture in the College of
Education and the Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology
in the Department of Anthropology, both of the University of
Arizona.

The CLP operated from 1988-1990 through three major

components:

ethnographic household visits in the community,

a

study

teacher

group,

and

ethnographic

observations in bilingual classrooms.
funded research project (Moll et al.,

participant

It was a
1990)

federally

inVOlving many

families in the community, and a dozen or so classrooms in
five schools in Tucson and South Tucson. The classroom being
described in this study was one of the CLP classrooms.
The purpose of the CLP was to investigate both the home
and the school settings of Mexican American families living in
Tucson, Arizona, to understand the socially constructed "funds
of

knowledge"

in the

community.

Funds

of

knowledge

are

defined by the project's principal investigators, Luis Moll,
Carlos Velez-Ibanez and James Greenberg as "the essential
bodies of knowledge and information that households use to
survive,

to get ahead,

or to thrive"

(1990,

p.

2).

This

definition serves equally well to define funds of knowledge
found in classrooms. It was a goal of the CLP to see how funds
of knowledge, both their content and the process by which they
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are shared within households and networks of households can be
incorporated into school curriculum, thereby creating more
meaningful

and appropriate instructional

settings

for the

bilingual children involved.

The CLP staff was particularly

aware

of

of

the

social

natu:t"e

funds

of

knowledge,

that

knowledge is constructed and shared within networks of members
in the community and that a social attitude toward knowledge
can be developed in schools.
other specific interests of the CLP were the literacy
development of the children involved, and an understanding of
the

educational

available

expectations

to them

and

in school.

intellectual

with

challenges

respect to these more

focussed goals, three of the twelve bilingual classrooms in
the

CLP were

specific

used

areas:

as
case

case

studies

study

one

to

investigate

examined

how

three

funds

of

knowledge from the community can be used for instruction; case
study

two

documented

how

teachers

can

change

their

instructional goals based on shared funds of knowledge with
other teachers.

The third case study involved the classroom

being described in this report. This classroom served as one
model of how instruction can be socially organized in ways
that help children actively use and manipulate literacy to
accomplish academic goals.
The classroom being described here was added to the
original

group

of

classrooms

based

on

notably

high
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recommendations from local experts in literacy development in
the field.

These experts, including faculty from the Division

of Language, Reading and Culture and the teacher's principal,
based their recommendations on scholarly interactions with the
teacher and direct observations of her classroom and student
products.

This was the only third grade classroom involved in

the project

(the others were all fourth,

fifth and sixth

grades.) It provided an example for others in the group as it
serves to represent a whole language philosophy.
words,

this

classroom uses

real

literacy

In other

activities

and

materials within authentic and functional contexts; language
remains whole rather than segmented and is never isolated from
its supporting context (K. Goodman,

1986).

As such, this

classroom is accepted by the academic community as successful;
it was included in the CLP as a model for other teachers to
emulate.
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The Community
The
School,

neighborhood
where the

industrial.

surrounding

classroom is

Borton

located,

Primary

Magnet

is predominately

The school itself sits on a major thoroughfare

through the city, so that much of the heavy traffic passing by
the school is industry related.

School grounds are bordered

by an aluminum recycling collection center,
distribution

center,

and

construction materials.

a

a

Coors beer

manufacturing

plant

for

Auto resale businesses and parking

lots, metal processing plants and a restaurant supply company
are wi thin blocks and each of these

industrial

sites

surrounded by unkept and barren fields and empty lots.
nearby city park provides a
people

with

a

place

to

is
A

large population of homeless

congregate,

especially

due

to

a

neighborhood soup kitchen.
Borton School draws from an unusual community for an
elementary school.

The community represented by the student

population includes both the barrio immediately surrounding
the school and the wider district as a whole.
who

are

from

the

local

barrio

corne

from

The children

three

distinct

geographic areas, each approximately 1/3 of the size and the
population.

(See Figure 2-1, for a map of the neighborhood

community.)

These

children

are

primarily

from

a

lower

socioeconomic status, parallel culture population (Crowell,
crites, & wortman, 1991).
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Figure 2-1. The Borton neighborhood.
section A, the area to the west of the school campus, is
largely Hispanic and bilingual.

Most of the residents of this

section are low income families,

living on \tlelfare and in

government subsidized housing. Two large housing projects are
located in this area, as well as multiple-family dwellings
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that are hotels and small apartment complexes.

The community

representative at Borton, Carmen reports that many of these
families
meals.

depend on a
The

homeless

neighborhood
population

free

kitchen

that

for their

frequents

neighborhood and lives in the nearby park is a

this

source of

controversy. Recently gangs and gang related activities have
become problematic, as well, especially with involvement of
the kindergarten through 3rd grade student population.
To the north of the school campus is section B, bordered
by busy main streets and railroad tracks.
families

from this

There are fewer

area with children at Borton,

as this

section includes predominantly business and industrial sites.
The families that do live in this area tend to be Hispanic and
bilingual and have an extended history in the neighborhood as
a rule, says Carmen.
The third section of the barrio, section C, is located to
the east of the school campus.

The majority of the African

American population at Borton live in this area, as do many
recent arrivals from Mexico.
drug dealers,

This section has a history of

especially at the

small

park and community

center in the center of the neighborhood where city police now
patrol regularly. The area consists primarily of single family
homes, although many extended families live together in these
homes and extended visits from relatives who live in Mexico
are frequent.
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The remainder of the children that attend Borton come
from mainly Anglo and working or middle class neighborhoods
from allover the city. The children are bussed from their
homes and participate fully in all of the benefits and bonuses
awarded magnet programs in the district. Together with the
neighborhood population, the children at Borton represent a
"wide

range

of

cultural,

socioeconomic

and

linguistic

backgrounds" (Crowell, Crites, & wortman, 1991, p. 15).
The parents from all of the Borton neighborhoods are
caring and hard working, like parents everywhere.
match

negative

stereotypic

expectations

for

They do not

parents

from

parallel cultures as unconcerned about their children or their
children's successes at school.

Rather,

these parents are

generally very supportive of the Borton curriculum, teachers
and school community.

They volunteer at school in the library

and classrooms, they participate in programs especially geared
for them by the community representative (such as English as
a Second Language and adult literacy), and they support their
children's success at school at home, as best they are able.
The

parents

value

the

special

attention

programs their children receive here,

and

innovative

and their support is

evident in high levels of participation at school functions
like open house and parent-teacher conferences, and the annual
Cinqo de mayo fiesta.
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Borton Primary Magnet School
Borton Primary Magnet School is in the largest school
district in Tucson, Arizona.
stucco building with a

It is a red brick and white

red tile roof,

constructed in the

Southwest style common to public schools built in Tucson in
the late 1920's.

The classrooms of the main building are

built in a square configuration surrounding a courtyard or
patio area, with doors opening to an elevated covered walkway.
There is only one hallway in the school,

in a wing that

includes the school offices, library, computer laboratory, and
one second grade classroom.

Additional portable classrooms

extend along the south side of the school, accommodating a
growing population that exceeds the original size of the site.
Upon arrival,

guests to the office wing of the school are

greeted with colorful displays of children's art work, and a
table

of

new

books

being

promoted

and

displayed

by

the

principal. The walls outside display exciting curriculum and
accomplishments,
behavior,

inside they remind students of appropriate

share knowledge with the greater community,

and

remind families and students of upcoming events.
The central patio is a well-used area that represents the
heart of the school and its philosophy.

Art easels, water and

sand tables, a stage, small caged animals, and an assortment
of brightly painted picnic tables in the shade invite children
and

teachers

to

extend

their

activities

outside

their
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classrooms. The school community meets ritualistically each
morning

in

the

announcements,
song.

Some

patio

area

to

share

greetings

and

recite the Pledge of Allegiance and sing a

children

eat

lunch

in

the

patio

and

parents

frequently meet their children there after school. Evidence of
recent community gatherings

is

found

in newly sanded and

painted wooden benches and recently planted aloe plants at the
perimeter of the area.
the garden,

The attention of children is shown in

protected by a

kindergarten classes.

scarecrow,

and tended by the

Cement walkways that criss-cross the

area are permanently etched with names of former students and
families written into the fresh wet cement when the walkways
were originally laid.
The 300 kindergarten through third grade children who
attend Borton corne either from the immediate neighborhood,
described above (49%), or from other surrounding neighborhoods
(51%).

Borton's popularity in the district is documented by

the lengthy waiting list of children whose parents would like
them to attend. Many parents place their children on this list
at birth. This popularity is due in part to an exceptional
reputation in the community:
In 1986, the National Council of Teachers of
English
recognized
Borton
as
a
Center
of
Excellence. The Arizona state Board of Education
commended Borton as an A+ school in 1987, and in
1988, Borton became one of the first schools in
Arizona to be identified as an Early Literacy site
(Crowell, crites, & Wortman, 1991, p. 15).
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Most recently,

the International Reading Association named

Borton the winner of its 1991 Exemplary Reading Program Award.
The ethnic backgrounds of the children represent the two
separate

types

of

communities

that

attend

Borton.

Approximately half are Anglo and slightly more than half
represent

parallel

culture

populations,

specifically

37%

Hispanic, 9% Afro-American and 8% Native American, according
to school personnel.
the ethnic

These statistics are also reflected in

~omposition

of the Sunshine Room. Borton is well

known in the district and across the nation as an active whole
language school.

Dr. Robert Wortman,

its principal,

is an

invited speaker and writer on whole language education, as are
many faculty members.

Both the bilingual and non-bilingual

programs at Borton are recognized as innovative, holistic,
process-oriented

and

successful.

This

reputation

brings

scores of local, national and international visitors to the
school each year to observe and learn from the skilled staff.
Borton is so frequently visited, in fact, that the children
and faculty are often unaware of visitors in their classrooms
as they proceed with their routine activities.
Borton was designated a desegregation school

for the

district, by a federal court order in 1979 (Crowell, Crites,

& Wortman, 1991).

This status provides the staff and student

popUlation with more support personnel and programs than nondesegregation schools in the district.

A full-time fine arts
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teacher,

physical

education

teacher,

provided as support staff, for example.

and

librarian

are

In addition, a Child

study Team, which deals with concerns for specific children,
includes

a

speech

and

psychologist, and counselor.

language

therapist,

a

school

Full-time teacher assistants are

in every room of the school and resource teachers include a
teacher of gifted children, a Spanish teacher, and a Chapter
I reading teacher.

There are often

painters and dancers,

~uest

artists, such as

invited for semesters at a

collaborate with teachers

and

students,

and

arrive frequently to present puppet shows,
teach safety concepts, and so on.

time to

other guests

give concerts,

"Borton has received 17

enrichment grants for a wide range of classroom projects"
(Crowell, Crites, & Wortman, 1991, p. 17). The resources for
a before and after-school program are provided at no expense
to Borton families and the extended day staff create a Readers
Club for the children. University support is available through
student teaching programs, and an on-site pre-service methods
block that focusses specifically on whole language teaching is
taught

on the Borton campus

(Crowell,

Crites,

&

Wortman,

1991).
Borton has some extraordinary material resources due to
its

desegregation and magnet

status.

A computer

lab

is

available to classes, in addition to individual computers and
printers in each classroom. Cultural arts materials, such as
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a collection of African musical instruments, are housed in the
building to support the excellent fine arts program.
teacher

has

children

developed

to

borrow

cultural

and

to

fine

take

arts

home.

The art

backpacks
They

for

include

thematically organized materials such as musical recordings,
art prints,

sculptures, and books. Each classroom houses a

complete and attractive audio-visual center that includes a
stereo,

VCR,

collection

of

and

television.

resources

in

The

library

English

and

has

a

Spanish.

large
The

significance of the library in Borton's overall program is
evident in the circulation of almost 2500 books per month (an
average of 8 per pupil), approximately 43% of which are nonfiction (Crowell, Crites, & wortman, 1991).
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The Sunshine Room
The Sunshine Room is on the south side of the school,
wi th two entrances that open to the covered walkway and
central patio.

The room is functionally organized.

There are

several large tables which, along with the ample amount of
carpeted floor area, provide work space for the children and
adults.
for

Cubbies and cupboards allow children storage space

their

(pencils,

personal
paper,

belongings,

but

the

crayons and the like)

classroom community.

school

supplies

are shared by the

They are all within easy access for the

children and are clearly labeled in Spanish and English.
study

carrel,

loft

and

the

teacher's

hidden

desk

children places to hide away to work, read, and visit.

A

allow
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Figure 2-2. Diagram of the physical arrangement of the
classroom.
The Sunshine Room most noticeably immerses children in
print in both English and Spanish.

As one walks through the

room at any given time, the children and adults are using
print to complete activities and 'live' successfully in the
room.

Books are literally everywhere, as are alphabets, lists

of negotiated behavior norms, schedules and posted notices.
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Notes and letters, children's work, and class webs are always
present, as well. All of these materials and written language
forms are presented in two languages.

(Chapter 4 provides a

complete description of the written language available in the'
classroom environment.)

Daily schedule
In keeping with a whole language philosophy, the daily
schedule in the Sunshine Room is organized to maximize blocks
of time, and to integrate subjects across the curriculum.
Figures 2-3 and 2-4 present the classroom schedule as designed
by the teacher.

It is recorded in both English and Spanish to

increase its accessibility to all students and parents in the
class.
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Figure 2-3. Sunshine Room schedule in English.
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Figure 2-4. Sunshine Room schedule in Spanish.

The children
The Sunshine Room is a third grade bilingual classroom.
The

teacher,

Caryl

Crowell,

is

assisted

by

Halie

Pence.

During the first year of the study, twenty seven children, 12
boys and 15 girls, 16 from the barrio surrounding the school
and 11 from other neighborhoods comprised the class.

During

the second year, 24 children, 11 boys and 13 girls, 13 from
the barrio and 11

from other neighborhoods

comprised the
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class.

Caryl describes the background of her students':

Well, here, because we are a deseg school we really
have a wide spread of kids, there are children from
the barrio around the school, who vary from being
in families where both parents are working and it's
a struggle to get by, they are generally making it
- to families that absolutely are destitute. I've
got a couple of kids that do not have jackets, kids
who need food boxes periodically.
And then the
children who come in from the volunteer community
tend to be generally middle class. A lot of times
both parents are working. I don't know that I have
anybody that I can say is terribly affluent ... The
variety of kids is delightful and it's neat to see
how well they do get along in a situation that
encourages them to work together.
As

is

common

in

bilingual

classrooms,

there

is

considerable diversity in the children's language and literacy
abilities.
children

The bilingual and biliterate abilities of the
involved

represented

in

in

the

Figures

second

2-5

and

year
2-6.

of

the

study

According

to

are
the

teacher's description, fifteen of the children in each class
(year one and year two) are monolingual English speakers and
readers.

Of these, two children during the first year, and

one child during the second year are learning to speak, read
and write in Spanish.
learning Rumanian.

One girl during the first year is

One child during the first year and two

children during the second year are English dominant bilingual
speakers. Nine children during year one and six during year
'AII quotes from the teacher, Caryl, were recorded during
the formal intervie\"/ in the first year of the study, or are
excerpted from the teacher's writing during the collaborative
interpretation process.
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two are bilingual.
both

languages

Of these, some children read and write in

equally

language or the other.

well,

others

read

mostly

in

one

Jaime and Acuzena during year one, and

Marisela during year two are monolingual Spanish speakers who
arrived in the United states during their respective third
grade

years.

Each

of

these

children

is

moving

toward

bilingualism and biliteracy and doing some speaking, reading
and writing in English by the end of the year.
learn English,

While they

the children continue to develop as Spanish

speakers, listeners, readers, and writers.

As the bilingual

and biliteracy abilities of the children is relatively similar
from

year

to

year

in

the

Sunshine

Room,

the

bilingualism/biliteracy continuums in Figures 2-5 and 2-6 are
representative.
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English only
Mark
Gabriel
Cari Seaaira
Angelica
Aaron
Paul
Elizabeth
Michelle
Trevor
Stephanie
Randy
Colin
Thomas
Elliott

Bilingual
Spanish only
Cathy David
Antonia
Marco Marisela
David
Lolita
Judith
Carolina

Figure 2-5. Continuum of oral language abilities of second
year children.

English only
David
Seaaira
David
Mark
Angelica
Elliott
Colin
Thomas
Aaron
Paul
Cari
Elizabeth
Michelle
Trevor
stephanie
Randy
Cathy
Gabriel

Biliterate
Lolita
Antonia

Marco
Carolina

Spanish only
Judith
Marisela

Figure 2-6. continuum of \'lritten language abilities of
second year children.
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clearly, the children vary in their oral skills in each
language and range in levels and ease of biliteracy.

The

children's

and

literacy

success

in

development

advancing

is

a

their

credit

to

oral

the

language

teacher's

acute

knowledge of the children's individual abilities.

Children

are

"English

not

limited by simple

descriptions

such

as

speaking" or "spanish speaking," nor are they labelled with
deficit

terms

such

"semilingual."

as

The

"Limited

teacher

English

describes

Proficient"
her

students

or
as

individuals with varied abilities, interests, experiences and
needs.

The teachers
Caryl is a knowledgeable and experienced professional.
She is 40 years old, and moved to Arizona from the midwest.
She received her bachelor's degree in Spanish, later added an
elementary

bilingual

education

certification,

and

as

a

graduate student is currently working toward an Education
Specialist

degree

at

the

university

of

Arizona

while

considering a doctoral program.

caryl is an energetic and

concerned teacher and individual.

She uses her classroom for

her own educational purposes, as well as the children's, by
conducting research in the setting for her graduate courses,
by increasing her understanding of children and education, and
by addressing topics within the classroom curriculum that she
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herself wants to learn more about.
During the course of the 89-90 school year, Caryl studied
reader response to children's

literature in the

fall

author studies in children's literature in the spring.

and
Both

of her studies were conducted to meet requirements of advanced
children's literature courses and graduate seminars.

She also

led the children in an indepth study of astronomy, building
upon her own interest and knowledge in the field.

In fact,

Caryl reflects:
I think that's why I enjoy elementary school, I can
do everything.
You get your fingers messy with
clay and paint and build little flashlights and
electric circuits and stuff like that.
caryl's teaching experience extends from early childhood
through college level courses and she is frequently called
upon by her district, the university and national professional
organizations to share her expertise with her colleagues and
pre-service teachers.

Her continued education provides her

with current information from research and both theoretically
and practically oriented sources.
visible

role

as

an

active

Caryl's continuous and

learner

is

crucial

to

the

development of the classroom as a community.
Caryl is supported in her teaching by the assistance of
Halie,

the classroom teacher assistant,

students

from

the

teaching program.

university

methods

and by occasional
block

and

student

Halie has a purposeful role in the class as
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a team teacher with Caryl, participating and interacting with
children in the planning,

development,

implementation and

evaluation of activities.

She is a native spanish speaker

with a master's degree in bilingual education who chooses to
remain in an assistant position. Her actions show. that she
strives to emulate Caryl in her teaching practice and she is
fully supportive of the program and curriculum developed in
the Sunshine Room.
Together, the children, Caryl, and Halie, are the cast of
characters involved in the story of the Sunshine Room.

Each

brings a personal and unique experience to the classroom where
it becomes challenged by the needs of the group as a whole.
The story of the tension between these children and adults as
individuals and the community they become during an academic
year is the subject matter of this study.
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The Year Begins
The beginning of the year presents the first of many
critical events that occur in the classroom. critical events
are

described

in

Chapter

1

as

activities,

procedures,

relationships or interactions that are of special illustrative
significance to the classroom. The children and the adults in
the

Sunshine

Room

begin

each

year

without

knowing

what

curriculum, learning activities, or topics of study they will
encounter over the subsequent nine months.

These important

experiences of their third grade year are determined during
the

first

week

of

school,

as

the

children

themselves

brainstorm ideas and questions they have and democratically
vote for a mutually agreed upon curriculum.

The teacher

contributes her ideas in this process, but they are valued
equally with the children's contributions.

The teacher's

philosophy and ideology, power relationships between teachers
and

students,

practices

and

with

manifested

in

the

value

literacy,
this

of

authentic

language

practice.

and

questions

learning

Therefore

it

are

and
all

deserves

considerable attention as a preface for the story of the year.
The first day of school in the Sunshine Room is a day to
get acquainted.

The school meets at the central patio where

the princip'al greets families and children by saying, "Good
morning everybody.
them."

The

Please find your teachers and stand with

children

and

parents

move

around

to

their
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appropriate

places

as

the

principal

leads

a

boisterous

rendition of the song, Bingo and then the crowd quiets.

A

teacher welcomes everyone to Borton and the principal shares
announcements about the after school program and behavior.
says there are three rules at Borton:

He

that children keep

themselves safe, others safe, and property safe.

with those

words in mind, the classes are dismissed and the new Sunshine
Room class moves indoors to the classroom.
The children find name tags, say good-byes to parents and
settle in at the group meeting area on the floor where Caryl
reads Knots on a counting Rope, by Bill Martin Jr. and John
Archambault. The teacher then talks through the schedule for
the day and opens the floor for questions from the children.
"Can we call you Caryl?" asks Seaaira. "If you speak my name
wi th respect it doesn't matter which name you use."

Caryl

says she wants the children to make their own decisions about
what names to use for herself and Halie and asks,
make that decision for yourself?"

"Can you

The children respond, yes,

negotiating the first of many decisions about how to relate
with one another in school.
For

the

remainder

of

the

involved in an art activity,

morning,

the

children

are

learn a new song titled, The

Sunny Side of Life, have a recess break, and return to the
room again to complete an interview process.

caryl suggests

that the children work with someone they don't know very well
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and she distributes written questions to ask in both spanish
and English.

To demonstrate the process,

interview

another

one

in

front

of

the

Caryl and Halie
children.

Caryl

interviews Halie in English, taking notes on the chalkboard
for all to see.

Then the adults exchange roles and Halie

interviews Caryl in spanish and writes notes on a paper.

At

the end of the interview, Caryl says, "When you are doing your
first drafts you don't need to spell everything correctly.
You may invent your spellings."

She tells the children to

choose a language they want to use as they find speakers of
that language for partners and receive questions in Spanish or
English.

The children disperse to all areas of the room and

there is a buzz of conversation in both languages as they get
to know one another.

When the children return to the whole

group meeting area, Caryl instructs them in how to file their
writing materials in their personal writing workshop folders
and the group prepares for lunch.

The students will return to

'the interviews when they write up what they learned about one
another.
The focus on the second day of school is the children's
brainstorming of topics of study for the rest of the year.
The process begins individually, and quietly, as the children
sit with long strips of lined paper and list ideas.

Caryl

begins by talking with the children, sharing the process they
are about to encounter.

She asks,

"What could you put on
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these papers? The children suggestions include:
spelling test, a very short story, etc.

rhymes,

a

"Could you put a list

on it?" asks Caryl. "Yes," the children agree. Caryl explains
that a list could go on this type of paper because it is just
one word under another word.
person who'll
spelling."

need to

read

She adds,
it

"You're the only

so don't worry

about

the

She asks them to put their names on the top, and

the date, which she reminds them of in spanish and English.
She wants the children to sit quietly and think and compose
their own lists of what they want to learn about during the
year, what themes they hope the class will study.
Some children respond by writing fast and furiously.
Seaaira,

who

generates

a

accepts
long

permission

list

and

to

has

spell
no

brainstorming or representing her ideas.
below (Figure 2-7.)
lost

in

terms

difficulty

and

of

for

herself,

apparent

problem

Her list appears

A very few children, like David M., are
ideas

or

supportive

what

to

write.

encouragement

from

with

great

me,

David

eventually writes invented forms for animals and Mexico.

Most

children, however, given some reassuring comments from their
teachers, create a list of 5-6 ideas without difficulty, and
in whatever language they prefer. Lolita's list provides an
example of a bilingual child's thinking and writing in both
Spanish and English (Figure 2-8).
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(Indian ruins, African animals, rain forest please, air,
earth, sun, history, poetry, painters, equator)2

2All children's writing is presented in its original form
whenever possible given space constraints.
The original
orthography is maintained as well. When inventions involving
spelling occur, conventional spelling is provided within
captions or the text. The captions also provide translations
of Spanish texts.
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Figure 2-8. Lolita's individual brainstorming list.
(cocinar (to cook), viento (wind), arboles (trees), mummies,
animales (animals), carros (cars), plantas (plants),
museums, bubbles)
After about 10 minutes of individual brainstorming, the
children are directed to share their lists in small groups.
At each table, one student records for the group on a large
piece of chart paper.
their personal

Each child in the small group reads

lists while the recorder writes so that a

product is developed that includes all of their ideas.

The

children who serve in the role of recorder invent spellings.
Some children add new ideas to their personal lists suggested
by ideas shared by others.
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Twenty minutes later, Caryl announces that the children
have sixty more seconds.

The warning time sparks a flurry of

talking and activity as the students realize they are almost
out

of

time.

exponentially

The
with

activity
time;

as

in

the

the

room

children

has

increased

understand

the

process and hear about other children's interests they create
more possibilities for themselves.
As

the

small

group

phase

of

the

process

ends,

children come together at the class meeting area.

the
Caryl

comments that brainstorming is like an explosion because ideas
suggest more ideas.

She explains that since there is no way

they can study all of the ideas in one year,

tomorrow the

class will prioritize the list from most favorite to least
favorite.

Caryl says, "You're going to leave the year with

more questions than you start with -- at least I hope so,
because if not, I'm not doing my job."
Caryl proceeds to read the small group lists out loud to
the large group.

The students help her read their invented

spellings when she needs help and they talk about classifying
some of the topics into groups.

The teacher and students

laugh about some of the ideas, share their backgrounds as they
go, and talk together informally.

The suggestion raised by

one student, to study "the middle ages" which she defines for
the teacher as "You know, when the girls wore poodle skirts
and stuff" is greeted with shared humor and pleasure. Travis
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says, "This day is the funniest day of 3rd grade so far," with
a satisfied voice filled with expectations of more "fun days"
to come.

The students' interest in the discussion is revealed

in their posture; they lean forward with anticipation. It is
quiet as the reading continues.
small

groups

read

as

follows

Two of the lists compiled by
(the

original

spelling

is

preserved, with conventional spelling and English translations
following in parentheses):
(Carolina

recorder)

the

hiking;

sea;

Amozom

(Amazon); fiar (fire); yo ciero estudiar matematic
(yo quiero estudiar matematica:

I

want to study

mathematics); space; doenesors (dinosaurs); trees;
me gustaria tener jugetes
toys);

babols

(bubbles);

(I would like to have
snaecs

(snakes);

nachr

(nature); me gustaria tener lentes (I would like to
have glasses); jau too maec cartoons (how to make
cartoons); roks

(rocks); fonges

(fungus); peopole

(people); me gustaria tener un carro (I would like
to

have

a

car);

bokonos

(volcanoes);

anamoles

(animales: animals); me gustaria tener una casa (I
want to have a house)

(Seaaira recorder) Insrons (Indian ruins); baterfly
(butterfly); spas

(space); dinasorns

(dinosaurs);

afraken anamels (African animals); sains (science);
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paIse

(plants);

please); u.f.o.;
erth

(earth);

(poetry);

raine

pIes

(rain

forest

sloer starn (solar system); air;
sun;

book

forist

fuol

riteers

(fuel);
(book

sea;

poatre

writers);

gavad

(gravity); dsert (desert); anamall (animal); babels
(bubbles); manes (magnets); elttsat (electricity);
tacing

(unknown);

art;

rokit

caligen

challenger);

haisterree

(history);

(prehistoric

times);

the

vikins

(vikings);

(dinosaurs) ;

in

airplans

unvers

50

(rocket

pasatorikitim

(in

the

50's);

(airplanes);

danter

(universe) ;

sime

caapen

(unknown); food; nike case (knights and castles);
malteagsa (middle ages).
The lists are being read in preparation for a democratic
voting process, wherein the children categorize the ideas,
rank them according to most favorite, and vote.

This provides

a group consensus for making decisions about the topics for
the year.

It ensures that everyone's voice counts equally in

the decision.

Seaaira's list provides an example of the final

voting process

(Figure 2-9),

determines

curriculum

the

presented in Figure 2-10.

and the resulting tally that

theme

topics

for

the

year

is
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AGESI hi.tory. knight., ca.tl.s. food.

___PHYSICAL SCIENCEI cho/Td.try. magnets. It"ctrlclty. optic.
(lon51.). bubbl ••• air, fire

~EARTH SCIENCE. rocks, volcanoos (could Includ. countrlo5
wh.r. thoro art activo or Itxtinct volcanols)
'4'

'

-J-THE HUMAN BOD'r'1 growing.
by running and hiking

bablclI~.

muscllts, staYing hoal thy

___ART I sculpturo. palntors
-f{HOLI DAYS I around tho world, card5. birthday .. , pooplo
41-lATiVE AHEilI CANS I ru i ns, PVOI' I., fO:ld. ,;' t, mus I c,
hIstory. tOYS

Figure 2-9. Seaaira's vote for theme topics.
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Paten

~/2!AsPACE

I UFO's, stArs, plAnots, rockots, gravity, moon,
SOIAI' systom, Astronomy, univors.

{j)1lf!LTHE SEAl shArks,
WhAlo"

Jol1y~i~h,

sting rays, o.ls, fish,

~J2~THE

WORLDI countrl.s, pooplo, hous •• , animA\s, cooking,
holidAYs, Art, glob •• , maps
.

~~T~ANSPORTHTION I AirplAne., trucks, CArs, bus •• , bOAtS,
motor~,

~

-tuol,

tran~portAtion

work.rli

gQANIHALSI AnllT,AI -fA1l\lllol, Ilk. liPiders, Insoctl, blrdl,
malTrnalli, -filh, amphibiAn. (-frogl and toadl), rlptlll'

~ANIHALSI
an,malsi

~ ~TREESI

wild anlmalli and domeltlc Animals (pllh and -fArm

RAlnforostli, dt.ert troos, mAking papor, rocycllng

~ ~PLANTSI Fungus, trltl, do.ort plants
~COMHUNICATIONI T.V., radio, disc Jockeys,
~ELECTRONICSI computers, T.V. radio
~~PUSLISHINGI

commercials

booKI, nowlipap.rl, cartoons, Authors,

i IlustrAtorG

~~OINOSAURSI

prehlltorlc tlm.s

~ b~VIKINGSI hl.tory, boats, food,
~MIOOLE AGESI history, knights,

countrlel
caltles, -food,

®12.PHYSICAL SCIENCEI chelToiGtry, magnots, eloctrlclty, optics
(Ionltl), bubblos, All', -fIr.

~EARTH SCIENCEI rockl, volcano •• <could Includt countrlo.
whoro thoro art actlvI or Ixtinct volcanots)

®~THE
HUMAN SOOt I growing,
by running and hiking
~'ARTI

bablos, musclos, staYing he/al thy

sculpture, palntor.

~HOLIOAYSI

around tho world, cards, birthdays, pooplo

~NATIVE AMERICANSI ruinG, poople, food, art, mUGlc,
history, tOYI

Figure 2-10. The final class tally for theme topics.
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Caryl determines the topics of the themes for the year
and the order in which they are presented in the curriculum
from the list above.

Her control over the order of themes

during the year allows her to contribute her expertise in
sequencing topics logically, and ensures that she has adequate
time to gather materials and prepare the environment for each
new topic.

Then, as each theme begins over the course of the

year, the brainstorming process repeats itself.

Typically,

the children participate in the following steps as they study
each theme:
1.

brainstorm and web knowledge about the topic;

2.

create questions of what they want to learn;

3.

list possible activities, centers, and projects that
they could do;

4.

explore the topic through a wide range of experiences
and materials; and

5.

present their learning in a form that is generated
during the learning phase.

This process is explored in great detail through the example
of a theme about Native Americans in the focus on curriculum
in chapter 6.

High level of intellectual expectation
Recent studies of education for minority and working
class populations, referred to as parallel cultures by Rudine
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Bishop

Sims

educational

(Y.

Goodman,

experiences

1992)

children

show

that

typically

the

type

receive

of

differ

considerably according to the socioeconomic status of their
community and the languages spoken in their homes.

Children

from minority populations, economically poor homes, and nonEnglish speaking homes receive differing content and type of
learning experiences than do children from Anglo, middle or
upper class, and English speaking homes (Anyon, 1980; Moll,
1988; Moll and Diz, 1987; Oakes, 1985; Wilcox, 1982; for a
review

of

research

dealing

specifically

with

reading

instruction, see Shannon, 1992). Oakes details the effects of
academic tracking in junior and senior high, for example, and
finds that, "poor and minority students are most likely to be
placed at the lowest levels of the school's sorting system"
(Oakes, 1985, p. 67).
Anyon's (1980) work effectively documents that children's
educational experiences are predictably variable according to
the

social

class

community

from which

they come.

Anyon

conducted participant observations in fifth grade classrooms
in five schools with contrasting social class communities.
She observed instruction, analyzed and compared textbooks and
instructional materials, and interviewed students and teachers
in communities and schools that she labelled working class,
middle-class, affluent professional and executive elite.

Her

work in classrooms evolved into a description of school work
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as it compares to social class.

Anyon proposes that each

social

varied

class

community

receives

types

of

work

in

school, as summarized in Figure 2-11:
social class community

school work

working class school

following the steps of
procedures

middle-class school

getting the right answer

affluent professional school

creative activity carried
out independently

executive elite school

developing one's
analytical intellectual
powers

Figure 2-11. Anyon's comparison of social class communities
and school work (summarized from Anyon, 1980).
Anyon's descriptive phrases depict how the quality of
children's school work improves with elevation in social class
in the
is

u.s.

Working class children receive an education that

characterized

copying.

by

Children

memorization,

have

no

role

ditto

completion

and

the

organization

of

in

curriculum or the decision-making processes that effect their
lives at school.
follow

In middle class schools, children typically

directions

and

procedures

that

require

more

independence and decision-making, but answers are limited to
a

single

correct

children.
and

and

cannot

be

made

up

by

the

The textbook provides the bulk of the assignments

creativity

activities.

response

is
The

not

a

goal

affluent

or

a

means

professional

for
school

completing
provides
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children

with

more

creative

activities

that

focus

on

children's involvement in expression and application of ideas
and concepts.

Individuality is a goal and is accomplished

through creative writing, illustrating social studies ideas,
and originating math problems.

Lastly, the executive elite

school desires for children "to produce intellectual products
that are both logically sound and of top academic quality •..
School work helps one to achieve, to excel, to prepare for
life" (Anyon, 1980, p. 83).

Current events, the history of

civilization, research reports and essays are typical topics
and assignments and children are given primary responsibility
for learning and for behavior.
Moll and Diaz (1987) claim that curriculum is reduced for
children who represent linguistic minorities in classrooms.
Their research highlights what they consider to be a:
... major problem in the schooling of the workingclass Latino students, indeed in the schooling of
working-class children in general: the practice of
reducing or "watering down" the curriculum to match
perceived or identified weaknesses in the students
(p. 301).
As Moll and Diaz observe bilingual students in both English
and Spanish reading classes, they find that expectations are
certainly lowered for the Spanish dominant children while
reading in English.

"Even students who were among the better

readers

were

readers"

in
(p.

Spanish
303).

treated

in

These children's

English
reading

as

low-level

is measured
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against an expectation for accurate decoding and pronunciation
that they are incapable of meeting, given the dominance of
Spanish in their oral language.

However, as Moll and Diaz

influence change as the goal of their educational research by
mediating the social context of the instructional setting, the
same children exhibit strong reading comprehension abilities.
The

results

illustrate

how

crucial

the

instructional

arrangements and intellectual expectations are for high, or
even adequate performance from children in school.
The growing field of critical theory in education is
moving toward an understanding of both why the phenomenon of
differentiated curriculum and school experiences exists and
how it can be changed.

critical theorists understand that,

"the differentiated curriculum has served to reinforce the
racial and socioeconomic stratification of society"
1985, p.

153).

(Oakes,

It is not a simple matter to alter unequal

practice, regardless of our growing understanding of it, as
hegemony and stratification are rooted in U.S. tradition and

•

history, as well as in a mythology about both the strength of
education to

"equalize"

(McLaren,

1989)

and the power of

literacy itself to eliminate poverty, unemployment, crime, and
other ills of
cri tical

socie~y

theory

(Smith, 1989).
issues have

strong

relevance

in the

Sunshine Room. They relate most directly when the level of
intellectual expectation for the Sunshine Room students is
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scrutinized.
The education that is unveiled during the first few days
of school in the Sunshine Room is different from the types of
educational practice reported in the studies by Anyon and
Oakes.

Children are challenged to think about their questions

about the world,
study

for

and to pose those questions as topics for

themselves

and their classmates.

.

ceiling on the possibilities that can

There

is

no

"erupt" during the

"explosion" of brainstorming, for example.

Children are not

hindered by language constraints, or community backgrounds;
rather, such differences in personal knowledge are capitalized
upon. Perhaps more importantly, the class as a whole is not
limited by specified, mandated curriculum from the school or
district, so that children are encouraged to be curious, to
ask questions,
their

and to challenge themselves,

tea~hers.

each other and

The ground rules for a very high level of

intellectual expectation are laid now,

as the year begins.

They are carried out as the children investigate their topics
over the course of the year.
Caryl reviews the process of choosing theme topics from
her perspective:
The theme cycles are pretty much controlled, the
topics anyway, by the kids.
Right away at the
beginning of the year we go through a group
brainstorm process where the kids will put out
anything they are interested in studying and we
group things together. We put sharks and whales in
the list together with someone that said ocean so
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that related topics are chunked together. And then
the kids are asked to vote for their 10 most
favori te, and those are the ones that we do as
group theme cycles for the year.
I put my (ideas
and interests) on the list, too.
This process immediately invites children to be inventive,
creative, and responsible.

It makes what they are curious

about important and serious. No one's ideas are rejected and
all

ideas

are

validated

as

additional shared thinking.
real questions,
processes,

they

are

shared

and

prompt

The themes are constructed from

involve rich content and advanced academic

and

integrate

skills

and

content

in

real

experiences. opportunities for such an atypically high level
of intellectual expectation begin the first day and week of
school; they are repeated time and time again as children
explore

different

topics,

processes,

and

materials,

maintaining the quality of their experiences throughout the
year.

symmetric trust and power relationships
Teachers

control

the

majority

elementary school classrooms,
class

schools,

asymmetrical

of

of

power

goes

on

in

and even more so in working

as Anyon's work shows.

amount

what

over

Teachers hold an

students

in

terms

of

decision making, controlling the floor for discourse (Philips,
1983),

assigning

tasks,

(Y.

Goodman

&

Wilde,

1992),

and

determining activity and single correct answers (Board, 1982).
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Teachers'

desks

may

symbolically

face

the

desks

of

the

children, for example, and the children's desks may be lined
up

respectively

classroom

and

support

submissively.
the

power

All

components

structure;

of

knowledge

the
and

activities in school are more likely to be meaningful to the
teacher than to the students (McLaren, 1989).
The power of the authority of the teacher is revealed in
curriculum

development.

Typically,

teachers

make

all

important decisions about what learning experiences will be
shared by the class.

McLaren defines curriculum as,

"an

introduction to a particular form of life; it serves in part
to prepare students for dominant or subordinate positions in
the existing society" (1983, p. 183).

This type of curriculum

development unfortunately perpetuates the notion that the rich
(or smart)

get richer

(or smarter)

smart) get poorer (or less smart)
Teachers'

and the poor

(or less

(Shannon, 1992).

power and control in the classroom setting

signifies past beliefs about how learning occurs. Asymmetrical
power relationships are a manifestation of the behavioristic
belief that children enter school empty or void of knowledge
and wait to be taught by their knowledgeable (thus, powerful)
teachers.
there is a

They also demonstrate a mythical assumption that
one-to-one relationship between what a teacher

teaches and what a

child learns.

curriculum development,

These beliefs permeate

interactions between participants,
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expectations for outcomes, oral and written language use and
learning itself, so that students and teachers alike maintain
and perpetuate their asymmetrical power relationships as they
move

through

This

schooling.

asymmetry

prepares

all

participants for their place in a stratified society.
During the first few days of school, caryl demonstrates
to the children that there exists a

mutual

students and teachers in the Sunshine Room.

This relationship

of trust is only beginning at this point in the
it

begins

dramatically.

The

theme

cycle

trust between

ye~r,

topic

and yet

selection

process demonstrates to the children, and to observers, the
teacher's trust in children's abilities to learn and to have
valid questions that are worthy of study in school.

The

amount of control she believes is necessary for them to have
valuable experiences is manifested in the process.
explains:
When we are choosing our theme cycle topics, my own
agenda takes a back seat. I do have things I would
like to do during the year - new strategies I want
to try, and usually a new topic that I would like
to explore with the children.
Often,
I've
discovered some fantastic new book that would be
just perfect
for
a
particular theme study.
However, I know I won't be successful, even with
the most wonderful ideas, if the children don't
share my interest and desire, or if my ideas don't
connect to something they already know or want to
learn. I'm confident enough in my own knowledge of
teaching and learning, to know I can fit in at
least the strategies no matter what we study.

Caryl
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Caryl intentionally fosters a relationship that places herself
and other adults in a more symmetric relationship with the
children than is typical.

Her behavior and language during

the first week of school demonstrate that she is a teacher
like

those

McLaren

(1989)

advocates,

knowledgeable

about

students' voices, not as mere reflections of their worlds, but
as constitutive forces that both mediate and shape reality.
Children's

voices

are

trusted

as

significant

and

as

representative of themselves as able learners. This view is in
keeping with the principles of whole language.

Authenticity
Significant attention in whole language philosophy and
practice relates to the issue of authenticity since whole
language

advocates

value

the

real

reading,

writing

and

learning of the real world.
Carole Edelsky and Karen smith

(in smith's classroom,

1986) investigate the authenticity of literacy events.

They

indicate that in authentic writing the graphophonic, semantic,
syntactic and pragmatic systems of language must all interact
and operate interdependently to produce meaningful texts.

In

authentic writing, the purpose of language use is varied and
the

information

information.

used

is

unique

and

incorporates

private

A result of authentic writing in classrooms is

a positive, drastic improvement in attitude and behaviors of
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students when compared to inauthentic writing contexts.
Robert

Wortman's

(1991)

dissertation

study

defines

authentici ty. Initially, Wortman defines authenticity as, "The
degree to which the physical, social and emotional environment
supports a writer in creating purposeful text for a specific
audience"

(p. 33).

In conclusion, however, he modifies his

definition "to reflect the purpose of the individual child as
the overarching element" so that "authenticity is reflected in
the individual's choice to create and share meaningful and
purposeful

text

for

a

self-selected

audience"

(p.

311,

emphasis added).
Michael Breen's work (1985) emphasizes the social nature
of authenticity, also giving the learner the primary control
over determining the authentic nature of texts and functions
for

texts

in

classrooms.

The criteria

for

selection

of

authentic texts, whether written or spoken, must be found in
the

learners

rather than

in the

texts.

The purposes

for

learning tasks must:
... require the learners to communicate ideas and
meaning and to meta-communicate about the language
and about the problems and solutions in the
learning of the language... Tasks can be chosen
which involve the learners not only in the
authentic communication with texts and with others
in the classroom, but also about learning and for
the purpose of learning (p. 66).
The classroom is a unique social context where individuals
meet for the express purpose of learning: "Perhaps one of the
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main

authentic

activities within a

language classroom

is

communication about how best to learn to communicate" (Breen,
1985, p. 68).
The

concept

of

authenticity

discussed through its antonym:

is

clarified

inauthenticity.

as
K.

it

is

Goodman

(1986) points to the inauthentic nature of typical language
use in schools. Classrooms centered around a skills approach
to language education:
... break the link between authentic language and
natural speech and literacy events (in the home.)
They turn language into abstraction and essentially
destroy it. This decontextualization makes it hard
to learn language.
You will not be surprised to
learn that a successful whole language program
consists, to the fullest extent possible, of
authentic speech and literacy events (p. 21).
Inauthentic, isolated uses of language that are found in so
many schools serve a single purpose which may be called an
instructional function.

They separate instruction from real

use and are therefore far less meaningful to language users
and learners.
In the Sunshine Room, learning and literacy experiences
are authentic right

from the beginning.

This

is a

high

priority according to the ideology that underlies everything
that Caryl plans for children.
beginning of the year:

She expresses her value at the
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When the students select the topics, they control
the curriculum to a great degree.
It gives them
ownership in their learning process p and also the
responsibility that comes with it. No one can say,
"We're only doing this because the teacher wants
to. "
NOw, they have to say, "We're doing this
because I want to." It makes a big difference in
what happens the rest of the year.
Being offered an authentic experience such as this is new for
some of the children, especially those who haven't attended
Borton before this year.
assuring
events.

them

a

year

And Caryl has special concern for

of

authentic

language

and

learning

She describes her thoughts about the children as she

watches them brainstorm theme topics:
At this point, I worry about the children who don't
have any ideas about what they want to know and
those who don't know how to frame them. It will be
harder for them to take ownership in the process
that is beginning, and perhaps more difficult for
them to become involved later on when we study the
topics that are selected.
She explains that she worries about children who appear to
lack the nature of curiosity that she feels

is usually a

natural development in childhood.

Additive bilingualism and biliteracy
Bilingual education in the United states has been marked
by a range of goals and programs for children of non-English
speaking homes learning English.
education

in

the

U.S.

reactions

about what

evoke

The varieties of bilingual

controversies

bilingualism

is,

who

and

emotional

should

receive
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special

programs,

how

programs

should

evaluated for bilingual children,

be

conducted

and

and what the purpose of

bilingual programs should be. A short summary of bilingual
education policy and practice will root further discussions of
bilingualism and biliteracy in its historical and theoretical
context.

These

issues

are

reviewed

more

completely

and

critically in Pease-Alvarez and Hakuta (1992); Hakuta (1988),
Ruiz (1984), Otheguy (1982), Cummins (1986) and Wong Fillmore
and Valadez (1985), among others.
Much of bilingual education philosophy and practice in
the united states is termed, "transitional, II and this reflects
overarching bilingual education policy goals.
is

pervasive

at

all

levels

of

the

system.)

(i.e. the term
The

goal

of

transitional programs is to help children become competent
users of English for learning in school.

Although content

instruction in the early or primary years may occur in a
child's first language, that instruction continues only long
enough to enable the child to make a transition to English.
Then the child has successfully met the goals of the bilingual
education program and can continue school in an English only
setting.

In this type of program,

success is defined as

having gained the ability to speak, read and write in English.
A second type of program is referred to as IImaintenance. II
In maintenance programs, competence in the first language of
the speaker is to be maintained as the child learns a second
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language.
English

In such programs, children become capable in the
language while

language for

functional

they continue

to

use

their

first

and real purposes at school.

An

important component of maintenance programs is that children
learn to read and write in both languages, so that a goal of
maintenance programs is for children to become both bilingual
and biliterate.
The

design

regardless
bilingual
sequence.

of

and

their

organization
purpose

programs use
For

bilingual

type,

each language

example,

Monday, Wednesday,

or

of

also

programs,

vary.

Some

in some alternating

children might

speak English

on

and Friday, and their first language on

Tuesday and Thursday.

Or the sequence of alternation may be

based on subject matter, so that math occurs in English and
science occurs in spanish, for instance.
may

even move to

At times, children

another classroom or work with

another

teacher for "Spanish reading" or "English language arts."
each of these situations,

In

the choice for language use is

determined by the teacher, the program, or the schedule of the
day.
Maintenance bilingual programs are more in keeping with
a whole language philosophy than are transitional programs
(Goodman,

Goodman

& Flores,

1982).

In

whole

language

classrooms, language is used for real reasons, according to
the audience for the language and the purpose for language
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use.

The constrained mandated use of languages according to

a regimented schedule or arbitrary decision by a teacher or
pol icy

maker

is

inauthentic.

instructional

design

of

instructional

functions

Likewise,

transitional
from

the

the

typical

programs

isolate

authentic

functions

of

language in the real world.
In the Sunshine Room, the children and the teachers use
spanish and English for natural,
purposes.

All

participants

authentic,

in

the

and functional

classroom

use

both

languages at various times of the day or year, although the
Spanish dominant children are far more likely to speak English
than the English dominant children are to speak Spanish.
Regardless, the choice for language is determined according to
the audience

involved,

the materials being used,

and the

purpose for the language use.
Bilingualism and biliteracy are viewed by the members of
the community as resources for learning. The view of language
is therefore in opposition to a transitional one, and more
pro-active than a maintenance view. The view of bilingualizm
and biliteracy is additive (cummins, 1989; Moll & Whitmore, in
press):

development

of

more

that

one

language

is

a

philosophical goal of the community.
During the critical event of negotiating theme topics,
the children write and speak in either Spanish or English,
depending

upon

their

abilities,

interests,

and

available
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linguistic knowledge.

u~e

Some children, like Lolita,

both

languages to express themselves in an alternating manner.
Lolita writes most of her personal list in Spanish, but she
uses English when the vocabulary she needs is part of her
linguistic pool in English ("bubbles," for instance.)
children,

like

phonology

and

Carolina,
orthography

use

their

knowledge

to

write

in

of

English.

other
Spanish

Carolina

represents the meaning, "How to make cartoons" like this: jau
to

maec cartoons.

Spanish

orthography

She

incorporates

into

her

her

knowledge

selections

for

about

written

representations in English.
As the group comes together following their brainstorming
sessions,
topics

they use both languages to read and discuss the

presented.

The

teacher

and

teacher

assistant

codeswitch appropriately and translate when necessary.

They

take advantage of teachable moments to share information about
the

differences

and

similarities

between

languages,

like

comparing the spelling of words across languages. For example,
when reading Carolina's representation of the word "volcanoes"
as "bokonos," Caryl points out to the children that the

Ivl

sound may be represented with either a B or a V in Spanish. In
these ways, the bilingual and biliterate abilities provided by
the children in this classroom are valued and capitalized
upon, not viewed as problems to be eliminated. A goal is for
bilingualism and biliteracy to be shared and celebrated as
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resources.
So, as the year begins in the Sunshine Room, the children
and teachers join each other in curriculum negotiation by
sharing personal goals and interests.

They engage in building

a mutual history by sharing past experiences, home backgrounds
and languages as well as acquiring new experiences, texts and
relationships.

A groundwork is laid for the symmetric power

relationships between the participants,and the high level of
intellectual expectation is set forth for future work.

These

specific issues are unveiled gradually, but repeatedly over
the course of the year, as the following chapters regarding
oral and written language, culture, and curriculum show.
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CHAPTER 3
INVENTING ORAL LANGUAGE: CLASSROOM DISCOURSE
This chapter captures the oral language of the Sunshine
Room.

The critical event is naturally occurring language

recorded

and

transcribed

from

literature

study

group

discussions during the second year of the study. An analysis
of this speech data, collected as children discuss children's
picture books about war, reveals how the classroom invents its
interaction as a speech community (Hymes, 1972). Findings from
a content analysis determine what the children and teacher
talk about during their literature study sessions. Findings
from a structural analysis demonstrate how the participants
talk, that is, how they take turns, initiate topics, evaluate
their discourse and participation,

and interact wi th one

another.
The

ideas

expressed

through

oral

language

during

literature studies, and the manner in which oral language is
structured

are

similar

across

types

of

literature

being

experienced, the individual children involved in the studies,
or the books or languages being read.'

They are represented

by the specific literature study described in this chapter.
'oral language data from the Sunshine Room has been
described and analyzed in other reports of this research.
Whitmore (1990) describes three literature studies from the
first year of the study following a similar type of content
and structural analysis. Whitmore and Crowell (1992) relates
a micro-analysis of one particular conversation in those
studies.
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The discourse structures demonstrated in the Sunshine Room are
compared to those suggested by anthropological and educational
literature.

Together,

these analyses demonstrate how the

specific issues of a high level of intellectual expectation,
symmetric power and trust relationships,

authenticity and

additive bilingualism and biliteracy are

involved

in the

invention of oral language of the class.
The oral language of a classroom must be examined as "an
active pragmatic part [of] humr.in behavior" (Malinowski, 1965,
p.

7).

The language described throughout this

chapter is

embedded in the active and complex context of the classroom as
a

whole,

particularly

understanding

the

language classroom,

oral

within

the

language

of

reading

program.

children

in

a

By
whole

it is possible to construct an idea of

what it can mean to be communicatively competent (Hymes, 1972)
in school.
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"Silent" Reading and Literature Circles
At approximately 10:30 each morning, the children in the
Sunshine Room return from a recess break on the playground to
reconvene

at

language

arts

the meeting

area

experiences.

Everything And Read

and move

The

(DEAR),

into

block

literature

a

block of

consists

of

Drop

study groups

(the

critical event described in this chapter) and writing workshop
(the critical event described in chapter 4).

Typically, while

the teacher and the student teacher meet with two of the
literature study groups, the other children meet independently
in their own author-centered literature study groups or "do
DEAR."

Then, writing workshop follows these reading-oriented

activities.
DEAR time in the Sunshine Room means an extended period
of time,

a minimum of fifteen minutes and usually

thirty minutes, reading any material of choice.

A period of

silent reading time is common in many classrooms.
sometimes

referred

to

as

sustained

about

Silent

It is

Reading

or

Uninterrupted sustained Silent Reading,

when children and

adul ts

period

are

silently.

all

engaged

in

a

required

of

reading

In some classrooms, a silent reading period is the

only time during the school day that children transact with
real, whole texts.
Room,

prefers

Caryl Crmvell, the teacher in the Sunshine

the

label

of

DEAR

over

these

other

methodological labels, because she feels it more accurately
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represents what happens during this period of the day.
Sunshine Room,

In the

DEAR time is one of many opportunities for

children to experience real books of varied types.
During DEAR time; the children and adults usually all
read at once and the reading materials are extensive and
varied in type, topic, and language. For her personal silent
reading,

Caryl

literature
University.

for

frequently
her

selects

children's

Newspapers

are

a

piece

literature

available

and

of

adolescent

courses

at

the

are usually the

choice of the teacher assistant and the student teacher.

They

share articles with each other, chatting as they would over
the breakfast table at horne.
DEAR time provides the third graders with an extended
period of time for personal reading, encouraging children to
invent their personal reading styles, preferences, and habits.
During this time, children can become experts in particular
types

of

literature,

certain

authors,

or

favorite

illustrators. They read magazines, chapter books, books made
by students and the whole class, picture books, comic books,
poetry and non-fiction books.

They settle in with friends or

alone, finding niches under the loft or piano or lying on the
floor.

The DEAR time period is not silent, although it is

quiet.

sometimes music plays in the background and children

share

information

and

illustrations

as

they

read.

Some

children read out loud to themselves or to a friend.

The
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pleasure of the reading experience is punctuated by occasional
laughter

and

the

children's

sighs

when

DEAR

time

ends

demonstrate their involvement in personal reading.
Li terature study groups make up a
Sunshine

Room

reading

program.

large part of the

Literature

studies

are

fashioned after the notion of literature circles (Short, 1986;
Harste,

Short

&

Burke,

1988;

Short

&

Pierce,

1990).

In

literature circles, children read quality pieces of literature
and meet in'groups to discuss their reading, reactions, and
responses.
Talking about a piece of literature with others
gives readers time to explore half-formed ideas, to
expand their understandings of literature through
hearing others' interpretations, and to become
readers who think critically and deeply about what
they read.
Readers need to understand that a
variety of interpretations exist for any piece of
literature and that they can collaboratively
explore their interpretations with one another to
reach new understandings. Literature Circles help
readers become literate (Harste, Short & Burke,
1988, p. 293).
In this classroom, the children select literature study
groups according to their reading preferences.

This includes

preferences

authors

for

topics,

titles,

genres,

and

illustrators, as well as the language (SpaniSh or English) for
reading.
variables,

Children base their selections on all of these
as well, as on which other children are making

similar selections, to pre-determine group membership.

When

new literature study sessions begin, the children rank their
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choices and justify them in writing to Caryl.

Caryl strives

to meet each child's first choice for literature study groups,
but if too many children select the same group, or there are
limited materials for a particular group,

she insures that

children get at least their second choice.

Literature study

groups may be repeated to accommodate different groups of
children.

Al though this is usually a publicly recognized

option, groups are never repeated during the period of this
study. All children's first or second choices are accommodated
by adequately varied and numerous materials.
Each literature study group meets about two times a week
with the adult member, and at other times independent of adult
participation.

The

teacher

and

teacher

assistant

join

particular groups, or rotate through various groups, depending
on the situation and the needs of the students.

All groups

meet independently of any adult participation on occasion,
however.
In these groups,
books

by

a

the children might read a variety of

selected

author

or

in

conjunction

with

a

predetermined topic or theme, learn biographical information
about an author, compare authors' varied pieces of writing,
extend their reading into writing through literature logs and
other

writing

projects,

analyze

plots

and

illustrations,

create story maps and a variety of other related experiences.
Most frequently, the extension experiences that accompany the
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reading

of

quality

children's

literature

and

subsequent

discussions are generated within the context of the group, or
are suggested by individual children. Often, these experiences
evolve

into

vehicles

for

the

children

to

present

their

learning to themselves or their classmates, like when a group
presents

a

play

about

a

book

for

the

class,

or

when

a

comparison chart is posted in the classroom and explained by
the group.

In the specific literature study that is described

here, the emotional and intellectual depth of discussion that
occurs suffices as a form of presentation for the children
without a need for more tangible representations of what they
learn.

The

value

appropriateness

as

evaluative purposes

of
a

the
single

children's
form

of

talk,

and

its

presentation

for

is greatly enhanced by the

audio-taping and transcription of the talk.

teacher's
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The War and Peace Literature study
In January, 1991, the typical early morning classroom
routine

of

reading picture

books

and

recounting

narratives during sharing time changes dramatically.

personal
Half a

world away, war breaks out in the Persian Gulf. Questions,
comments, hopes and fears take the place of the children's
personal stories and the daily newspaper replaces the picture
books.

For thirty or more minutes each morning, over several

weeks, the class discusses the events of the world surrounding
them and their country. Questions related to the war, before,
during and after the actual combat, are asked by the children:
Where is the Persian Gulf? Why are we at war with them? The
third graders wonder about how gas masks work and want to know
if Americans are dying.
family

members

and

Children and teachers worry for their

search

for

information

about

what

is

happening and why.
The newspaper provides a limited source of information,
both through articles and the captions of photographs.

It

focusses mostly on the technological nature of the war and
does not adequately address the human issues that concern some
of the children.

caryl responds to a clear need revealed by

some children's questions for more information on the complex
subject.

She feels a responsibility to provide more accurate

information to children who are witnessing a glossed-over,
glorified view of war by the media:
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To my dismay, most of the (newspaper) articles
concerned the technological nature of this war the weapons, planes, communications systems - and
the superiority of American and allied forces.
There was little to give my students a picture of
the harsh realities that accompany war, the
devastation and death at a human level, on both
sides of the battle lines (Crowell, in press, p. 1,
manuscript) •
In response, Caryl develops a text set of picture books that
provides children wi t.h a humane, historically accurate look at
war over time, particularly related to US history.

Text sets

are:
•.. two or more texts that are related in some way,
(to encourage children) to share and extend their
comprehension of each text differently than if only
one text had been read and discussed (Harste, Short
& Burke, 1988, p. 358).
Books organized into text sets encourage discussion, highlight
connections between reading experiences and life experiences,
and facilitate understandings of related texts.

The result of

Caryl's

text

preparation

and

organization

is

a

set

of

materials that come to be known as "the war and peace books."
The whole class is presented with the war and peace books
along with several other choices of text sets offered for the
next literature study groups. In book talks, Caryl describes
each book or group of books, shares illustrations, background
information about the authors and/or illustrators, and makes
connections between the texts and other shared experiences of
the group. The choices available to the children are:
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1. Barbara Cooney books (Miss Rumphius, Island Boy). This
set provides an opportunity for children to extend their
recent learning during an ocean theme by reading two books by
the same author.
2. Ocean books (a collection of fiction, non-fiction and
poetry related to the ocean).
learning

from

opportunity

to

the
read

ocean

This set also extends the

theme,

related

books

but
in

also

provides

an

Spanish

or

either

English, or both.
3. La guerra de los hermanos (The War of the Brothers).
This selection helps children develop an understanding of the
Aztec heritage of some children in the class in conjunction
with war events.
4. Number the stars, by Lois Lowry. This selection pushes
some readers into a more complex text about war by reading a
lengthy award-winning novel written for children.
5. War and peace books (a collection of fiction,

non-

fiction and poetry about US involvements in war over history).
This selection of picture books provides a forum for extended
discussion about the war in Iraq.
Choices like these enable the teacher to provide a range
of possible experiences for the children to select.

The

discussion about the war and peace text set (selection #5) is
the critical event of this chapter.
complete bibliography

of the

(Appendix C provides a

literature

involved

in this
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study. )
Five boys and three girls: Mark, Aaron, Travis, Trevor,
and Colin, Seaaira, Lolita, and Elizabeth, select the war and
peace text set as their first or second choice. The group
meets informally with Caryl at the beginning of the literature
study and mutually determines that they will first explore the
collection of books informally and reconvene another day to
negotiate their future operation.
off with a' buddy to read;

a

Many of the children pair

few children make individual

selections and settle in around the room to read alone.
A

few

days

later,

the

children

meet

wi th

Caryl

to

negotiate the process they want to follow during literature
study group meetings.

Caryl

intends for the children to

function as a text set group, spending a week or two reading
the different books in the set and then coming together to
discuss the commonalities about war they discover in the books
while connecting to current events.

Al though throughout their

conversations the children do compare books as is implied by
a text set organization, especially at an aesthetic level,
they more often assume control of their own agenda.
elect to intensely discuss several of the books,

They

one at a

time, more like a series of shared book groups (Harste, Short,

& Burke, 1988).

So, at the close of each ensuing discussion,

the children negotiate the next book they will focus on.

The

books that become the focus of discussions are selected by
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group consensus and are passed around systematically before
the meeting time to ensure that each child has an adequate
opportuni ty to read the next selection in preparation for
discussion.
Table 3-1 outlines the overall literature study in terms
of topics, time spent on each topic, and participants involved
in discussions.

The group's progression over a

six week

period is captured on 10 aUdio-tapes of. talJc, each of which is
referred to as a discussion.
by

initiations

discussions.

of

new

Multiple conversations, marked

specific

topics,

occur

within

Seven of the ten discussions are analyzed in

detail in terms of their structure and content and are marked
with an

asterisk.

discussion,

These

include the total

noted in minutes and seconds

time

for

(min. sec).

the

Three

discussions (DOl, D07, D09a) occur without an adult present the children audio-tape themselves,
myself)

(Caryl or

places the recorder in the midst of the children's

discussion without becoming a
group.

or an adult

participating member of the

Discussion 09 occurs in two sections, although with

continuity of topic and time.

After the children discuss the

book My Hiroshina at length on their own (D09a), Caryl and I
join

into

the

discussion to

clarify misconceptions

about

historical events and answer questions related to the text
(D09b) .
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Disc. No. (time) Date
01*

(24.48)

02
03*

(20.10)

04
05*

(18.00)

06

Topic

Participants

2/20/91

text set

children/no adult

2/25/91

Rose Blanche

children/Caryl

2/27/91

Rose Blanche

children/Caryl

3/05/91

organizational

children/Caryl

3/06/91

Rose Blanche

children/Caryl

3/11/91

The Wall

children/Caryl

07*

(8.15)

3/20/91

Faithful
Elephants

children/no adult

08*

(18.22)

3/21/91

Butter Battle

children/Kathy

09a* (45.30)
09b*

4/02/91

My Hiroshima

children/no adult
with Caryl/Kathy

(28.20)

4/05/91

text set
summary

children/Caryl

10*

Table 3-l.

Description of war and peace literature study
by discussion session.

On February 20, the children gather around several bins
of war and peace books at an art table.

No adult is present;

although a sUbstitute teacher is in the room, she is busy with
other children.

This is the first recorded discussion of the

group and the children's first shared exploration of the text
set, although individuals have done some limited reading at
this point. The children talk about background knowledge about
the issues presented by the books, they question each other
about what they know and don't know,

they wonder at the

brutalities of the events of our history that are recounted
and illustrated in the books, and they unknowingly establish
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roles among themselves that will endure through the entire
time they remain a group.
This initial experience generates a set of patterns that
will prevail over the set of meetings to come:
for

the

initiation

evaluation

of

conversation

of discussions

and

a procedure

topics,

quality of

an

embedded

literature,

and

implicit rules for interaction as a speech community. All of
these patterns are established by way of posing and resolving
questions.

The

initial

discussion

initiates

six weeks

of

lively discourse, authentic questions and serious attempts to
understand

personally

relevant

social

issues

through

the

construction of a social meaning for literature texts.
The startling realities of World War II and Hitler's
involvement

in

the

lives

of Jews

is

the

most

captivating topic of the first day's discussion.

harsh

and

Aaron, who

is the only Jewish child in the group (the teacher is also
Jewish but she is absent today) becomes the expert on this
issue,

answering

queries posed by other

less

members of the group to the best of his ability.

experienced
Seaaira, the

most openly innocent of the children in this regard, takes the
role

of

overt

questioner.

She

has

large

gaps

in

her

background knowledge about war and US history and is horrified
yet fascina"ted by the illustrations and written texts of the
books she explores.
camps,

The books expose Seaaira to concentration

children's deaths during World War II,

and blatant
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discrimination
seemingly

against

knowledgeable

Jews

and

comments

she

is

impressed

of her peers.

by

the

Aaron and

Seaaira's roles are obvious even to them as Aaron questions
the 9roup:
Aaron:
Seaaira:

How come you're asking me all these questions?
' Cause you know more about the war than I do ~
'Cuz you're Jewish and I'm not Jewish. [D0102201TS]

As the children browse through the collection, they read
captions, study illustrations, and skip through entire volumes
rather than concentrating on completely reading anyone text.
Aaron is speaking when the tape recorder begins recording the
discussion:
Aaron:
seaaira:
Travis:
Seaaira:
Travis:
Aaron:
Seaaira:
Aaron:
Aaron:
Travis:
Aaron:
Travis:

I know. They're taking him to the uh,
concentration camps.
Cause he'sJewish.
Jewish?
They want to capture everybody who's different.
Yeah. Everybody vlho' s different.
What do they do at the concentration camps?
Well unfortunately they kill 'em.
'Cause they go into I ike these showers and gas comes
out.
And it's poison.
Poison gas comes out and then they die.
They either get killed, they either get killed in
the fence or starvation.

2The segments of transcripts included in this chapter are
marked with a code that orients them in the overall literature
study. The codes represent the discussion session number (0110), the date (month, date, year as (9)0 or (9)1, and an
abbreviation for the title of the main book selected as the
focus for day's discussion. The following abbreviations are
used for titles: RB = Rose Blanche, FE = Faithful Elephants,
BB = The Butter Battle Book, MH = My Hiroshima. TS = text set,
meaning several of the books in the set were discussed, like
during the introductory and concluding discussions.
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Huge furnace.
Ei ther starvation cause they know the fence is
electrocute, will electrocute you.
students: Or theyColin:
Seaaira, they stuff 'em in huge furnaces. Aaron
they stuff 'em in huge furnaces.
Aaron:
Yeah, I know.
Colin:
And turned on the gas.
Seaaira: That's sad.
Aaron:
They thought it was showers.
[D0102201TS]
Colin:
Aaron:

The children's conversation shows their confrontation
with the reality of these historical facts as they sink in,
particularly

the

understanding

that

involved in such an event as a Jew.

Aaron

may

have

been

Seaaira asks directly,

"Like if you were alive back then you would be getting tooken
to a concentration camp?" and Aaron's friends vow that they
would have protected him from the Nazis.
The group establishes an initial definition of what it
meant to be "different" during the Holocaust. Their comments
show their childhood naivete and the lack of knowledge they
had

in common at the outset of the study.

Aaron's last

comment in the section below conveys the strong link (be it
accurate or not) between historical and current events that
repeatedly enters the talk:
seaaira:
Aaron:
seaaira:
Aaron:
Travis:
Trevor:

That's the concentration camps. And they put stars
on them all?
Yeah, to show if they're Jewish. Those are the
Jewish people and the people who don't have stars
are just plain people who are different from em.
Retarded?
Well, some of them are.
Yep, anyone who's retarded, anyone different.
Ah, look at Hitler.
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Aaron:

Anyone who has aids, any sickness. [D0102201TS]
The books involving the Holocaust and WWII capture the

students'

greatest

attention

for

the

remainder

literature study. However, a non-fiction book titled,

of

the

Why Do

Wars Happen?, by D. Slater, also stirs a lively discussion.
In

several

photographs

in this

information book,

children are shown preparing for war.

African

Many hold weapons of

various types and this piques the children's curiosity:
Colin:
Aaron:
Seaaira:
Colin:
Aaron:
Colin:
seaaira:
Colin:
Seaaira:
Travis:
Student:
Colin:
Trevor:
Colin:
Trevor:
Colin:
Trevor:
Colin:

Tnis kid right here has, that's a real gun.
I know.
How come he's holding a real- that kid on the
front'sI think, he's in the ar- This kid?
Yeah, they're in the army.
Because he's, I think he's got it so they can
protect himself.
He's in the ar- But he's only little.
I know, but look at all these kids.
But how come they have guns?
Can I see, can I see Colin?
That kid got shotLook at this one isn't real, but look at this one.
He's using a fake gun in war!
No.
Why is he using a fake gun in war?
I don't think they're in war. Lookit. I'm pretty
sure this gun's real but I'm sure that this gun's
real. Look at those bullets. Real bullets.
Why is he using a fake gun?
I don't know.
[D0102201TS]

Through discussion, the children sort out historical fact
from child-like innocence as they ask each other questions and
search for solutions' together. Caryl is only one resource for
information. Inquiries about how Jewish people were identified
during the Holocaust initiate one conversation:
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Trevor:
Aaron:
Caryl:

What does the star (on characters' clothing in an
illustration from Rose Blanche) mean?
It means they are Jewish.
See this, Trevor. This symbol right here on my
hand. (Caryl shows Trevor her star of David
necklace.)
[D0302271RB]

In another conversation, America's role in World War II is
questioned in the context of Americacs role in the Persian
Gulf:
Travis:
Caryl:
Travis:

Did the Americans help the Jewish people?
They tried. They tried. There's a lot of
controversy.
I've been hearing a lot about the Americans
helping Israel, the Israelis. [D0302271RB]

Connections like this are frequently made between history
and the current events happening in the children's lives. The
children are quick to condemn the United states for dropping
an atomic bomb in Japan, as is depicted in the picture book
called My Hiroshima, by Junko Morimoto.
when

they

realize

that

They are horrified

innocent people,

including young

children, were intentionally bombed by the United states.

The

children associate the historical bombing in Japan with the
recent bombing of Israel:
Travis:

Trevor:
Aaron:

They could've bombed at least on an air force
base, not where people were innocent. That would
be just like Iraq coming over here and bombing us,
and we're innocent. Or like we going over there
and bombing innocent people, which did happen.
And Iraq bombing Israel.
They were bombing innocent people that weren't
even in the war.
I know. They were bombing Israel. [D0904021MH]
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During

another

conversation

the

children

associate

significant personalities from two periods of history:
Travis:
Seaaira:
Travis:
Trevor:
One

And some of his (Hitler's) men hated him, didn't
like what he was doing.
Well, same about Saddam Hussein.
Ah! Hitler's like Saddam Hussein.
Exactly.
[D0102201TS]
day,

I

share a

television news

report

with the

children about the plight of the animals in the Kuwaiti zoo
during the Persian Gulf conflict.

The information resurfaces

while the children review the story, Faithful Elephants, by
Yukio Tsuchiya.

The story describes how zoo keepers in Tokyo

had to euthanize the potentially dangerous zoo animals when
the allies began bombing the city:
seaaira:
Travis:
Seaaira:

Colin:
Seaaira:

But you know, in the Gulf War, they had to do this
too.
Yeah.
They had to kill them in Kuwait cause what if the
animals got loose and ran away and started
knocking down the people's houses just before the
bomb.
And killing people.
But that's mean that they had to kill them and
then the Gulf War ended. They killed the animals
and then the war ended. [D0703201FE]

Roberto Innocenti's Rose Blanche, recounts a captivating
story

about

concentration

a

small

camp

and

girl

who

returns

accidently
repeatedly

discovers
to

feed

a
the

prisoners. One illustration prompts several days of discussion
about Rose Blanche's motivation for helping the prisoners and
the circumstances surrounding her eventual death.
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seaaira:
Aaron:
Seaaira:
Caryl:
Aaron:
Travis:

Aaron:
Seaaira:
Trevor:
Aaron:
Seaaira:
Trevor:

How come she's waving a Nazi flag?
That's what Travis' question was.
'Cause right there she is waving a Nazi flag.
What do some of you think about that?
Well, I couldn't, I kind of tried to answer some
of his questions about that but I didn't really
know it either.
I thought that since she was German and she was
waving a Nazi flag, I didn't know what was wrong,
'cause she may have pretended to be a Nazi so she
wouldn't get captured that's what I thought.
Well, I think, I don't think sheMaybe they were forcing her.
Yeah, but why would she be smiling?
They were forcing her, they would take herTo the concentration camp?
But, why would she be smiling then if she was, ya
know, if she was being forced? [D0302271RB]

This conversation continues for over 20 minutes. The depth of
the children's unresolved questions urges them to continue the
Rose Blanche discussion the next day.
Finally, three discussion days later, Colin offers a new
hypothesis

for

the

group's

consideration.

Trevor

reacts

strongly to his idea:
Colin:

Travis:
Aaron:
Trevor:
Caryl:
Trevor:
Caryl:
Trevor:

Ms. Crowell, I think one of the reasons that when
she was waving that is because a lot of the people
didn't know that the Nazi's were so mean to the,
to the Ger, urn to all those people.
Yeah.
Yeah.
WOW! I never thought of that.
You hadn't thought of that before?
No, I think that might be right.
Why do you think so, Trevor, why does that made
sense to you now?
I just didn't know. I just didn't know about
that. I thought everybody in the world knew that
Nazis were mean. [D0503061RB]

Trevor's statements magnify his new understandings about
the text he's read and about the world.

They illustrate two
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important things that occur several times in the discussions.
First,

Trevor

demonstrates

the

children's

willingness

to

pursue responses to their questions over time without a need
for immediate correct answers.

Second,

social nature of the children's learning.
set

and

making

meaning

from

the

he highlights the
Reading the text

experience

is

a

social

transaction that is mediated by oral language.
Travis, the originator of the central question regarding
the motivation of Rose Blanche,

also becomes aware of the

learning he is accomplishing with others in regard to his
question:
Travis:
Aaron:
Travis:
Aaron:
Travis:

'Cause it says somewhere in there that the
little girl is German.
It does?
Uh huh.
Then how corne you're asking me why she was waving
a Nazi flag?
I know. Well, I didn't know the first time I saw
it but I just went over it a little.
[D0302271RB]

In actuality,

Travis has experienced a

concentrated group

effort to corne to an understanding about a shared question.
Important questions generated by the group take time, extended
conversations, and the suggestion of multiple hypotheses to
resolve to the children's satisfaction.
The children in the war and peace literature study group,
through their conversations, clarify their questions about the
human element of war.

They grow in their understandings about

why wars happen, about what constitutes a war, and about how
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its impact is felt on both sides.

On the final day they meet

as a literature study group, the children all share with Caryl
how much they have

learned about the historical

contexts

depicted in the books and how their thinking on those subjects
has changed.

Caryl asks the children to "think about whether

or not the books that we've read have had any kind of impact
on your thinking, if they've helped you understand a little
better about what's going on there (in the Middle East)
changed your thinking in any way."

or

The children's responses

include the following dramatic statements:
Trevor:

I've changed my thoughts about war.
I used to,
like, play war, but now it makes me sick.

Travis:

Now I think about it a lot more ... what's going on,
\-That was going on in Iraq and about other stuff.

Colin:

I felt the same way as Trevor did. Now I just
don't play that way any more because I think it's
so gross, after I read the books.

Aaron:

I did both (play with war toys and act out roles
in war games). But then, when I was reading the
books, I didn't play with them that much.

Lolita:

I don't fight as much with my brother any more.

seaaira:

I thought in wars everybody got killed. But in
the Iraqi war, when they were fighting the air
war, I didn't believe there was such a thing as a
air war. I thought there was only a ground war.
[D1004051TS]

The conversations from the first day of interaction with
the

books

reveal

literature study.

the

children's

innocence

early

in

the

By the conclusion of the study, however,

they have acquired a mature understanding about the realities
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of war for a group of 8 and 9 year old children.

High level of intellectual expectation
Gordon Wells (1989) says that language researchers and
educators should be asking how it is that any language event
in the classroom enhances the development of literate thinking
rather than advocating a compensatory increase in the quantity
of talk in classrooms.

Li terate thinking,

in his words,

"refers to all those uses of language in ",hich its symbolic
potential is deliberately exploited as a tool for thinking"
(p.253).

Wells argues the inappropriateness of the dichotomy

between speech and written language, noting that it is the
quality of oral language that is important to improve upon.
He continues:
From the point of view of intellectual development,
therefore, what is important . about reading and
writing is not so much the communication of
information, as the possibility of developing ways
of using language as an intentionally controlled
tool for thinking and feeling (p. 254).
Well's transcriptions of children in grades 3 and 4 while they
plan a theme-centered experience of model-making illustrate
his

point.

Through

the

collaborative

talk

he

recorded,

listeners see how children's interests extend their knowledge
and challenge them to develop their thinking.

situated in a

classroom that is a "community of collaborative enquirers" (p.
269), these children "from lower class, ethnic communities in
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which a language other than English is the main medium of
communication" (p. 271) have the opportunity and the support
to discover interests and abilities of a high intellectual
level of expectation.

Wells concludes:

Where the aim of the teacher is to facilitate each
individual's construction of knowledge through
literate thinking and collaborative talk in the
context of student-chosen topics of enquiry, all
learners will be empowered, whatever the background
from which they come (p. 271).
The war and peace literature study group is a similar
collaborative

group,

created

questions about the world.

in

response

to

children's

A large portion of the war and

peace literature study discussion time concerns the children
trying

to

resolve

their

questions

about

the

historical

settings and events depicted in the literature and why the
world event in lives has occurred.
study

is

inquiry-centered,

This means the literature

opening

the

potential

for

intellectual challenge to the children's needs and interests.
Almost 1/4

of all the turns (24%) taken by members of

the group over the course of the entire literature study are
phrased as questions, or refer to questioning as an object or
as

a

strategy

Ii terature.

for

discussing

and

evaluating

children's

The result of their collaboration is learning and

thinking of a high academic quality. It is also learning of a
very serious and mature nature, given its subject matter.

The

children

are

pose

difficult

questions

of

themselves

and
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determined to continue searching until they find acceptable
answers.
The content of the questions the children ask,

like

questions about history, is of instructional value, but the
questions
chapters

extend
in

beyond

social

the

studies

types

asked

textbooks

at

or

the

basal

ends

of

readers.

Rather, these children's questions are driven by a heartfelt
quest for knowledge and understanding.

As Travis-ponders, "I

wonder what it was like in the war" and Aaron explains how the
best books are those that make you "really feel

it," the

children are tying their real questions about the world to
their academic learning experience.

In the Sunshine Room,

this natural connection meets Dewey's goal for curriculum: "to
start where

the

development"

(K.

learner
Goodman,

is

in time,

1992,

p.

place,

40).

culture,

and

It also connects

children's emotional responses in the real world to their
emotional responses to quality literature.
The children are very aware of how their questioning
impacts their talking and learning about the books.
Aaron:
Caryl:
Aaron:
Caryl:
Aaron:
Caryl:
Aaron:

This book (Rose Blanche) gives you a lot of
questions.
Doesn't it? I have a lot of questions too when I
read that book.
Every time I read it, I usually have questions
about it.
How many times have you read that book, Aaron?
About three times.
And do you have different questions each time that
you read it?
Yeah.
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Travis:

Because this book has a lot of questions ... I might
write a book about all the questions I have in
here. [D0302271RB]

The children display a metalinguistic awareness, or the
ability to talk about language, in terms of their discussion
process.

They recognize that the time spent raising difficult

questions is important to their group's process.

Questions

become indicators of successful talks, of quality literature,
and of completed topics for the children.
Resolution of questions, for example, indicates that the
group can finish a discussion of one book and move on to a new
topic.

Following a pause of 12 seconds at the end of their

conversation about Faithful Elephants,

Lolita negotiates a

plan for the group's next meeting:
Lolita:
All:
Travis:

Do you guys want to talk about this book again?
Nah.
I solved all my questions.
[D0703201RB]

Travis apparently equates "solving questions" with the purpose
of the discussions about each book.
The number and

level

of complexity of the

questions

raised indicates the quality of literature and conversation
for

the

children.

The

group

realizes

that

some

authors

intentionally leave room for readers to develop their own
responses

to

texts,

and

that

understanding

this

writing

strategy provides content for their discussions:
Caryl:

It's hard when the author doesn't directly say it
and you have to kind of figure out on your own,
don't you.
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Travis:
Seaaira:
Caryl:
Travis:
Caryl:
Travis:

Yeah.
I don't like when they leave questions and they
never answer them.
Do you think the author did that on purpose?
Yes.
Why do you think the author did that?
So you could decide your own answers. [D0503061RB]

The Butter Battle Book is a pivotal text in regard to the
children f S value of questions as a literary technique.

In The

Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss' allegory of the arms race, the
characters on two opposing sides develop continuously more
sophisticated weapons until, at the end of the book, both
sides are poised at a wall holding their ultimate weapons of
destruction.

The children describe this unresolved ending as

boring:
Kathy:
Travis:
Kathy:
Travis:
Kathy:
Travis:
Colin:
Travis:

What do you think? You guys usually have so many
ideas. You're so quiet today.
'Cause this book isn't the best book.
It's not the best book?
No.
What makes you say that?
It's boring. Well, it's not boring, it's justThere's nothing. There's no questions, nothing to
talk about.
The only question is what happens.
And that's a dumb question, I think. In all the
other books, it tells you what happens, but
there's more questions. Like in Rose Blanche,
there's more questions. That means they're more
interesting. [D0803211BB]

Elizabeth eloquently defines "good questions" during this
conversation:
What makes a question good is, if, because if the
question is real hard to answer it, and you don't
really know it, and it takes a long time to find
out, that's what makes it interesting.
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Trevor restates the group's critique of The Butter Battle Book
at the study group's final meeting:
Aaron:
Caryl:

There was The Butter Battle Book.
I wasn't here the day you talked about The Butter
Battle Book, tell me about that. I missed that.
We didn't really. It wasn't a question book
except for what happened at the end.
What do you mean it wasn't a question book?
It didn't have any questions hardly except for at
the back.
So you didn't like that one?
Well, we liked it but it wasn't thatIt didn't make you think.
[D1004051TS]

Trevor:
Caryl:
Trevor:
Caryl:
Aaron:
Trevor:

Using their own criteria of asking good questions in
response to illustrations and stories that evoke personal,
emotional

reactions,

the children unanimously choose Rose

Blanche and My Hiroshima as their favorite books.

Aaron and

Trevor articulate the group's mutual agreement:
Aaron:
Trevor:
Aaron:

But these two books are the best.
Yeah, the sadder they are, the gooder they get.
I liked Rose Blanche and My Hiroshima because they
make you kind of really feel it. The author does.
Me, too. Those were my two favorites.
I think we
like talked about them the most.
The authors made you think. They really made you
feel it.
And wonder what it was like.
[D1004051TS]

Trevor:
Aaron:
Trevor:

Questions,
historical

in particular,

information,

are a vehicle for

altering views

of the

learning

world,

and

critiquing literature. Children asking their own questions has
a political effect of empowering them as learners, as Wells
(1989)

suggests,

assertions.

and

in

contrast

to

Cazden's

(1989)

She claims that ways of speaking in English-

speaking classrooms impose implicit evaluation criteria that
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must be made explicit by teachers if children from "nondominant speech communities -- working-class students, those
from linguistic and cultural minorities,

and any who are

learning varieties of English as a second language" (p. 116)
are to be protected from further disadvantages.
of

this

study

suggest that

children

"English

for

children

need

be

to

rather

academic
guided

than

purposes"

in

the

The findings

explicitly teach
(Cazden,

process

of

1989),
inquiry,

challenged to ask personal questions and provided multiple
opportunities

to

seek their own

answers

through

socially

mediated experiences in school.
Ultimately, the children in the war and peace literature
study group come to understand the power of questioning and
its role in their personal and social learning processes. The
teacher

promotes

children's

control

of

the

content

of

discussions through questioning, based on her trust of them as
learners. Her trust enables her to set high expectations for
them;

their

trust

in her

allows

them to

take

experiment, and collaborate with her in language.

risks,

to
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Symmetric power and trust relationships
In traditional grade school classrooms, children
are expected to master not only the content of
curriculum material presented by the teacher, but
also the socially appropriate use of communicative
resources
through
which
such
3 3 mastery
is
demonstrated (Philips, 1983, p. 73).
Susan Philips finds both an official communication structure
and an infrastructure of communication in Warm Springs Indian
Reservation

classrooms.

Teachers

component of every speech act in the

control

virtually. every

of~icial

structure. They

are the focus of students' patterns of gaze, they allocate
turns of talk, they interrupt without permitting interruptions
of

their

own

turns,

and

they

determine

the

participant

structures that organize and allocate student involvement. A
similar structure is corroborated by other classroom discourse
descriptions . (see

for

references to reading

example

Board,

instruction;

Moll

1982
&

for

Diaz,

specific
1987

for

biliteracy development; and Rosebery, Warren & Conant, 1992
for scientific discourse).
The infrastructure in Philips (1983), communication which
occurs between students and away from the teacher's control
and instruction, is limited as much as possible by teachers in
order for the official instructional system to occur. It is

3 In her work on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation,
Philips compares the communication systems of home and school.
Here, only the classroom component of Philip's research is
summarized.
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controlled by the students while it occurs and the usual topic
is non-instructional, calling attention away from the official
structure.
In classrooms like the Sunshine Room, where curriculum is
negotiated and participants strive

for

authentic learning

experiences, topics are initiated and controlled by children,
resulting

in

conversation-like

discourse

and

turn

taking

patterns (Newkirk, 1992; Paley, 1981; Wells, 1989). Analyses
of

talk

in

whole

language

classrooms

highlight

the

conversational nature of school talk when children are enabled
to take charge of their learning. Thomas Newkirk (1992) spent
a

full

year

listening to

first

and

second graders

talk,

especially about books, in a classroom that doesn't fit the
pattern presented by Philips. He frames his analyses as a
meeting of two oral cultures - that of the teacher and that of
the children.
Vivian Paley (1981) also listens carefully while young
children talk.

Her descriptions

of

kindergartners

in the

classroom lend an understanding of how language happens in
school from the children's point of view. Like Newkirk, Paley
calls attention to the invaluable method of understanding
children by listening to, audio-taping, and transcribing their
talk.

such

hypotheses

analyses
about

the

encourage
"patterns

expanded
of

sociolinguistic

communicative

behavior

involved in the construction of events at the level of face-
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to-face interaction" (Bloome, 1981, p. 7) in elementary school
classrooms, particularly in whole language programs.
During literature study groups in the Sunshine Room, both
the children sitting with Caryl and those working on their own
have power as language participants. Their power is reflected
in

the

structure

of

their discourse.

The

group

members

determine their own turns of talk, they gaze at one another as
they speak, and they select topics for their talk. Children
compete with each other and the teacher for attention and the
floor. They freely interrupt one another and ignore attempted
initiations that don't meet the goals of the group, even if
they are made by the teacher.
The children's questions, not the teacher's, drive the
topics of conversation during the literature discussions.
Twenty three of the total 66 initiations of new extended
topics overall are questions and Caryl makes only 18 of these,
6 of which are in a question form. To qualify as initiations,
turns

must begin a

new topic,

develop

into an extended

conversation, and draw in other students. Initiations are a
significant component of the structural analysis that compares
classroom discourse in the final section of this chapter.
Children take 1427 of the total 1831 turns throughout the
literature study. The resulting number of student vs. teacher
tallc in turns is illustrated graphically in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2. Numbers of turns of talk by participants.
Table 3-2 illustrates how Sunshine Room discourse
differs from discourse in typical transmission classrooms
where teachers are known to talk at least 2/3 of the time,
using a teacher - student - teacher turn taking pattern
(Board, 1982; Cazden, 1988; Mehan, 1979; Philips, 1983;
Saville Troike & Kleifgen, 1989; Wells,

1989)~

Here, the

percentage of children's talk vs. teacher's talk varies
considerably across discussions due to the changing purpose
of the literature study sessions. For example, the children
meet for several sessions without any adult participation,
giving them 100% of the turns of talk. On other occasions,
like 005 and 010, Caryl has a more focussed goal for the
group. In 005, she is determined to help the children
resolve their questions about Rose Blanche so they can move
on to other topics and books. This requires more direct
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involvement in guiding the conversations than she might
otherwise take. In DI0, Caryl is pursuing a research
question of her own regarding what the children have learned
and how they have changed. In this discussion, she spends a
significantly larger amount of time asking questions and
clarifying responses than she would in a more typical
session. Caryl's purposes for the other discussions (D03,
D05 and D09) are more open ended. She sits back and listens,
interested in the children's responses, and intentionally
giving them the floor. These varied roles for a teacher in
literature study discussions are referred to at length in
the "authenticity" section that follows.
It is apparent that the literature study discussions
vary considerably over time and topic, given the roles and
purposes of the participants. Thus, the speech involved in
literature study discussions approximates "the apparent
disorderliness of natural speech" (Goodwin, 1981, p. 55).
Face-to-face interactions in the Sunshine Room more closely
resemble the genre of conversation (Sacks, Schlegloff, &
Jefferson, 1974) than they do the language of instruction
that is frequently reported in classrooms. One person
usually talks at a time, although there may be more than one
floor occurring simultaneously within one space, like a
large table or an area of the floor. The speakers themselves
determine turns of talk according to the regular constraints
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of the social structure, and the speech demonstrates shared
knowledge. Children's questions, regardless of their role in
initiating, are directed to each other as well as the
teacher. These behaviors demonstrate that the children have
an atypical amount of control during oral language
interactions.
One difference between the discussions represented here
and the social conversation of everyday interaction,
however, reflects the overarching purpose that creates the
group. Topics of talk are usually connected to the
instructional activity in which they occur, even though
these topics are interwoven with occasional talk about
friends, families, and special events, lending an
intertextual layer to the talk. The overall topic and
purpose - to discuss the war and peace literature books - is
returned to by some member of the group when "off task" talk
occurs, until the decision is made to conclude the session.
Like the collaborative talk that Wells (1989) describes, the
purpose of this talk is "to enable progress to be made
towards the achievement of a goal, and it is against this
criterion that individual contributions are judged" (p.
259) •

Table 3-3 summarizes the total number of initiations,
student responses, and teacher responses in the groups. It
also includes the number of returns that occur. Turns that
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move the discussion back to a previously initiated
conversation are labeled returns. They are necessary in
focussed discussions such as these because these are the
turns that reflect the overall purpose that brings the
individuals together as a group and distinguishes the
discussions as learning-centered rather than completely
conversational.

Discussion Inilialions!Relurns Sludonl ~osponse TeachorResponse Sludent Totol Turns
261
280
6
01
13
144
67
156
4
10
0:3
118
72
126
4
4
05
119
125
1
07
5
174
63
184
1
08
9
374
102
395
5
16
09
149
100
159
0
10
010
1339
404
1427
21
Tolals
67

Table 3-3. Summaries of initiations, returns, student
responses, and teacher responses.
Newkirk proposes that being "on topic is socially
defined instead of being a self-evident function of the
texts under discussion" (1992, p. 83). His data,
conversations among first and second graders, suggest that a
definition of "on topic" in discussions is culturally
different for adults than children, implying that returns to
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"topic" are less necessary for successful children's
conversations.
In this data, where older children are the speakers,
illustrations are likely to provoke a redirection to the
topic, and overall, 25/88 initiations and returns are
directly related to illustrations in picture books. The
children in the war and peace discussions push their
conversations back to their unanswered questions in a mature
manner. Their determination to solve their own problems
results in only 7 brief conversations "off topic,"
representing only 57 turns of the total 1831 (3%).
During the group's first discussion, for example, two
brief off-task conversations are redirected by the children
themselves after a very few seconds.

Task-oriented topics

of conversation resume, even following events that would be
expected to call attention away from the "task," like
excessive misbehavior elsewhere in the classroom.
In another example, the initiated topic of discussion
is the tragedy of innocent lives lost during My Hiroshima.
Travis has a "watery eye" that is noticed by the other
children in the group:
Aaron:
Travis:
Aaron:
Travis:
Seaaira:
Aaron:

Travis, how come that this left eye is kind of
watery?
'l'his is my left eye, Aaron.
I know, that's what I said.
Then how come you pointed to this one?
'Cause he's opposite from you.
Yeah. And I had to kind of turn my head.
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Travis:
Aaron:
Travis:
Aaron:
Travis:
Aaron:

Because I poked it.
with a pencil?
No, with my hand.
Well, do you think we should end it?
No, it's just sad how all the people, innocent
people and their burning skin.
There's one thing that I know about this book,
that it's better than The Butter Battle.
[D0904211MH]

Aaron wonders if the detour from the topic is signifying
that it is time to end the discussion. Travis, however, is
determined to talk through the issue he's most concerned
about, to his satisfactory completion. His turn prompts
Aaron to initiate a whole new conversation that brings in a
new topic (a comparison of texts) and more speakers and
extends the discussion at length.
Table 3-4 visually represents the ratio of turns of
various types. It shows that the structure of these
discussions differs from social conversations in natural
speech due to its academic purpose, while it is also very
different from instructional discourse reported in
transmission classrooms. This is most notable because here,
children talk approximately 3/4 of the time when the teacher
is present.
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[] I

Initiations

fill 2 Returns to pt'ovious topics
!!iii 3 Student Responses
C 4 Teach£( Responses

Table 3-4. Total ratio of types of turns.
The

attention to the
study

literature

group

instructional
distinguishes

purpose
it

of this

from

the

infrastructure of Philip's work, although they are similar
structurally.

An infrastructure is the communication that

occurs between students and away from the teacher's control
and instruction. It is marked by the characteristics common to
communication in the Sunshine Room. This type of communication
is accepted and encouraged as the official structure in the
Sunshine Room, though; it is not a hidden or underground type
of talk. Also, literature study discussions are more likely to
focus

on

instructional

or

academic

issues

with

similar

purposes, rather than on non-attentive talk and behaviors that
are

characteristic

of

infrastructure,

considerably in terms of content.

thus

they

vary
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Michael stubbs alludes to classrooms like the Sunshine
Room, "What is special is that talking in these ways (like in
transmission classrooms) is 'radically asymmetrical .•• almost
never used by pupils and,

whe~

it is, it is a sign that an

atypical teaching situation has arisen'" (quoted in Cazden,
1988, p. 161). It is clear that the Sunshine Room is one of
these 'atypical teaching situations.'

Authenticity
The war and peace literature study group epitomizes the
authentic

nature

of

language

use

in

this

setting.

The

classroom discourse it exemplifies is conversational, for the
real

purpose

of

answering

important

questions,

and

is

completely owned by the children in the group. The children
have elected to belong to the group and participate in the
event, they have selected the materials and the topics they
wish to discuss, and they use all language cueing systems in
an interactive manner as they work wi th

~"ri tten

and oral

texts.
A real audience is one component of authentic speech
events. Cazden's (1988) discussions of audience and talk in
the

teaching

authentici ty.

role

specifically

deal

with

the

issue

of

They detail the teacher's role in classroom

discourse through rich descriptions of talk in schools.
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The
language

teacher
in

is

many

the

primary

classrooms.

audience

The

for

teacher

children's

also

directs

successive turns of talk to other children or to the next
activity. In this manner, the teacher has an enormous amount
of

control

over

the

language

of

the

children,

including

narratives which would be controlled by the speaker in other,
more natural settings.
In the Sunshine Room there are as many audiences for
speaking, reading and writing, as there are authentic purposes
for them. Children direct their language to whomever it is
appropriate: the teacher, their peers, their parents, other
members

of

the

school

community

(the

principal,

other

teachers, other students), and themselves. The teacher is but
one

of

many

authentic

audiences

for

speech

and

literacy

events.
During the war and peace literature study group, the most
frequent audience for children's statements and questions are
the other children. The children are accustomed to talking to
each other; they direct questions and statements to each other
by name,

or to the group in a more open way. For example,

during the fourth discussion about the meanings conveyed in
Rose Blanche, Seaaira disagrees with Elizabeth's explanation.
Rather

than

directing

her

argument

to

Caryl,

who

is

a

participant in the conversation and would be the expected
audience in a transmission classroom, Seaaira speaks directly
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to Elizabeth:
I think she got shot by a Nazi 'cause I don't
think she'd be shot by another Jewish.
You said another Jewish. What do you mean by
that?
She's Jewish.
You think she's Jewish.
And' I think she got shot by a Nazi because I
don't think she'd be shot by another one
(unintelligible).
You don't have to raise hands, okay, but just
wait for another person to stop before you
speak.
I've got something to say.
Go ahead Seaaira.
Um, but Elizabeth, they didn't, how can they
tell that she's, she might not, um if it was a
person that shot her, but they might have been
Jewish 'cause you think they're Jewish, they
might have been Jewish 'cause how can they
tell if she's Jewish or not?
'Cause when she was holding the um Nazi flag,
they were um, taking all the Jewishes to that
one cage and thenBut they didn't take her.
I know but that's why she holds the Nazi flag
because she probably held it because she
didn't want them to know that she was Jewish.
[D050306IRB]

Elizabeth:
Caryl:
Elizabeth:
Caryl:
Elizabeth:
Caryl:
seaaira:
Caryl:
Seaaira:

Elizabeth:
Seaaira:
Elizabeth:

seaaira

and

Elizabeth's

exchange

is

a

small

conversation

within a discussion, after which Seaaira proceeds to state her
own opinion to the group.
frequent,

when

children

Conversations like this one are

direct

their

talk

to

each

other

without need to acknowledge or involve the teacher between
turns.
The questions

posed by Caryl

in the

context of the

literature study discussions highlight the authentic nature of
her participation in the group. During the first year of the
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study,

Caryl is always a member of the literature groups,

al though she tries to maintain a role of "more experienced
reader" as she participates (Moll & Whitmore, in press). In
the war and peace literature study, Caryl no longer feels her
presence

is

required

for

successful

discussions,

but her

contributions when she participates are those of an authentic,
participating, but more experienced member of the group, not
only an instructional leader.
Caryl's

thoughtful

analysis

of

literature

study

discussion transcripts during the first year of the study lead
her to pose her own research question for the war and peace
study during the second year. This furthers her authentic role
as a learner alongside the children in the classroom.

She

describes her research question to the children:
I'm taping you and taking lots of notes and
listening because I've never done a literature
study group before where we did it because kids
wanted to discuss that topic .... When I real ized
that you really wanted to talk about that (the war
in the Middle East), I decided to put the set of
books together for you to read. And I'm wondering
now if the opportunity to read those books and to
talk to each other about war has changed the way
you think about it, if it's made you think
differently, or helped you to understand anything
about war that you didn't understand before.
[D0904021MH]

Caryl's questions early in the first year of the study
usually open new literature study discussions: "What did you
guys think about this story?" During conversations in the
first year, she asks questions like, "What made you think that
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when you read the story?"; " .•• how did you think differently
about it this time?" The questions in the second year's war
and peace group also extend open ended invitations intended to
push children to think more critically about books
1984):

"What do you mean by that?"

(Sloan,

"Why do you think the

author did that?" "Would that change the way she feels about
them,

do

you

think?"

other

questions

urge

children

to

negotiate: "Do you want to come back and talk some more about
this story or do you want to talk about another story next
time?" still others request clarification: "What is it about
that picture? I don't understand."
All of these are real questions (Searle, 1969), asked for
genuine purposes to elevate the quality of the discussion and
to build authentic communication. They differ from the types
of turns

teachers

classrooms.

reportedly take

For instance,

request known answers
nature

(Cazden,

in other,

more typical

virtually none of Caryl's turns

(Searle,

1969)

or are evaluative in

1988). At one point,

Caryl responds to an

earlier turn by Seaaira with an evaluative statement that she
quickly softens, thereby re-opening the negotiative nature of
the conversation. "Seaaira's right that, maybe she's right.
You kind of have to decide for yourself. The author leaves a
lot of questions."
Frequently, the children assume more of the traditional
"teacher" role. They initiate new conversations, they enter
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into the talk whenever they have something to contribute and
can get a turn, and they freely disagree, ask questions, and
invite each other into the conversations.
Children even make evaluative statements apart from the
teacher, or to the teacher. In one interesting interchange,
Aaron

asks

Caryl,

"Have

you

learned

something?"

Caryl

responds, "Have 1. learned something? I hope so. I sometimes
wonder if the world has." In this example, Aaron illustrates
the manner in which discourse patterns are invented by the
group. Aaron feels comfortable taking a turn that requests a
student's evaluation of the teacher, although both Aaron's and
Caryl's intonation patterns express their awareness of the
atypicality of their interaction.
According to

Cazden

characterized by the

(1988),

features

a

teacher

"register"

is

of baby talk by caregivers

(Ferguson, 1978) as well as by the occupation of 2/3 of all
classroom discourse,
and

permission

to

initiation of almost all interactions,
interrupt but

not

be

interrupted.

The

transcripts in this study, however, show that Caryl's talk in
the classroom does not fit these limiting criteria. Rather,
the children use most of the time allotted to talk,

they

determine the topics of talk, and they initiate conversations.
They are recorded while interrupting Caryl and each other.
Caryl's

talk

participant"

that

approximates
Cazden

refers

the
to

role
for

of

"occasional

teachers

who

are
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models, participants and listeners. However, the role of the
whole language teacher in classroom discourse suggests a new
register of teacher talk. Caryl refuses to take the typical
instructional register of many classroom teachers, but she
also contributes to discourse in a manner that is different
from the children, given her more mature and informed level of
expertise. As she guides and supports, Caryl helps children
take risks, focus their questions and ideas and translate them
into

manageable

participates

conversations,

and

finds

academic

ensuring
success.

that
As

each
she

child

actively

participates in the learning, she researches along with the
children

combining

her

own

literary

questions

with

demonstrations of the research process. As she evaluates the
children's individual and collective development, she reflects
about

transcripts

from

literature

study

groups.

As

she

facilitates, she consciously plans the environment, curriculum
and materials to provide functional and purposeful uses for
language,
teacher

literacy,
roles

and

constitute

learning processes.
mediation

(Moll

All

of these

& Whitmore,

in

press). Pat McLure, the teacher in Newkirk's (1992) study of
discussions about books, describes her lack of a predetermined
strategy for participation in groups:
That's almost an instinctive sort of thing. It's
usually either because something really interesting
has come up and I want to take part in the
discussion. sometimes because I think that maybe by
coming in I can instigate a little more discussion
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from others--but I'd rather hold back and see what
they're doing first. If you don't start with your
own agenda, and let the groups take over, then you
can react to it rather than being the one who
controls it (Newkirk, 1992, p. 116).
Pat McLure's goal, like Caryl's, is to mediate the students'
learning without intervening (K. Goodman, 1992), supporting
the authentic nature of the language events.

Additive bilingualism and biliteracy
Bilingualism

and

biliteracy

are

not

highlighted

as

strongly by this literature study group as they are during
other groups throughout the year. This is due in great part,
to the complexity of the task of transcribing, translating and
reporting large quantities of speech data in a language other
than English for a predominantly English-only audience. It is
also due to the uncontrollable selection process children use
in choosing literature groups.

In this case,

Lolita is the

only Spanish reader who selects this literature study group.
For each new set of 1 i terature studies,

however,

the

teacher consciously provides a minimum of one text set for
Spanish dominant readers. She seeks ways to include children's
expanding spanish abilities in each experience. In the war and
peace

set,

the

teacher

encourages

Lolita

to

read

texts

available in spanish. Lolita's parents, who are monolingual
Spanish speakers, describe Lolita's role during this period of
time as a carrier of information horne from school. Although
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Lolita is presented with primarily English texts during the
war and peace text set, she takes the meanings and sometimes
the

books

themselves

home

each

night

to

share

through

translation with her family.
Bilingualism and biliteracy are important to the teacher
during

typical

students

reading

develop

strong

events.

She

literacy

has
skills

concern that
in

their

the

first

language; her efforts are evident in her constant endeavor to

.

provide the class with whole, authentic and quality texts in
Spanish. The children, however, make the choice about what
language they use for reading and writing. Their desires to
read and write in their second language (English or Spanish)
are firmly supported and encouraged. Children intentionally
choose to belong to certain literature study groups based on
their goals to improve in their second language. Such efforts
are reinforced by paired reading between students, and between
students and adults.
activities

smooths

The focus on meaning in all literacy
the

transition

from

monolingual

to

bilingual competence and the result is a gradual movement
toward a bilingual/biliterate community.
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Inventing Whole Language Classroom Discourse
Hymes argued that the native speaker's intuitions
about grammatical acceptability cannot be separated
from sociocultural knowledge about the situational
or contextual appropriateness of an utterance.
Communicative competence, then, refers to the
ability of a member of a given culture to use
language
in
a
socially
appropriate
manner
(Goodenough, 1976) in the service of social ends
and social meanings (Philips, 1983, p. 3).
communicative competence in school means understanding the
socially

appropriate

ways

for

participating

in

classroom

discourse, both verbally and non-verbally. Much of children's
success or failure

in school depends on their ability to

become communicatively competent, particularly if the "rules"
for communicative competence vary greatly between home and
school. Communicative competence, then, is an example of how
personal inventions are influenced by, and influence, social
conventions.

The structure of discourse in the Sunshine Room
The

structure

of

classroom discourse

highlights

the

inventive nature of school language in the Sunshine Room,
illu.strating the essentials of communicative competence for
its

participants.

discusses
classrooms:

the

In

Classroom

structure

of

Discourse,

oral

Cazden

language

in

(1988)
typical
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Sharing time sequences ... all have the same basic
structure: 1) The teacher initiates the sequence by
calling on a child to share; 2) The nominated child
responds by telling a narrative; and 3) The teacher
comments on the narrative before calling on the
next child (Cazden, 1988, p. 29).
This three-part sequence, or IRE for initiation, response, and
evaluation,

is used by Cazden and her colleague Hugh Mehan

(1979), to describe the structure of all classroom discourse
at

all

grade

levels.

It

encapsulates

the

structure

of

communicative competence in the type of classroom and the type
of activity that these researchers describe.
Two segments of transcripts from the literature study
discussions

are

presented below to

compare wi th

Cazden' s

statement. Each of these segments is also an example of the
previous content analysis,

so the broader context can be

referred to by interested readers. Cazden and Mehan's original
IRE structure is not appropriate for this classroom because,
as has been described in length in this chapter, the discourse
in it is not as easily predictable as their typical lesson
structure (teacher - student - teacher) supposes. Therefore,
three columns are labelled with I for initiation (but this may
be the teacher or a child), SR for student response, and TR
for teacher response.
more

specific

name

Each of the TR's are labelled with a

for

the

function

of utterance

in the

discourse. other notations include dotted lines behind names
when their statements or questions are interrupted and italics
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to mark utterances referring to procedure rather than content.
Arrows indicate questions and invitations that are directed
specifically to the respondent. All other questions are stated
non-specifically to the group. The selection of these segments
requires the involvement of the teacher as a participant for
comparison purposes. It should be remembered, however, that no
adult was present at all during about 1/3 of the discussions.
Transcript excerpt A: [D0302271RB] (20 min. 10 sec). All
members are present except Lolita.
seaaira:
Aaron:
Seaaira:
Caryl:
Aaron:

How corne she's waving a Nazi flag?
That's what Travis' question was.
'Cause right there she is waving a Nazi flag.
What do some of you think about that?
Well, I couldn't, I kind of tried to answer some of
his questions about that but I didn't really know
it either.
Travis:
I thought that since she was German and she was
waving a Nazi flag, I didn't know what was wrong,
'cause she may have pretended to be a Nazi so she
wouldn't get captured that's what I thought.
Aaron:
Well, I think, I don't think sheSeaaira: Maybe they were forcing her.
Trevor:
Yeah, but why would she be smiling?
Aaron:
They were forcing her, they would take herSeaaira: to the concentration camp?
Trevor:
But, why would she be smiling then if she was, ya
know, if she was being forced?
[wait time] (.07)
Caryl:
Any ideas?
Travis:
Nope.
Caryl:
I just wonder that if the beginning of the story
here you know when the soldiers are first arriving,
that maybe the people weren't sure about what was
going to happen--maybe it was okay that time for
the soldiers to be there?
Seaaira: Maybe.
Caryl:
I don't know.
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structural Analysis A: D0302271RB
Initiation

stdt Rspns

Tchr Rspns

Seaaira?
Aaron
Seaaira
Question
Aaron
Travis
Aaron-----Seaaira
Trevor?
Aaron-----:Seaaira?
Trevor?
Question
Travis
Summary
Seaaira
statement
Table 3-5. Structural analysis of transcript segment A.
In

this

segment,

Seaaira

initiates

the

opening

conversation by voicing a question that is perplexing the
whole group. This initiation is the first topic of the day,
and is therefore new. It extends through much of the talk of
the day and continues over the next two meetings.

It is a

question that captivates the attention of all the participants
in the study although only 5 take turns in this segment.
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Following

Seaaira's

initiation,

the

children

offer

individual responses. Caryl asks an open ended question that
stimulates response and Travis voices his early hypothesis
about

the

additional
explanation.

questions.

Trevor

complication

and

and

Caryl

Seaaira

consider

contributes

an

an

early

In the total of 17 turns, Caryl speaks 4 times.

Aaron is interrupted twice by Seaaira during this exchange.
Transcript segment B: [D0503061RB] (18 min.) All members
of the group are present.
Caryl:

So why don't we talk first about the character,
about Rosa Blanche and what you thought about her
in that story. Okay? So Aaron and Mark, is that
okay with you? And even though you haven't had a
chance to kind of prepare for it, I know you
probably have some ideas about that and you can
share them whenever.
Elizabeth:I didn't really write down all my ideas.
Caryl:
Well, why don't you share them out loud with us
then, Elizabeth.
I have a question.
Lolita:
Caryl:
Okay, let's try to have one ..•. (procedural talk
about the clarity of the tape)
Travis:
Yeah.
Caryl:
Go ahead Elizabeth.
Elizabeth:I think she got shot by a Nazi 'cause I don't think
she'd be shot by another Jewish.
Caryl:
You said another Jewish. What do you mean by that?
Elizabeth:She's Jewish.
Caryl:
You think she's Jewish.
Elizabeth:And I think she got shot by a Nazi because I don't
think she'd be shot by another one (unintelligble).
Caryl:
You don't have to raise hands, okay, but just wait
for another person to stop before you speak.
seaaira: I've got something to say.
Caryl:
Go ahead Seaaira.
Seaaira: Urn, but Elizabeth, they didn't, how can they tell
that she's, she might not, urn if it was a person
that shot her, but they might have been Jewish
'cause you think they're Jewish, they might have
been Jewish 'cause how can they tell if she's Jewish
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or not?
Elizabeth: 'Cause when she was holding the urn Nazi flag, they
were urn, taking all the Jewishes to that one cage
and thenSeaaira: But they didn't take her.
Elizabeth:I know but that's why she holds the Nazi flag
because she probably held it because she didn't
want them to know that she was Jewish.
Seaaira: I think -that she was urn, I think that the person
who shot her was American and that urn, and that
urn, that they were American but then they just
rescued all the, they just got all the Jewish
people and took from the concentration camp and
took them and then, but then they couldn't 'cause it
was so dark and stuff out there and so foggy that
they couldn't tell that she was like, good, and
not a Nazi and then they shot her.
Trevor:
I think that she's German and that, I think that
she's German and that a Nazi shot her because
there's little sign on her shoulder that you can
hardly see, that's a Nazi sign, right there, and
well, that they thought she was Jewish.
Everyone: I think (unintelligible)! I think (unintelligible)!
Caryl:
Wo, wo, wo, one person at a time, Shhh, just a
moment, I need to-
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structural Analysis B: D0503061RB
Initiation

stdt Rspns

Tchr Rspns

Caryl
Elizabeth
invitation
Lolita

procedure
Travis
invitation
Elizabeth
question
Elizabeth
summarize
Elizabeth

procedure
Seaaira

invitation
seaaira?
Elizabeth
Seaaira
Elizabeth
Seaaira
Trevor
All

procedure
Table 3-6. structural analysis of transcript segment B.
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Caryl initiates this conversation, however the topic is
a result of previous negotiation of the group as a whole.

The

children determined at their previous meeting that they still
needed

to

resolve

their

two

strong

questions

about

the

character Rose Blanche: Why was she carrying a Nazi flag in an
early illustration, and who killed her at the end of the book?
Interestingly, the group agrees without much deliberation that
Rose Blanche is killed by a shot.

This is a point that is

read ambiguously in the book by many readers.
Following caryl's initiation, the children express their
opinions

and

explanations

about

the

issues without being

specifically called on by the teacher.

They talk to each

other, they counter each other's opinions, and they debate the
issues.

This is the first conversation initiated in this

discussion, but it continues for a full 18 minutes.

In the

scope of the whole discussion, a few minor diversions are very
brief

before

the

topic

is

returned

to

by

one

of

the

participants.
Caryl takes 9 of the 23 turns.

Her comments frequently

restate the children ideas although the excitement of the
discussion

does

require

her

involvement

in

procedure

on

several occasions. In these turns, she reminds the children
that they don't need to raise their hands but they need to
maintain one conversation as a group, thereby directly voicing
a convention for the group's operation.
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This structural analysis confirms earlier descriptions
and reveals at a micro-analytical level that Caryl spea}cs no
more than 1/3 of the time in these representative segments.
She is not the only initiator, nor do children wait for her
invitation to either speak or set the agenda for discussions
and

follow-up

activities.

She

does

however,

ask

real

questions, often for clarification when a child's statement is
lacking a cohesive tie to the previoup discourse or when a
child's statement is ambiguous.

Once,

for example,

Caryl

joins a conversation when children are attempting to sort out
the

characteristics

Blanche.

Caryl

of

asks,

German
"Oh,

vs.

Jew vs.

Nazi

you mean why didn't

regular German people fight back,

in

Rose

just the

is that what you mean?"

Similar questions ask, "Who are you talking about?" or "What
do you mean by that?"
Comparisons of discourse structures demonstrate that the
social meaning expressed by caryl and the students in her
class is different than the social meaning being expressed in
transcripts presented by Cazden and other sociolinguistics.
The two contrasting settings have different sets of negotiated
conventions for language and discussion in their respective
classrooms.
The discourse

in the Sunshine Room is not merely an

improvisation on the standard rules for lesson language as
Cazden impl ies, however.

The inventions of discourse found in
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the Sunshine Room are goals from the beginning of the year,
not the exceptions to the rule.

Cazden states that the rules

of classroom discourse must be inferred because they are never
explicitly stated.

Philips,

on the other hand,

provides

examples of teachers making statements like, "Raise your hand
if you want to talk" and "Don It interrupt when someone else is
speaking."
Teachers who wish to sustain a controlled and
orderly classroom, rather than one which is relaxed
and casual, endeavor to minimize the amount of
interaction between students (Philips, 1983, p.
91) .
Caryl is an example of a teacher who explicitly states
language rules that encourage talking in the classroom in a
positive, conversational manner.
power in authentic discourse.

These rules give children

On one occasion, she tells the

students, "Talking is the most important thing you can do in
this classroom. You learn best when you talk while you work."
Throughout the day,

she provides clear and straightforward

information about what she wants from children in terms of
thinking, learning and behavior. During one literature study,
she articulates to a student, "I guess what I want is for kids
to know why they think something is a good story."
observed implementing a

cloze procedure,

an

When

instructional

strategy whereby children predict meanings for hidden sections
of text while they read, Caryl stresses time and time again
that

meaning

is

what

counts.

As

the

children

read,

she
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provides them with permission to guess at \-lords and accepts
words that make sense as they read.
overt

guidelines

for

children's

Comments like these are
participation.

They

are

followed through as all participants are awarded time for the
floor and discussion is encouraged.

It is not necessary for

children to raise hands to obtain a turn during interactive
periods, like literature study discussions, nor is the teacher
the only participant who may interrupt utterances or negotiate
time.
An

example

Hiroshima

from

reveals

the

their

children's
conscious

criteria for communicative competence.

discussion

about

understanding

of

MY
the

In this conversation,

the children chastise two of the more quiet members of the
group and refuse to excuse their lack of participation and
preparedness:
Well, Mark you haven't said anything. Don't you
want to say something?
Travis:
In any books you've hardly said anything.
Aaron:
Mark, do you want to say something?
Mark:
No.
Aaron:
Okay.
Travis:
Anyone else? And Elizabeth hasn't.
Elizabeth: (Under breath) I didn't read the book.
Aaron:
Well, you're supposed to be reading it.
Seaaira: She was sick!
Travis:
Not all the time!
Aaron:
You're supposed to be reading itTrevor:
Whenever you get a chance.
Aaron:
Whatever, you know how Mrs. Crowell always gives
us time to get ready.
Travis:
She had lots of warnings.
Trevor:
She had lots of time.
Seaaira: DEAR time she could have read it.
Travis:
I know. [D0904021MH]
Aaron:
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The

structural

references

in

analysis,

context

leads

along
to

an

with

the

children's

understanding

of

the

discourse "rules" in the Sunshine Room. To be communicatively
competent, a child needs to be an active participant, voice
authentic

questions

appropriate

about

the

real

world,

take

for the success of the conversation,

turns

as

ini tiate

topics of interest, interrupt if necessary to get the floor,
and direct utterances to the real audience during talk.

The content of discourse in the Sunshine Room
The content of the talk, in addition to the structure, is
crucial in the invention of communicative competence. Neither
Cazden nor Phillips address the content of classroom discourse
in their work in as much depth as the structure.

In the

Sunshine Room, the structure and the content of discourse are
dependent on one another.

First, the structure enables the

children to develop the authentic and academically quality
content.

without the amount of personal control over turns of

talk and initiations, among other structural variables, the
content could not emerge as dramatically as it does.
however,

the

richness of the content,

Second,

that children have

something important to talk about, necessitates and pushes the
natural, conversational structure that results. When children
have real questions about their real worlds, they push for
helpful responses and interactions.

And,

as Gordon Wells
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(1989) states, as children participate in collaborative talk
in response to their own inquiry-driven language event, they
become empowered. In the Sunshine Room, requests for learning
are capitalized upon.
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CHAPTER 4
INVENTING WRITTEN LANGUAGE: GENRE DEVELOPMENT
In this chapter, the inventive nature of written language
is revealed through an indepth look at writing workshop, the
segment of the day that typically follows literature study
meetings

and

DEAR

time

in

the

classroom

schedule.

The

critical event that provides focus for this discussion is the
development of a sense of genre that is evident within the
writing workshop framework.
The

physical

environment

of

the

Sunshine

Room

communicates many expectations about literacy and uses for
written language to the students.

At any given time,

the

children and adults are using print to complete activities and
'live'

successfully

in

the

room.

imaginable are literally everywhere.

Books

of

every

type

They are shelved near

the group meeting area and books categorized in bins according
to topic to be used for ongoing theme studies cover the window
sill across the room. Twelve categories are incorporated into
a Native American theme,

for example. These books range in

type, from Byrd Baylor's and Paul Goble's picture books, to
Aliki's cartooned information books, to adult non-fiction and
'coffee table'

book~.

The books not only provide information

sources in English and Spanish for the thematic work, but are
frequently chosen by the children for free reading during DEAR
time, as was described in depth in Chapter 3.
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still more books can be found elsewhere in the room.

The

children's selections from the library are in another box,
waiting to be exchanged at their next visit.

A peek into the

children's cupboard areas that extend along one end of the
classroom reveals books they are taking home to continue
reading, and books they are bringing from home to read and
share with others.
literature

Some books are being prepared for upcoming

circles

and

themes

by

the

teacher

and

are

temporarily "off limits" to children.
In addition to the wealth of books,

other functional

print in many genres clutters the environment.
hang

in

the

room,

one

in

English

and

Two alphabets

one

in

Spanish.

Classroom rules, scripted in calligraphy, and agreed upon and
signed dramatically by the children and teachers are posted
near

the

door.

Schedules

that

remind

participants

of

activities such as guitar lessons and time in the loft are
near their associated work areas. Written communication is
evident

between

the

members

of

this

classroom

community

through notes and messages. Letters to parents in Spanish and
Engl ish

from the teacher,

the teacher assistant,

and the

school are waiting to be delivered at dismissal time.

The

daily schedule is changed each morning and referred to by all
participants

(including

visitors)

throughout

the

day.

Evidence of group learning, as recorded on charts and other
public

documents

include

webs

representing

brainstorming
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sessions,

data

during

collected

math

and

science

experimentation, and ongoing records of thematically-organized
activities, like lists of questions the children generate at
the outset of each new theme.
In short, it is impossible to keep from reading in this
room. Reading is not a subject, but is necessary and enjoyed
by

all

members

in

a

authentic purposes.

functional

At the

end

stephanie tells Caryl Crowell,

manner
of

one

for

a

day,

variety
for

of

example,

the teacher in the Sunshine

Room, that she would like to see the school counselor. Caryl
responds, "Well then, Stephanie you"d better write her a note
an ask for an appointment." Later, as Caryl interprets this
incident, she writes:
At Borton, we never miss a chance to write for
authentic purposes.
If Stephanie really wants to
see the counselor, she will have to make her
message clear and readable.
Functional written language frequently takes the place of
speech in these ways.
Caryl obviously believes children are readers and writers
when they enter her classroom and she strives to support and
enhance

their

continued

development

and

success.

Caryl

explains that she and her colleagues are "working hard to give
kids the knowledge that they can be learners."

With regard to

literacy learning in particular, she continues:
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... in the classroom I try to surround kids with a
lot of print and with good books that they get to
read a lot, and they read - a lot .•. The kids at
Borton ... know that they're going to have real
books, literature in their classrooms.
Thus, reading and writing share an authentic relationship in
the

classroom

curriculum

isolated for instruction.

rather

than

being

separated

or
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writing Workshop
with a quiet direction like,

"Writing workshop" or by

turning out the lights, the teacher and the class transform
DEAR and literature studies into writing workshop, an extended
period of time in which children work on primarily selfselected wri ting proj ects.

Children murmur,

"Aww,"

with

sadness and displeasure as they put their reading material
away, but they are soon equally absorbed in their writing.
Materials and work partners change and quiet talking about
reading becomes active discussion about writing projects,
illustration, and publication.
Specific directions for writing workshop, when there are
any, are listed on the board for children to refer to when
needed. For example: 1) finish pen pal letters (some children
need to put theirs on the computer), 2) stories, 3) journals.
The instructions for writing workshop are typically extremely
general, like the day Caryl reminds the children of a previous
negotiation.
day.
this.

"We said that we would negotiate the rest of the

It needs to be something with language.

So how 'bout

You can do anything with reading or writing and I can

live with that."
In response, the children involve themselves in a variety
of ways.

They write letters using Sunshine Room stationery,

write notes to each other, make pop-up books, make diaries,
write to businesses in Free Stuff for Kids, make cards for
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family members, and read a variety of books and other printed
materials.
During writing workshop, children scatter throughout the
room alone, in small groups or in pairs. Each child is at a
different point in the process of developing writing projects,
but most are following a process approach to writing (Atwell,
1987;

Calkins,

selection,

1986;

Graves,

1983).

Following

topic

children sometimes create a web of ideas,

write first drafts,

they

they share by reading their drafts to

friends, they revise and edit, they conference with adults and
other children,

and eventually they publish most of their

writing in some form. This process could be completed in one
writing \l1orkshop period,
prolonged attention.
audience,

and

or over the course of months of

It varies according to the purpose, the

subsequently,

the

appropriate

form

of

the

writing.
Collaborative pieces

are

frequent,

when

two

or more

children are involved in the writing process together.

At the

piano bench, Racheal and Lupita finish a conference with the
student

teacher

about

spelling

and

then

return

to

the

publication process. Racheal, a monolingual English speaker,
approached Lupita and invited her to join her in a project so
that

they

could

produce

a

bilingual

strongly bilingual and biliterate.

book,

Lupita

being

Their joint story concerns

a young English speaking girl who encounters a monolingual
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Spanish speaking girl and the problems they face as they
develop a relationship.
Racheal

says,

II Lupi ta,

In the course of their dialogue,
you know what we should do?1I
IINo,

suggests a minor revision.

and

that won't sound good,1I

counters Lupita. II Okay , you're right,1I Rachel adds, III'm not
good at the Spanish, Lupita. II

II You 're not?

Then just do the

letters,1I suggests Lupita, meaning that Lupita copy letter by
letter. Their book becomes a cherished part of the classroom
library when it is completed.
Jason and Evan are stretched out on the floor.

There are

papers spread out all around them and they explain that they
are working on two separate science fiction stories.

Jason's

piece is an elaborate comic book which has been evolving for
several

months

about

characters

called

Griffins.

He

has

written the text and separately drawn illustrations in comic
boole form.

Now that he is coming into the final stages of his

book, the teacher has become a collaborator and is copying the
text into the illustrations at his direction.

She was brought

into the project because Jason couldn't print small enough to
fit his words into the comic book format.
Jaime

and Roberto are nestled under the loft,

wri ting letters in Spanish.

busy

The letters are headed across the

room to David and Raymundo who are scrunched under the study
carrels. IIBecause they don't want to be our friends and \ve
want them to," explains Roberto.
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Lolita and Seaaira frequently and effectively use written
language in the form of lists and notes to one another as a
memory

device,

messages.

to

plan

and

organize,

and

to

pass

along

For example, while the best friends plan a joint

trip to Mexico with Seaaira's family, they huddle together on
the loft and giggle and talk as they use list-making as a
planning

tool.

Each girl

keeps her own

list,

written

in

English during writing workshop time, to use while they pack
at home.

"'., .:" . " ...... u_ ................................... _ ................................. ..

.

,

.

Figure 4-1. Seaaira's list of packing items for Mexico.
(Clothes, etc., magical nursery, money, walkie talkie, Easter
basket, picnic cloth, bathing suit, sun lotion and sunscreen,
comb & toothbrush & tooth paste & (----). Shampoo &
conditioner, sea horses, make-up, books, tapes, movies, jump
rope, world ball big one, paper & pencil & glue, crayons &
markers, spaghetti, candy, fruit wrinkles, shark bites,
doritos ranch.)
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On another occasion, Lolita and Seaaira are planning a
presentation to the class about Puerto Rico in conjunction
with a thematic study.

seaaira reminds Lolita of her task

with a note that Lolita takes horne at the end of the day:
Lolita, remember to tell your morn to get the guava
paste tomorrow. Seaaira
The

descriptions

above

only

briefly

touch

upon

the

variety of literacy events taking place simultaneously with
enthusiasm and energy each day during writing workshop.

Many

students have more than one writing project going on at one
time; their writing includes a
styles,

topics,

and

var~ety

collaborative

of genres, languages,
relationships

between

children and with adults. Authentic whole texts are the norm
for reading and writing; basals, textbooks or workbooks are
virtually non-existent in the room;
surrounds,

and talking constantly

accentuates and evokes all written language.

these ways, language is kept whole.

In
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The Genre Approach
Although the writing process and the products generated
during writing workshop can be analyzed from many perspectives
(development

of

punctuation,

conventions

like

inventive

spelling

and

for example), the issue of genre is discussed

here because of its theoretical relevance.

A new theory of

genre

linguists

and

popularity

and

development,

educationists
exposure

in

conceptualized

Australia,

and

by

gaining

in the English-speaking nations of the world is

referred to as the "genre approach."

Genre approach theory

deserves considerable and thoughtful attention by language
educators.

While the purpose of this study is not to provide

a complete linguistic discussion of the issues involved in
"the

genre

debate,"

the

narrow

set

of

assumptions

about

children, learning and teaching on which the genre theory is
based,

and the direct instructional

framework it proposes

demand scholarly dialogue. The data presented in this chapter
contributes a new perspective for continued discussion.
Genre is defined by many theorists and researchers in
linguistics,

education,

and

the

study

of

literature.

Collerson's informal definition points to the purpose of genre
in writing, that "the meanings are organized in the overall
structure of texts" (1988, p. 11). Littlefair (1991) equates
genre with the author's purpose for writing.
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A genre has no independent meaning.
That meaning
is expressed through language but the language
itself is not entirely the writer's free choice.
writers use language which is appropriate to their
purposes and therefore to the form of the genre
they have chosen.
Thus writers will use a
particular variety of language which they think is
appropriate (p. 8).
Christie

(1990)

calls

genre

a

"'staged,

goal

oriented,

purposeful activity' in which speakers engage as members of a
given

culture"

(p.

162).

Barrs

(1991/92)

contends

that

"genre" is a "useful label for different kinds of writing that
have different functions in written discourse and in society"
(p. 9). Derewianka (1990) uses genre to refer to particular
text types, or how the schematic structure of a text helps it
achieve its purpose,
"register."

Some

setting it apart from the notion of
writers

refer

synonymously (Collerson, 1988).

to

genre

and

register

Register is also defined by

the genre theorists as the relationship between language and
the context of situation.
In simpler terms, language varies according to genre and
register.

Genre refers to the structure of various forms,

particularly organizational, that written language takes in
order

to

particular

meet

specific

audience.

communication

within

each

functions

genre,

for

register

a
is

communicated through the different, but fairly predictable,
uses of syntax, vocabulary, and orthographies, so that genres
and

registers

are

generally

easy

to

identify

in written
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products.

Lists look considerably different from personal

narrative entries in a journal, for example.

And business

letters sound different than intimate letters between family
members.

On the other hand, genres (especially while in early

development, like in children's writing) are never limited to
pre-determined

form,

but

can

easily

cross

structural

expectations, merge, embed within one another, and adapt to
authors' communicative needs.

After all, in their original

conception, genres are forms invented by individuals to convey
their communication needs.

Inventions of genre are accepted

and adapted by society over time and become conventionalized
in the process.

In this way, genres provide guidelines for

form but necessarily remain open for new inventions, given the
creative and inventive nature of language.
In this third grade, the term, "genre" is rarely referred
to directly.

Caryl mentions genre within discussions about

books, like when she introduces new literature study groups
and gives

related book talks.

She might note that non-

fiction, fiction, and poetry selections are included in a text
set.

The only direct incorporation of the term genre noted,

however,

involves the children's records of reading during

DEAR time and literature study groups.

In literature logs,

the children keep track of what they read by month, noting
ti tIes

and

authors.

Each

entry

includes

a

place

\-,here

children note the genre of the book, although it is referred
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to

as

"kind"

or

"tipo"

of book,

and

determined by the children themselves.

the

categories

are

This cumUlative list

provides a sense of individual children's experiences with
genre over time, as well as a marker of their experiences as
Figure 4.2 is an example of a page of Seaaira's

a group.
literature

log.

It shows that

in the month of January,

seaaira records five books that she read during DEAR time.
The list includes two pieces of fiction,

one piece of non-

fiction (mar-ked by Seaaira as N.F.), one chapter book and one
riddle book.
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Although genre is more likely to be referred to as part
of reading activities in this classroom, previous descriptions
of writing workshop demonstrate attention to a wide variety of
written forms produced by the children. A cumulative list of
the

various

types

of

writing

completed

by

the

children

summarizes the variety of genre they produce over two years.
Although the teacher and children may not refer directly to
genre structures as they write, or use the term per se, this
list illustrates the attention children give to genre in the
Sunshine Room, with very little direct instruction from their
teacher.
The following list of genres represents writing observed,
collected

as

participants.

written

products,

or

reported

by

community

The asterisks preceding a genre mean every

child in the class had experience with it.
is followed by an example.
included in its entirety.

Each type of genre

If the example is brief,

it is

If it is lengthy, the first line of

a piece represents the whole, since first lines typically set
the tone, lend a flavor and imply the structure for an entire
piece

of

writing.

Spelling

and

punctuation

have

been

conventionalized in these examples so as not to distract from
their function as illustrations of the variety of generic
forms the children's writing takes.
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*letter (for various purposes)
Dear

Cara,

I

bilingual.

do

speak

English

So how are you?

like New Kids

on the

because

I am fine.

Block?

I

do.

I'm

Do you
[pen pal

letter, by Lolita, year 2]
*fictional narrative
One day a new girl moved in my neighborhood.
was poor.

I

did not like her.

She

She also was a

Mexican girl. [The New Girl in the Neighborhood, by
Racheal and Lupita, year 1]
*fairy tale
Una vez habia una princesa y un dia la princesa
tenia dos verrugas.

(Once upon a time, there was a

princess and one day the princess had two warts.)
[by Lolita, year 2]
chapter book
(Chapter 1.)

There once was a fish who was very

lonely, his name was Bobby.

Bobby had no friends.

One day he was swimming along when the queen's fish
daughter got stuck in seaweed ...
(Chapter
happy.

3.)

The next day,

Rita woke up very

She had thought all night. "Why are you so

happy this morning, sweetheart?" asked the queen,
Goldie ...
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(Chapter 5.)

When they had everything finished,

Ri ta went to get her mother.

"Why should I

go?

They're just a bunch of lonely fish," protested her
mother, but she went anyway...

[Lonely Fish, by

Lupita, year 1; 12 pgs. total]
*report
Magdalena is where my mother was born.
is in Sonora, Mexico.

Magdalena

[Magdalena, by Lupita, year

1]

*personal narratives (including memories)
Yo estaba corriendo.
Me

cay6

caliente.

en

la

Mi nana hizo el agua del cafe

cara

y

(I was running.

salieron

bombas

de

10

My grandma was heating

water to make coffee. It fell on my face and left
bubbles from the hot.)

[by Marco, year 2]

myth
There once was a goddess of wind.
Depia.
gods.

Her name was

Her father's name was Zeus, the king of the
[Goddess of the Wind, by Seaaira and Lolita,

year 2]
choose your own adventure
You and your friends are going to go to Africa
tomorrow.

[by Sarah and Shelley, year 1]
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*tongue twister
sick Suzy sips sizzling soothing celery soup.

[by

Aaron, year 2]
*description
It was a very hot and smelling morning and my dad
was sweating heavily.

[by Paul, year 2]

poem
Coral is an animal
that lives in the sea
It swims so deep and it swims so free
Even if it's just a clump on a rock
It lights up our imaginations
like a beautiful rock.

[by Seaaira and Lolita, year 2]

notes
Querida Mrs. Crowell, Queremos sacar a Carolina de
la

presentaci6n

porque

Carolina

no

quiere

que

hagamos 10 que queremos y nos mete en problemas.
De:

Judith,

Crowell,

Antonia,

y

Marisela

(Dear

Mrs.

We would like to take Carolina out of the

presentation because Carolina doesn't want us to do
what

we

trouble.)

want

to

do

and

she's

getting

[written by Marisela, year 2]

us

in
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interview questions
What kind of clothes do they wear? What kind of
food do they eat?

Do they speak all Spanish?

there mostly black people there?

Is

Did you like

living in Puerto Rico? [interview of Dr. Luis Moll,
by Seaaira and Lolita, year 2]
autobiography
Antonia

z.

naci6 en Tucson Arizona y ella

alIi toda su vida.
(Antonia

z.

Ella va a la escuela Borton.

was born in Tucson, Arizona and she has

lived here all of her life.
school)

She goes to Borton

and she has 3 brothers and 4 sisters and

she lives with her mom and dad.
Sunshine

viv6

Room.

That I s

all

about

She is in the
Antonia.

[by

Antonia, year 2]
confidential journals
[undisclosed to maintain confidentiality]
*research notes
Time

length

8:58

166

8:59

167

10:15

97

The later it gets, the smaller my shadow gets, but
maybe at 1:00 it starts getting bigger and maybe if
we go outside at almost at 2:00 in the afternoon my
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shadow might bet bigger and at 12: 00 my shadow
might get smaller.

[shadow research,

by Lolita,

year 2]
brochures
(captions
folded
place

for

drawings

brochure
to

designs)

visit.

Puerto

island in the Carribean.
future' is to be a state.

enclosed

in

a

Puerto Rico
Rico

is

multiply
is

the

a

good

prettiest

They say Puerto Rico's
[Beautiful for Puerto

Rico, by Seaaira and Lolita, year 2]
fantasy
si yo estuviera un centimetro de alto y estuviera
en mi casa yo me fuera a mi cuarto y me tendria que
cuidarme mucho.

(If I were one centimeter tall and

was in my house, I would go in my room and I would
be very careful.)

[by Lolita, year 2]

card
(outside) I'll miss you!

I'll come and visit you!

Thank you! Mrs. Crowell From, Lolita

(inside) Ms.

Crowell I'll really miss you a lot. I wish I could
flunk so I'll be with you again.
nicest teacher I've ever had.
Lolita, year 2]

You were the

[good-bye card, by
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request
1)

Pep6n, because I want to read in Spanish.

lot of people say it's good.
it looks good. But I

A

2) Stone FOx, because

really want Pep6n.

[request

for a literature study group, by Seaaira, year 2]
play script
Antonia:

One day, Little Red Jennifer and Little

Blue Jenny's mother called them and said,
Angelica: I want you to go over to your grandma's
house and bring her these goodies.

She is very

ill.
Lolita and Seaaira: Bueno. [written by Seaaira and
Lolita, year 2]
legend
People and lions could never communicate, at least
that's what people used to think.

[Sphinx,

by

Brooke, year 1]
comic book
[Although children were observed writing comics, no
product examples were collected.]
*list (for various purposes)
Cosas sobre las cuales puedo escribir (things that
I can write about):
mi hermanita (my little sister)
mi familia (my family)
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una nina y su mama (a girl and her mama)
Disnilandia (Disneyland)
Cuando

yo

me

corte

en mi

pierna

fui

a

Puerto

Penasco (when I cut my leg going to Puerto Penasco)
[Lolita, year 2]
*self-evaluation
When I'm reading and I don't know a word I skip it
and read the rest then I go back to the word then I
try to sound it out and try to make it make sense.
[reading self-evaluation, by Lolita, year 2]
*pattern book
Un domingo nacio un mono.

EI era muy hambriento.

EI empez6 a buscar comida.

(One Sunday a monkey

was born. He was very hungry.

He began to search

for some food.) [version of The Hungry Caterpillar,
by Eric Carle, in second language, by Seaaira, year
2]

magic school bus story
'I
H 1.

We're in Mrs.

teacher in school.

Crowell's class,

the craziest

She is so crazy she wants to go

back in time for a field trip.

[Magic School Bus

Goes Back in Time, by Seaaira, year 2]
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*newspaper

(all

forms

typical

of

newspaper

publication,

including word searches, comics, illustrations, articles)
DID YOU KNOW? Almost all of the kiwi in the U.s. is
from

New

Zealand.

There

are

only

3.3

million

people in New Zealand. [article, by Aaron, year 2]
rap
(chorus)

Michelle:

We're cool

cari:

We're bad

Angelica: We're totally rad
Cari:

You better not get in our way or we'll make

you turn the other way.
Chorus
Angelica:

We look real cool but you're a fool, you

better notice us
Chorus
Micelle: Chic' laty and Chic' let and Chic' are so
cool but all you other guys are such fools.
All:
All:

We're cool, we're bad, we're totally rad
And

don't

you

forget

it!

[by

Cari,

Michelle, and Angelica, year 2]
*literature logs
I think Rose Blanche was waving a Nazi flag so no
one would get her.

I think she was German and she

was nice to feed the people and I think the person
who

shot

her

was

American.

Blanche, by Seaaira, year 2]

[response

to

Rose
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mystery
It was dark when my friend came in the door.
name was Colin.

My name was Travis.

undercover spies in L.A.
of the missing jewels.

His

We were

We were solving the case
[by Travis, year 2]

series narrative
I

had not gone into the rose garden since last

time. [by Angelica, year 2]
To highlight the role of genre in this active writing
setting,

and

to

narrow

the

quantity

of

writing

samples

discussed in complete form, now several writing samples are
presented within the context of the specific issues of the
study. A high level of intellectual expectation,
power and trust

relationships,

authenticity,

symmetric

and addi ti ve

bilingualism and biliteracy are all found in the creation of
,.,ri ting

pieces

that

vary

considerably

by

genre.

The

illustrative writing samples in these sections are selected
according to the following set of criteria:
1.

they are authored by children;

2.

they are the result of non-assigned writing;

3.

the topic and form are selected by children;

4.

they are captured in any stage of the writing process
(i.e. rough draft or published final product)

5.

they are composed during writing workshop, rather than
within a thematic study (report writing is a component
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of the thematic study that is addressed in Chapter 6.)
The samples of writing are:

Choose Your Own Adventure

story, poetry describing the desert, a version of the Magic
school Bus books,

a note written by a child to herself,

a

mystery, a bilingual narrative about life in one child's home
and school, a report about the sea and a pen pal letter. They
provide a

forum for discussing children's knowledge about

genre in the Sunshine Room, as well as demonstrate how they
develop that knowledge.

They accentuate the inventive nature

of written language in the classroom.

High level of intellectual expectation
The genre research completed in the united states in the
past decades is likely to document children's inability with
written

forms

that

sophisticated on a

might

be

considered

more

complex

continuum of genre difficulty.

or

These

studies document children's lack of understanding non-fiction
genres, for example, and imply that children are not capable
of producing writing in the non-narrative genre without direct
exposure
perhaps

and
due

instruc·tion
to

the

(Applebee,

complexity

and

1978;

Langer,

difficulty

typicalities of information books (Pappas, 1988).

1985),
of

the

Findings

from these studies, especially in terms of their implications
for curriculum development, are challenged by demonstrations
of all written language forms in the Sunshine Room.
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In a

landmark study,

Arthur Applebee

(1978)

uses 360

stories from middle-class two- to five-year-olds as a source
for analyzing children's genre development in terms of three
conventions

of

stories:

formal

opening

or

title,

formal

closing, and consistent past tense. He finds that:
... even the two year olds studied used at least
some of the conventions studied in 70 percent of
their stories. By five, they had begun to absorb
common story characters into the stories they told,
and by six, to explain their expectations about
witches and fairies, lions and wolves.
All of
these expectations grow firmer with age, of course,
as
the
child's
experience
wi th
stories
in
particular and the spectator role in general
increases (p. 52).
By five years of age, nearly one half of the children used all
three story conventions.
Children have a high awareness of the genre of story at
a young age, and with continued development story organization
becomes increasingly complex.

Applebee therefore suggests

that instruction in reading is rightly centered around story,
or narrative.

Children can apply their textual knowledge to

reinforce their developing reading skills.
emerges

from

the

print

before

them,

"As the story

fulfilling

their

expectations about what a story should be, it confirms their
sense that their reading has been successful" (Applebee, 1976,
p.347).
Judith Langer (1985) explores the extent to which older
children differentiate between story and report genres, and
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how their understandings are manifested in reading and writing
tasks.

Langer selected third, sixth and ninth grade students

with scores of 80%+ on the CTBS to complete a variety of genre
related activities.

The children wrote a story (with general

topic predetermined by the researcher), wrote a report about
something

they

knew

about,

read

a

story

followed

by

retelling, and read a report followed by a retelling.

a

About

half of the children used a think alouq procedure and half of
the children used a retrospective procedure.
Langer's findings suggest that as early as third grade,
children have a firm notion that reports differ from stories
and by

sixth

and

ninth grade,

children can relate

their

understandings of the differences with more sophisticated
language.

The length of writing in each genre increases with

age, as does the syntactic complexity of the writing.
and

sixth

graders

produce

stories

which

are

Third

longer

than

reports,

however ninth graders produce longer reports than

stories.

stories, overall, show less change in development

with

age

than

do

reports,

retellings than do reports.

and

stories

Finally,

lead

to

longer

children show better

recall ability when retelling stories than reports and the
percentage of recall in content areas improves with age.
Langer's work confirms that a sense of story structure is
firmly

in place by the third grade,

writing or retelling tasks.

as evident in either

She contends that the greatest
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development in the report genre, however, occurs between the
sixth and the ninth grade.

She relates this difference to the

variable of exposure; children hear stories from early on, but
spoken versions of "academic" reports are not available at
home or at school until much later.

This suggests that the

functional forms heard in a child's linguistic environment
serve as models for the child's developing sense of genre.
In genre research of a different nature, Christine Pappas
(1986) investigates the global structure of information books.
Pappas

looks

at

the

genre

itself,

its

organization

and

purpose, in existing children's literature. She describes the
lack of research information on non-story genres,

although

there is evidence of young children's use of the genre in
their own writing.

She proposes the possibility that the

nature of non-story, information book, genre may be "a factor
in children's difficulty with the genre" (p. 3), contradicting
Langer's

reliance

on

a

lack

of

exposure

hypothesis

for

explaining children's lack of knowledge in this genre at a
young age.

Pappas suggests that the more simple the global

structure of an information book, the greater possibility that
children

will

understand

it.

"In

other

words,

how

a

particular book realizes the properties of the global text
structure potential may be an important factor in learning its
structure and using it" (1986, p. 12). Together, Langer's and
Pappas'

findings

present a

reasonable explanation for the
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occurrence of more narrative attention in elementary schools
than attention to expository genres.
of

An increase in the level

intellectual expectation for children's abilities with

genre, however, challenges these explanations as insufficient.
Sandra Bonin (1986), a teacher in New Hampshire, reports
on the non-narrative writing of her first grade students,
confirming Pappas'
understand

suggestion that

information-type genres.

children do write

and

Bonin encourages her

students to write non-narratives by calling attention to those
being

spontaneously produced

children's

cookbooks

and

in her class,

displaying

them

by collecting
and

by

reading

examples of non-narrative forms during story time. The class
as a whole categorizes non-narrative writing and adds their
own writings to their collections of the writings of others.
A class newspaper begins, as well.

The children's writing

becomes longer, more versatile and less bound by form as they
develop

their

sense

of

the

genre,

which

conclude, "The curriculum guides are wrong.
can write non-narrative and do it well.

leads

Bonin

to

Young children

Let's not deprive

them of the chance" (p. 35).
Thomas Newkirk (1987) confirms Bonin's contention with
equally strong statements.

He describes primary grade non-

narrative writing in "active writing programs" similar to the
program

in

the

Sunshine

programs, and concludes:

Room

and

other

whole

language
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The generally accepted low estimate of children's
abilities in non-narrative forms may be due to the
pervasive application of a "deficit" model which
views
children's writing
as
deficient
adult
writing, as writing which suffers from various
cognitive overloads or breakdowns (p. 142).
In

the

Sunshine

children's

Room,

writing

varies

considerably according to content and to sophistication in use
of linguistic structures to create texts of particular genres.
The list above shows the wide range of genre that children
create

in

non-fiction:

descriptions, and so on.

reports,

lists,

letters,

notes,

Also, however, the narratives are

uniquely varied according to the purposes of the authors.
Travis' mystery differs greatly from Lolita's fairy tale, or
Brooke's legend,

yet they are all sophisticated,

forms of fictional narrative.
beginnings

of

texts

focussed

Even a quick glance at the

reveals

many

of

the

conventions

of

accepted forms for written texts.
Although the expected conventions of particular genres
are easily recognized in the children's writing, the forms of
written

language

products

are

never

confined

by

the

instruction or limited by the instructional setting of the
Sunshine Room.

A Choose Your Own Adventure story

(CYOA),

composed by Sarah and Shelley, illustrates the high level of
intellectual
writing.

expectation that

the

children meet

in their
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One day, Shelley and Sarah are deeply absorbed in their
writing at a circular table.
comic book,

Like Jason, who is writing a

they have been involved in one project for an

extended period of time, but theirs is a collaborative CYOA
story

about

time travel.

It began as

a

complex skeletal

outline, created on two long sets of taped-together papers,
one for each girl. At each step of the outline, the reader (an
active

character

in

tlie

story)

makes

decision alters the plot of the story.

a

decision

and the

Shelley and Sarah have

finished their outline and are now working on transforming it
into readable text on note cards.

Caryl is a consultant for

their project and helps them invent a workable process for
formatting their complicated text.

This is a complicated new

process for all three participants.

Caryl further assists the

girls by putting their lengthy book on the word processor.
The published product begins with a title page, including
the title: "The African Adventure: A Choose-your-own-adventure
Book," and the authors' names: by Shelley and Sarah.
a

dedication,

teacher.

"Dedicated

to

Mrs.

CrmoJell,

our

Next is
favorite

Primary Magnet School, The Sunshine Room, May 1990. II

The third page gives the reader specific instructions:
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READ THIS FIRST!
Do not read this book from front to back.
These
pages contain many different adventures. From time
to time as you read along, you will be asked to
make a choice. Your choice may lead to success or
disaster. The adventures you take are a result of
your choice.
You are responsible because of your
choice.
After you make your choice, follow the
instructions to see what happens to you next.
Think carefully before you make your move.
GOOD LUCK!
And then the story begins:
You and your friends are going to go to Africa
tomorrow. Right now, you and your friends, Kim and
Stef, are in your room planning your vacation. You
all think you will have so much fun. You all want
to go to the zoo and see all the African animals.
You also want to go on an African tour.
But you
can't decide how to get there.
If you go on a boat, turn to page 3.
If you go on an airplane, turn to page 2.
The story continues as the reader makes decisions

in the

African jungle that sometimes save her from terrible tragedies
(like

a

charging

rhinoceros)

and

sometimes

excruciating death (like being eaten by a tiger.)
is complex,

lead

to

The story

it follows the pattern of other published CYOA

books, and it is long - fifty pages of type-written text.

The

plot not only proceeds forward as the reader makes choices and
alters the story, but backwards as well, just as typical CYOA
adventures

do.

published CYOA,

(For

comparison

purposes,

Skateboard Champion,

a

page

from

by Edward Packard,

a
is

included in Appendix D.) The multiple endings written by Sarah
and Shelley, 22 in all, vary considerably in their outcomes.
Two extreme examples, one good and one bad, follow:
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You think you want to try and get home, so you
start walking toward the African village.
When
you're almost to the African village, you see a
triangle that has African writing inside it.
You
all step in it and all of a sudden, you're flying
home. THE END
You stay on the back of the elephant. The elephant
goes on through the clearing. After the clearing,
you go into the trees.
All of a sudden, you fall
off the elephant. Then the elephant gets attacked
by a leopard.
The elephant falls on you.
He
squishes you and you die. THE END
Ross Weightman (1988) discusses the teaching of the CYOA
story

genre

Australia.

in

his

third

and

fourth

year

classroom

in

In addition to problems with the theoretical

foundation of his advice (see the next section), he suggests
that children use a

form consisting of six pages of text

during which one main problem and two secondary problems are
resolved.

Weightman suggests a

very direct and teacher-

controlled

process

this

to

produce

text

following

his

decision, "that everyone would benefit from the exercise of
writing their own choose-your-own-adventure story" (p. 63).
Shelley and Sarah's product far surpasses this simple
structure in its complexity, descriptive vocabulary, sense of
adventure, and its length. The voice of the story, written
consistently in second person, the relationship between high
action and minimal description, and the numerous choices for
plot variation are all in keeping with the conventions of the
CYOA genre.

The text reflects the girls' extensive reading of

CYOA, a genre that is popular with elementary school children.
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Shelley and Sarah, ·however, have not been assigned this
task,

as would be expected from a genre-approach point of

view.

It is an idea that they create together, and work on

sporadically over three months of writing workshop time in
school, inventing their process in terms of organization and
structure as they proceed.
this

project,

each

girl

Interspersed with their work on
writes

other

collaborate on various other ideas.

pieces

and

they

Meanwhile, Caryl waits

patiently and with confidence in them, trusting the girls to
return to the CYOA and see it through to completion.

The CYOA

project is complex enough that time·escapes them at the end of
the year before they can illustrate their text.
This piece of Shelley and Sarah's writing is not at all
characteristic of any of their others.
in the Sunshine Room, these

au~hors

Like all the children

allow the purpose of their

writing, and the audience they're writing for,
form

of

their

writing.

Caryl

supports

each

to lead the
individual's

personal inventions and provides numerous opportunities for
children to follow their own interests. The children's writing
is heavily influenced by the conventions of the social writing
that surrounds them.
over

time,

written

wi th

forms,

But their attention to genre changes

natural

and

real

development,
purposes

to

exposure
write.

to
This

varied
is

an

individual development since the class as a whole is never
inventing exactly the same genre at the same time.
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wri ting in the Sunshine Room is not focussed
products the children produce.

on the

However, the products usually

meet the high level of intellectual expectation that exists in
the classroom.

The variety and complexity of the genres

produced show that children may attempt any written form with
the expectation of support and collaborative help from Caryl.
They

may

extended

see

their

periods

projects
of

time

through
that

to

completion

allow

for

over

detail,

sophistication, and development, as well as approximation to
conventions.

Symmetric power and trust relationships
The genre approach movement, lead by Australian linguist
Jim Martin, Joan Rothery,

Frances Christie, and others,

is

described briefly for teachers by John Collerson:
Over the past few years some people have been
looking at aspects of children's writing - and of
the teaching of writing
that have not been
emphasized by the process approach.
These people
are concerned that with the process approach some
children are missing out on important aspects of
their \lTri ting development
aspects which are
either not mentioned or not emphasized by the
process approach (1988, p. 7).
Collerson simplifies the genre approach theory to three basic
assumptions:

1)

there are different kinds

of writing;

2)

children need to learn to write in different ways; and 3) we
should teach the different types of writing (p. 7-8).

The

rationale for this approach confronts the process approach
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that is advocated by Graves
(1987) and others.

(1983),

Calkins (1986), Atwell

It suggests that children using a process

approach mainly write:
.•. accounts of personal experience and fictional
narratives, and even these are not always fully
developed. They haven't had much experience of the
various types of factual writing, especially where
they have to cope with new information ..•. So it is
necessary for teachers to plan for some aspects of
children's
writing development
and to
teach
children how to handle these aspects (Collerson,
1988, p. 9-10, emphasis added).
This argument is extended as the genre theorists contend
that the personal experience and fictional narrative forms of
writing

are

the

less

"powerful"

of

the

generic

forms.

Therefore, they assert that direct instruction of the power
genres ( which they contend are factual and expository prose)
is necessary to give all children access to social power.
"Working-class children and minority groups, they think, are
particularly in need of access to these socially important
genres" (Barrs, 1991/92, p. 10).
Helen Campagna-Wildash (1988) agrees.

She clearly states

that, " ... assigned writing tasks appear to be a necessary part
of

ensuring

that

children

experiences" (p. 265).

have

a

wide

range

of

writing

Campagna-Wildash makes this statement

regardless of the finding in her own dissertation research,
that:
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All
children applied some kind of implicit
linguistic knowledge as they wrote.
If they had
not their texts would have been incoherent and
would have borne no resemblance to the functions
they were serving.
However,
some children
consciously applied knowledge about different kinds
of writing as a tool in the production of their
texts.
The children who were able to think about
such things as 'beginnings, middles and ends',
introductions, conclusions, 'wrapping up', personal
and impersonal information, general statements, and
the like, as they wrote were likely to produce more
effective texts (p. 258).
statements about the need to directly teach genre to
children,

particularly minority children,

reveal the genre

theorists' view of power relationships in classrooms.

It is

assumed that teachers need control and the power to assign
written forms.

Teachers also need to directly and explicitly

teach linguistic structures of various genre if children are
to master them (Collerson, 1988; Martin & Rothery, 1981) and
produce

"good

writing"

(Martin,

1981).

These

statements

illustrate the genre theorists' non-constructionist view of
learning that limits children's freedom to develop in given
areas

at

a

natural

pace

and

according

to

individual

developmental patterns.
At the same time,

the tenor of their own writing for

teachers is an example of how the genre theorists' "lmowledge
of language (is used) to exert power over teachers, to censure
and to criticise" and demonstrates "how apparently democratic
arguments about access can be used to justify authoritarian
practices in teaching" (Barrs, 1990/91, p. 12).
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The

children's

power

in

the

negotiation

of

writing

projects in the Sunshine Room is obvious during an literature
study of children's author Byrd Baylor.
occurs

in conjunction with a

people and culture.

The author study

theme about Native American

After several days of reading from a set

of Baylor's books, Ilinca, Rita and Mariah come together to
discuss their impressions of the books,

the commonalities

across texts, and how they might share their reading with the
rest of the'class:
Ilinca:
Mariah:
Rita:

Caryl:

Rita:
Mariah:
Ilinca:

Caryl:
Mariah:
The

All the books are deserty.
They all have to do
with the desert - mostly the plants and animals.
All the desert scenes look like they were painted
with watercolors.
What I liked best was the lettering, the print.
It was like in poetry. It doesn't have anything to
do with poetry. Well, maybe a little. It sounded
like poetry.
Poetry doesn't have to rhyme. It's more a way of
expressing feelings and describing things. Do you
think Byrd Baylor was expressing her feelings
about the desert?
I can tell she's a gentle person. It sounds like
she cares about the desert and doesn't want it
destroyed.
I read about Byrd Baylor in that newspaper
article. She lives in the desert. Her house is
kind of Indian style.
Maybe we could write about the desert, a plant, or
animal, and make it look like poetry like Byrd
Baylor does. I like being in the desert. Could I
write about being in the desert?
Yes, of course. That sounds like a wonderful way
to share what you have learned with the rest of
the class.
And we could make pictures like the books, too.

group

then

spends

time

illustrations more carefully,

studying

Peter

Parnall's

noticing how he uses simple
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lines and little color, and how only some parts of the plants
and animals are detailed.
This

group,

which

has

met

previously

for

similar

discussions, demonstrates the teacher's value of negotiation
in

curriculum building.

children

will

present

The

their

activity
learning

through
from

this

which
study

the
of

literature is suggested by Ilinca, accepted without hesitation
from Caryl and then supported by her expertise as she assists
the children in meeting their goal.

The children are not sure

how to go about writing in a style similar to Byrd Baylor.
Caryl suggests that first they simply write something about
the desert that expresses their own feelings.

She does the

same, and then demonstrates breaking her prose into shortened
segments to establish the rhythm that establishes it as more
poetic.

The children are very pleased with the results:
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Figure 4-3. Jon's desert poetry.
The narratives produced by children in the Sunshine Room
point to the creativity and range of abilities that children
demonstrate through genre when encouraged and trusted with the
power of decision making in writing.

The two narrative texts

that follow were initiated at home and completed and published
at school with the support of the classroom community. They
directly counter the genre theorists contention that fictional
narrative

written

in

a

process

approach

is

"not

fully

developed" (Collerson, 1988, p. 9).
Seaaira's story, a version of Joanna Coles' popular Magic
School Bus books, has its origins in a thematic study about
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the Middle Ages.

In conjunction with that theme,

Caryl

requests that the children write their own versions of the
fairy tale, Cinderella.

Seaaira accomplishes that task very

successfully, but she extends the connection between the theme
study and writing workshop in her own way as well, by taking
the Magic School Bus back in time to the Middle Ages.
Magic School Bus Goes Back to the Middle Ages
Once there was a class called the Sunshine
Room.
They had a teacher and her name was Mrs.
Crowell. She was unusual, but nice. Tuesday they
were supposed to go to a museum about the Middle
Ages.
That's what they were studying.
But when
they got in the bus, Mrs. Crowell said, "We changed
our plans. We are going to the Middle Ages."
Then Mrs. Crowell pushed the button.
Zoom.
They were off. Boom. Boom. They landed. They got
out. Just then, they heard trumpets, "Donda donda
don. "
Then came a queen and king.
Then came 2
knights.
They started to fight.
One knight fell
of his horse. The other knight won.
We got close to the people.
They stinked! I
bet they never took baths!
Mrs. Crowell said, "Let's go shopping."
She
bought some really weird clothes, a dress with
knights on it, and shoes with ham and knights on
them.
Mrs. Crowell said, "Time to go back." So we
got in the bus.
Zoom. Off we went.
But I don't
think we landed in school.
Maybe in the future.
Well, that's another story.
by Seaaira
Seaaira's

final

product

includes

two

historical

conventions - the illumination of the first letters in each
page of the book, and italic print.

It includes many of the

conventional features of Joanna Coles' widely read books: an
adventure plot, wild theme-related clothing for the teacher,
and a change in setting to someplace impossible to get to in
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reality.

Seaaira's ending foreshadows another adventure into

the future, like Joanna Cole does in her books.
Cole's

books

is

available

in

Appendix

(A sample of

D for

comparison

purposes. )
'l'ravis writes an amusing and complex fictional narrative,
as well.
children

It is an untitled mystery that illustrates how
change

the

register

of

their

writing

given

purpose.
It was dark when my friend came in the door.
His name was Colin.
My name was Travis.
We were
undercover spies in L.A. We were solving the case
of the missing jewels.
The only clue we had was nothing. Ha! Ha! Ha!
No, we had clues.
But the only clue we had was a
gun and some fingerprints from the scene of the
crime. We went early in the morning to a guy named
Patrick because we thought he knew more about the
crime.
He didn't know much about the crime.
But
he said he'd keep an eye out for the crooks.
Me
and Colin went back to our hotel. At 12:00 AM we
got a phone call from Patrick. He said the crooks
came back to rob the apartment clerk down below and
to get over here as fast as you can.
So me and
Colin got dressed and went over there.
We knocked on the door but there was no
answer.
We opened the door.
The apartment was
messed up and there was a note that said: If you
want Patrick back pay us $10,000 dollars. signed,
JP, Eric, and Chris.
Me and Colin waited a week to figure out a
plan.
We finally figured out a plan and searched
L.A. The lady who know the best was Mrs. Crowell.
She told us where the crooks were. They were in an
abandoned warehouse on Miller Ave.
We went to
check out the warehouse.
They were there.
They
said, "Have you got the loot?"
"No, but give us
Patrick."
I pushed JP down and Colin untied
Patrick. with the rope, we tied up the crooks and
got the money from the robbers that they had stolen
and returned it.
As for the robbers, they had 75
years making license plates. The End.

its
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This story, which is enjoyed many times by members of the
class and the adults in the Sunshine Room,
twist on typical narrative structures.

demonstrates a

Not only does Travis

include a setting, a complication and a resolution, recounted
in the past tense, but he embellishes his storytelling with
expressive

language

appropriate

to

mystery

writing.

Expressions like the "abandoned warehouse on Miller Ave.,"
the "loot" and the introduction of characters, "His name was
Colin.

My name was Travis" lend a voice reminiscent of old

Dragnet re-runs or Mickey Spillane "who done its."

While this

language might not meets adult standards for mystery writing,
Travis' personal accommodation of language and structure to
meet

the

social

needs

audience is formidable.

of

his

writing

and

i ts

perceived

Myra Barrs reminds readers of the

role of development in discussions of genre:
Children's texts differ from adult texts not merely
because children have not been inducted into the
use of particular linguistic forms, but because
their texts express a certain level of conceptual
development.
We need to attend to children's
'spontaneous concepts' in order to see how we can
best support and extend their thinking, and we
shall find out more about their understanding if
they are encouraged to write in their own voices
(Barrs, 1991/92, p. 16).
M.A.K.

Halliday

(1975)

suggests

there

are

three

components to the context of situation which influence and
control text development: field, tenor, and mode.

Field is

generally accepted to mean the setting in which a piece of
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language occurs.

Tenor refers to the relationship between

participants, including the relative status between them.

And

mode is the channel of communication used (Cairney, 1992).
It is important to note that these examples of children's
writing are created in a context of situation in which the
tenor for school is unusual and more like the real world than
is common.

The children composing texts have an exceptional

amount of control that grows out of the real relationship they
have with the listeners/readers of their written texts.
texts were
purposes,

composed according to respond to the authors'
not

teacher.

These

This

just for the
is

a

instructional

critical

understanding of genre,

insight

purposes of the

'\Then

developing

an

especially in terms of children's

development of written genres including literature.
The tenor in these texts exists because of the quality of
the interpersonal relationship between students and teachers
that is typical of whole language settings.

Caryl trusts

children's knowledge about written language and their unique
abilities.
important

She views them as important - significantly more
than

her own

agendas.

She

is

a

kidwatcher

(Y.

Goodman, 1978) who observes for zones of proximal development
(Vygotsky,
genre.

1987)

and mediates

children's experiences with

This means she opens the door of opportunity for

children to raise issues and ideas in their writing, to let
their inventive creativity flourish, and to expand the manner
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in which they communicate their ideas.

Then, she supports

each child's unique efforts toward meeting their intentions in
any generic form.
This variety and sophistication in generic form can only
occur

when

authors

(in

significant control

over

this

case,

the

their writing

students)

experience.

have
This

includes their purpose for writing and their selection of
topic,

both of which are essential for authentic literacy

events.

The power these children have in the writing process

manifests itself in the form, or genre, their writing takes.

Authenticity
Writing workshop provides opportunities for authentic
writing due in part to the power children have in the process.
Authentic writing requires other elements, however, including
children's sense of ownership over their experiences and their
products, and a real purpose to write, a real function for
writing.

To the extent that these elements can be supported

in a classroom setting, the opportunity for children's written
inventions is optimalized.
A central

principle

of whole

language

that

promotes

authentic literacy events is that form follows function (K.
Goodman, 1986). Juliebo and Edwards (1989) describe authentic
writing as containing evidence of the child's voice as a
writer and storyteller, the task, purpose and audience clearly
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seen by the child, and the structure and style of the writing
as

appropriate

to

characteristics

of

the genre

of

children's

the writing.

inventions

in

These
the

are

writing

proc.ess.
Trevor Cairney and Susan Langbien (1989) emphasize the
inventive role of audience and social context in authentic
writing.

Audience

operates

as

a

natural

control

over

children's writing, but it becomes unnaturally constraining
when

the

audience

is

limited

to

that

of

'teacher

as

evaluator'. In authentic social environments, literacy occurs
spontaneously and is a transaction between readers, writers
and texts,
transaction

a natural extension of children's worlds.
places

audience

within

the

tension

The

between

invention and convention.
Carole Edelsky and Karen smith (1989) describe authentic
writing as that which has all four interacting systems of
written

language

pragmatic)

(graphophonic,

syntactic,

semantic

and

operating interactively and interdependently to

produce a meaningful text. In smith's classroom, authentic and
inauthentic writing look drastically different in terms of the
information they contain, the purpose of the texts and the
authors' attachment to, or caring about the texti.
Authenticity relates directly to the function of writing
expressed

through

genre.

During

writing

workshop

the

children's natural attention to genre produces a variety of
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structures and styles.

It shows children's ability to adapt

their

immediate

writing

to

the

purpose

and

need

of

the

expected audience and their knowledge about the purpose and
function of writing.
It is function that serves to organize and structure all
linguistic interactions, including the use of genre in written
texts. Halliday's Learning How to Mean builds a theoretical
framework

for a

functional-structural

language theory and

enlightens the more specific topic of genre:
[When] interest is focussed on how the child learns
a system of meanings, this points to some kind of
investigation in functional terms .... Early language
development may be interpreted as the child's
progressive
mastery
of
a
functional
potential .... The functional interpretation of the
child's
meanings
implies
a
sociolinguistic
approach, in which the learning of the mother
tongue is interpreted as a process of interaction
between the child and other human beings (1975, p.
5-6) •

A developmental

perspective

on

language

learning

is

important when considering the role of function in both oral
and written language texts.

According to Halliday, when there

are meaningful expressions there is language, and therefore
children

have

language

before

they

have

any

words

or

structures. "Language is as it is because of its function in
the social structure" (Halliday, 1977, p. 57). The notion of
audience
language

is

implied

development

as

this
rests

sociolinguistic
on,

and

approach

requires

interpretation and interaction for learning.

to

social
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Halliday

suggests

that

each

child

invents

his

own

representations for the functions of language, and in fact the
functions themselves, within a social context and a cultural
context.

with development, the functions become more abstract

and more social (hence more conventional) as the ideational
and interpersonal components of the semantic system. Children
achieve an equilibrium and appear to accept and be able to
take on conventions of the mother tongue around them in the
social setting, i. e. the form/structure/grammar level o·f the
adul t language.

This process is not discontinuous because the

original inventions occur within the social system and corne to
represent it.
change,

The organization of the language does not

nor does the content of the

expression

(and additionally)

language.

Only the

the form change as children

accept conventions of the social and linguistic setting around
them.

Convention,

in this light is not a negative notion,

rather it is part of a positive development for the child.
Invention and convention are parallel processes which operate
wi th

and

against each other as

develops.

the

language matures

and

Children, through multiple experiences with other

language users, corne to know the parameters of invention and
convention,

testing hmv far they can push their personal

inventions

and

still

be

understood

within

the

social

conventions around them in their families, peer groups, and
school settings.
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While the ideational and interpersonal components of the
system are

coming

into the

language development process,

texture is also introduced.
(Texture) is the potential the system has for being
operational in a context, and therefore it is an
enabling condition on the other two components without texture,
'meaning'
is
a
meaningless
activity.
Texture
implies genre,
a
mode of
organization of meaning that relates to function in
the other sense of the term that we have now
separated
off
from
function
interpreted
as
'metafunction' - that is, it relates to function in
the sense of use: to social context, or situation
type. The texture of discourse depends not only on
structuring the parts in an appropriate way and
joining them together, but on doing so in a way
that relates to the context - as narrative, as
dialogue, or whatever generic mode is selected (p.
111) .
Each

generic

structure

has

characteristic

forms

of

organization and evidence of these forms signifies that now a
child "has constructed for himself a three level semiotic
system which is organized the way adult language is" (p. 115).
Text

is defined

instance of

by Halliday as

language which

is

any written or oral

operational,

properties of which are meaning and choice.

the

essential

Text is meaning,

encoded in words, sounds and spellings; it is located at the
semantic level.

"Hence a text is a semantic structure that is

formed out of a continuous process of choice among innumerable
interrelated

sets

of

semantic

options"

(p.

124).

represents the actualization of the meaning potential.
are at first separated from one another,

one meaning

Text
Texts
(and
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function)

at a time; they are combined as they become more

abstract.
Halliday's

research

and discussion

every aspect of language development.

informs virtually
It has particular

significance for understanding genre for many reasons:

First,

language is meaning; meaning is content; content is function.
Function is the heart of representing meaning with oral and/or
written language.

So, meaning becomes represented by the text

and is determined in part by choice.

Second, young children

invent personal language and are shaped by the conventions of
social

language around them

in a

continuous,

natural

and

functional manner. The personal becomes social and the social
becomes personal.

Third, the texture (genre)

three parts of language.

is one of the

Texture is necessary in order to

operationalize the ideational and interpersonal metafunctions.
Texture puts language in a context of use and

organizes the

structure of language and relates it to the relevant purpose,
within an ever present context.
In

the

Sunshine

Room,

Lolita

defines

function

and

audience beautifully as she writes a "double" narrative. As a
proficient

biliterate

writer,

Lolita

accommodates

two

audiences: her monoliterate parents who speak, read and write
only in Spanish, and her English speaking, reading and writing
friends at school. Lolita's story varies in language as she
writes.

The language she selects connects to audience, topic
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and setting of her narrative, however, because, as she says,
"I want my parents to be able to read my story because they'll
like it.
it,

too."

But I want Seaaira (Lolita's best friend) to read
The final

product that Lolita writes presents

alternating pages in Spanish and English; the setting and the
plot alternate in corresponding fashion. Each story, for this
presentation, is separated in columns for facility in reading.
"In the Sunshine Room"

"In the Romero's
House"
Un dia cuando mi mama y
papa dijo que iban a
ir para agarrar pizza,
polIo, papas y shrimp.
En la cas a mi
hermana estaba
enferma.
Y mi mama y
toda mi familia la
cuida. Mi mama llevo
a mi hermano, nos
quedamos en la casa.

The first day of school I was
was afraid.
I was shy to
go to school. I didn't want to
go to school. When the second
day of school I made a lot of
friends. I liked the Sunshine
Room. In school Halloween was
coming up and we were studying
the Middle Ages. And now it's
today. Aren't you proud of
that.
Lolita's story(ies}

demonstrate her strengths as a writer.

Although her recounts may not exact adult standards, she has
the astute ability to maintain two story lines, two settings,
and

two

sets

of

characters

and

events,

maintaining two 1 inguistic conventions.
Lolita's

part,

is

appropriate

for

her

all

the

while

Each decision on
own

audiences

and

purposes.
Authentic

writing

focussed contexts.

also

occurs

in

less

instruction-

Seaaira and Lolita decide to learn about

hamsters and gerbils when Seaaira' s

hamster has babies at
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home.

In addition to a search at the school library, they

question the other members of the community for resources they
might use.

Seaaira produces a note to me to remind me of one

source I can contribute:

bYi VI q the.
boof-<;

~drvjstd
p{e q5

Figure 4-4. Seaaira's note to me.
seaaira

is

obviously

aware

of

the

audience in her writing, just as Lolita is.

purpose

and

the

The note is so

personal, so close in tenor, and so related to a mutually
known purpose, that much of the typical language and structure
of writing is unnecessary.

Seaaira doesn't even address the

recipient (me) because she hands the note directly to me and
we share an understanding about its meaning.

However, Seaaira

is aware of the additional context of the writing, that she is
reminding me of her request of a

favor,

and she tags a

"please" on her ending. As the hamster books are to be shared
by Seaaira and Lolita, Seaaira appropriately signs both of
their names.
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Additive bilingualism and biliteracy
Bilingualism and biliteracy add to, rather than detract
from the children's reading and writing experiences.
importantly,

Most

children deteInine the language they will use

read and write,

or a

combination of the two,

context of each literacy event.
wri ting workshop,

a

wi thin the

In the description of the

group of Spanish dominant boys writes

letters to each other in Spanish, comic books are written in
English,

and

co-authored

bilingual

narratives

develop

naturally through friendships and intentional collaboration.
All of these authentic uses of Spanish and English may occur
simultaneously in the course of a writing workshop period of
time.
Bilingualism in this classroom is an integral part of the
classroom community and a means for children to expand their
Ii terate,

oral

language and

social

experiences.

Spanish

speakers continue to develop literacy in Spanish while adding
literacy in English to their repetoires of language abilities.
English speakers are exposed to a second language, Spanish,
while developing their

first

language.

Although Spanish

readers and writers are far more likely to become competent in
two languages than English readers and writers are, children
from both language backgrounds are exposed to bilingualism and
biliteracy

and

are

involved

in

biliterate events in the classroom.

authentic

bilingual

and
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In

the

study

centers

and

groups,

spanish

is

used

interchangeably with English so that the children learning
Engl ish can both understand the content in their dominant
language and expand their vocabulary and comprehension in
their

second

language.

Whenever

appropriate,

information occurs in either language,

recording

with decisions for

language choice made by the children and the teacher depending
on the activity and the materials.

Decisions for language use

vary according to variable contexts of situation (Halliday,
1975).

The teacher strives to provide children with materials in
English and Spanish because it expands the children's literate
worlds.

She uses their bilingualism and biliteracy to create

interesting, advanced conditions for literacy use and language
learning.

The

students'

and

teachers'

bilingualism

and

biliteracy are used as resources to expand opportunities to
obtain, create, and communicate knowledge, and to develop the
social relationships so essential to this classroom's work.
During
develops

a

a

thematic

unit

on

study
fairy

of

the

tales

Middle

that

Ages,

Caryl

illustrates

the

relationship between bilingualism and biliteracy and genre
development.
and

the

include

The connection between the genre of fairy tale

Middle

Ages

castles

and

is

natural,

knights,

celebration of good over evil.

as

queens

children's
and

kings,

interests
and

the

Caryl demonstrates strategies
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for comparison of multiple versions of the same fairy tale by
reading a different version of Cinderella out loud each day to
the class.

Then, following the reading, the class as a group

compares the new version to those previously experienced.
On October 20, 1990, the children return to the group
meeting area after lunch and settle in to hear a
version of Cinderella.

spanish

Caryl assures the English speaking

children that they will be able to understand the story based
on

their

previous

knowledge.

Speaking

in

English,

she

suggests that the children look for comparisons. She remarks
that it is important to read books that Marisela (the only
monolingual Spanish speaker in the class)
Caryl

explains

can understand.

some of the vocabulary in the book.

For

instance, that the name "Cenicienta" (Cinderella) comes from
the word "ashes"

in Spanish.

She asks

for predictions

English and writes spanish vocabulary on the board.

in

"What do

you think you'll need to know to understand the story?" she
asks.

Since the children are already familiar with the fairy

tale, Caryl suggests they watch the illustrations and listen
for words they understand.
Caryl
discussion.

begins

reading

after

about

10

minutes

of

The children are quiet and Marisela sits at

caryl's feet attentively. The children interrupt the story
with comments in English. They predict the version when they
hear about the calabasa (pumpkin) and Randy interjects, "The
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invitation comes this soon?" at the appropriate place in the
story.

Their comments suggest that they are comprehending the

details of the story in addition to their overall expectations
due to previous knowledge.
During the reading of the book,
English
behavior,

for

comments.

"Thank you,

She uses
Trevor,"

Caryl codeswitches to

English

and when

for

reinforcing

asking

follow-up

questions, "So which version is this like this far?"
uses

English

to

reserving Spanish

extend
for

the

story

through

She also

translation,

reading only the written text.

The

children use only English to react and respond.
Children

comment

on

their

ability

to

follow

along.

Travis says, "I kind of understand it but Gabriel (a Spanish
speaker) told me a little."

caryl responds, "That's what it's

like for Marisela when she listens to stories in English."
She suggests that they can understand based on what they
predict from their knowledge of English stories and the words
they know listed on the chalk board.
When the story comes to an end 10 minutes later, Caryl
tells the children they can use either language to complete
the comparison with other versions and that she will record in
whichever language they use.

The class decides the story is

a Perault version, and systematically they list the setting,
author, illustrator, characters, and plot.

As Caryl promised,

she records in both languages, sometimes with translation but
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not always.
prompts

in

Interestingly,
either

most students respond to her

language

wi thout

a

translation.

For

example, Colin, an English monolingual student, provides an
answer to a question about the plot (argumento) that Caryl
asks in Spanish.

At the close of the session, Caryl creates

anticipation for tomorrow by saying,

"coming tomorrow,

the

Chinese version of the story."
Genre plays a significant role in this lesson, although
it is not so named by the participants.

The children have

considerable knowledge about the genre of fairy tales.

Most

have experienced fairy tales before this year of school, but
if not, they are receiving a thorough introduction through the
curriculum.

The generic structures of fairy tales are quite

clear and predictable, providing a firm foundation for the
comprehension of new fairy tales, in new languages, or through
new versions.
provide

second

Materials from predictable genres effectively
language

learners

speakers learning Spanish)

(in

this

case

English

with texts that build on their

previous knowledge, simultaneously supporting success while
introducing a challenge.
seaaira, a monolingual English reader and writer for the
most part,

is a student who intends to learn Spanish as a

student in the Sunshine Room.

She intui ti vely considers genre

an important part of becoming biliterate.

When asked what

types of materials she selects to read in her second language
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(Spanish),
because I

seaaira writes,

"I read fairy tales in Spanish

know the fairy tales in English that I

read in

Spanish." Seaaira' s comments, stated in the intuitive language
common to eight year olds, reveal her conscious strategy for
writing

and

reading

in

a

less-controlled

language.

She

realizes there exists a greater predictability of meaning in
familiar genres due to structural expectations.
Seaaira's hypothesis about prediction in second language
reading is put to the test when she and Elliott,

another

English reader, read along as Lolita reads Las Tres Melliza y
cenicienta out loud.

Their comments following the reading

confirm Seaaira's ideas.

Elliott says, "It was a good book

and I could sort of tell what it was about."

Although the

girls didn't receive any direct translation of the book, they
convey a general understanding and can provide ideas about
specific language, like that "bruja" (witch) has to do with
magic.

Seaaira says "I read with my eyes" as Lolita read to

her. "I could understand the words."
Marisela's movement into English provides a fascinating
look at the invention of writing in a second language through
a

genre

with

familiar

conventions.

Sunshine Room in September,

speaking,

Marisela
reading,

only Spanish as a recent arrival from Mexico.

joined

the

and writing
Immersed in

authentic oral and written language in her bilingual classroom
and

community,

Marisela

quickly

begins

to

display

her
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knowledge

of

English

Comments I ike,
infiltrating

with

highly

"Don't sit there"

her

conversation

social

oral

language.

and " That's mine"

and

her

peers

beg in

report

her

development to Caryl.
A pen pal letter to Sara is Marisela's first attempt to
write in English.

Each child in the Sunshine Room has two pen

pals: one who is a Spanish reader and writer, and one who is
an English reader and writer.

caryl selects communities for

the children to correspond with based on these linguistic
abilities, knowing that the experience will provide a natural
authentic

audience

for

writing

and

language for all the students.

reading

in

Halie Pence,

a

second

the teacher

assistant, helps Marisela translate her thoughts into English
words when she needs help and Marisela composes a letter to
her

pen

pal,

punctuation

as

Sara.

Marisela

well

as

the

communicate her ideas to Sara.
letter

previously

received

invents

structure

of

spelling
her

and

letter

to

Marisela is responding to a
from

translated for her by either Caryl,
child in the class.

the

Sara,
Halie,

which

has

been

or a bilingual
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Figure 4-5. Marisela's pen
(Dear Sara, Where did you go for
It is a town in Mexico where I
bunnies.
They're very pretty,
zoologist .... )

pal letter in English.
Easter? I went to Nacossari.
used to live. I also like
right? I do not want to be

Marisela's letter shows how she is beginning to control
written

English.

First of all,

conventional spelling.

the

letter

includes

50%

These are the high frequency,

one

syllable words she uses, such as "it",

"is" and "for." The

other spellings show interesting combinations of Spanish and
English phonology and orthography to invent written English.
They reflect the two linguistic pools (Spanish and English)
that Marisela has access to when she writes, and they tell us
what conventional rules Marisela follows.

The fact that she

represents initial letters appropriately and uses digraphs
conventionally, shows that Marisela is beginning to control
written English.
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At the same time,

the rules of Spanish phonology and

orthography are having an impact on Marisela's inventions in
English when she doesn't know how to write a

word.

For

example, she uses an R for an ending Idl in the word "did" and
represents the phoneme Ibl with a V in "be."

These spellings

demonstrate Marisela's use of the conventions of her Spanish
linguistic pool as she invents English.
"also"

with a

"bear,"

oso.

conventional
In

this

She also represents

Spanish spelling
case,

Marisela

for

may

the \vord
hear

both

pronunciations as the same, but she uses the spelling of a
word she knows to invent a different meaning.
example,

In a third

Marisela uses her knowledge of Spanish syntax to

negate a verb.

In Spanish, Marisela would say, "Yo no quiero

ser un zoologico." She transfers the word order of negation in
Spanish into her invented written English.
Marisela's punctuation is nearly conventional for English
use, but her use of quotation marks and capitalization in the
word "NO" is an invention.

Here, Marisela is responding to

Sara's previous letter which asked her if she wanted to be a
zoologist.

She is creating her own punctuation system to add

emphasis to her negative response. She may have included the
quotation marks to denote the awareness of the unconventional
nature of the combination of spanish syntax in an English
text.
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The structure of Marisela's writing is appropriate for a
pen pal letter.

She opens with a salutation and converses

wi th the recipient of the letter in casual questions and
answers.

It is obvious that Marisela expects a real answer to

her letter and the questions

in it,

questions posed in Sara's letter.

and she responds to

Marisela's writing in a

letter, regardless of the language chosen, is different from
her writing in other genres.
The message in Marisela's writing is amazingly easy to
read

given

her

limited

time

and

experiences

linguistic community and the fact that this

to

the

structures

of

a

a

new

is her first

effort in using her second language in writing.
attention

in

Marisela's

letter are clear;

contribute to the predictability of the meaning.

they

She will

continue to move toward appropriate orthography as she grmvs
in experience and widens her linguistic pool.

Real audiences

and valid purposes, as Marisela responds to in this literacy
event,

will

support

her growing

sophistication

about the

structures language takes through genres. Her inventions will
show more signs of convention with time and opportunity.
The

Spanish

dominant

children

in

the

Sunshine

Room

notably increase their English abilities while continuing to
develop their literacy in Spanish. This is less true for their
English dominant peers who certainly have healthy experiences
with a second language, but probably will not actually become
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bilingual

or

biliterate.

However,

each

year

there

are

children who openly plan to learn Spanish and tackle their
goal with determination.
Brooke's

writing

Brooke is one of these children.
is

available

for

comparison

with

Marisela's as they are each confronting the task of writing in
their second language for the first time, but from opposite
ends of the biliteracy spectrum.

Figure 4-6. Brooke's first writing in Spanish.
(The sea. The sea is very, very big. Very many animales
live there. Have you ever been to the sea? No or yes? I
never have been there. At the school I write many books
about the sea. My cousin has been to the sea. The sea would
be quiet. The end.)
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Brooke's writing appears to begin as a report about the
sea.

It

strays

from

that

structure,

however,

as

she

personalizes her vicarious experiences with the sea through
books

in school.

"mixed"

or

Rather than criticizing Brooke for her

"undeveloped"

genres,

however,

Brooke

can

be

commended for her successful leap into recounting her meanings
through a second language.

The writing has a title ("EI mar")

and an ending ("EI fin.")

It includes conventional Spanish

punctuation and most importantly, it makes sense.
Caryl's classroom provides Marisela and Brooke with rich
opportuni ties

to

explore

a

sec'ond

language,

while

it

simultaneously supports their learning with time to grow and
develop in first

languages.

Each girls'

uses of written

English and Spanish at school are driven by authentic purposes
and

audiences.

Caryl

intentionally

seeks

out

authentic

audiences for her students' writing to push their biliteracy
development. In this social context, the curriculum continues
to provide students with functional and meaningful uses of
second languages, while maintaining their rich knowledge about
their first language,

to help children naturally move into

biliteracy that is conventional in form in both languages.
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Inventing Whole Language Genre
The existing research in genre theory vary considerably
in focus and methodology.

They range from highly structured

experimental designs to highly observational and qualitative
designs.

All suggest, however, that young children have an

awareness of genre. They can represent their thoughts, their
language

and

their

learning

in

a

variety

of

forms

and

structures, given the appropriate audience and function for
their meanings.
The data generated in the writing process of the Sunshine
Room supports these findings, but without the need for a new
theoretical framework based on inconsistent assumptions about
how children learn language and how curriculum can support
that learning

(as is proposed by a

"genre theory.")

The

theoretical foundation of the curriculum in the Sunshine Room
already supports the development of a sense of genre, without
need

for

additional

direct

instruction.

Children

write

beautifully conceived and presented texts of a wide range of
complex

forms

purposes,

their

functions,

goals.

The

permeates
reality

in

all

that

high
of

natural

language

level

responses

needs,

to

and

audiences,

self-determined

of

intellectual

expectation that

classroom

interactions

is

children

have

experiences with writing.

control

and

built

power

in

on

the

their
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Genre researchers in Australia propose a new linguistic
theory of language that focusses on the development of genre.
Their approach is lacking in several areas, many of which are
discussed in detail elsewhere (see Barrs, 1991/92 and Cairney,
1992, for example.)

Briefly, they negate the accepted value

of using texts that are authentically produced by children,
for

the

author's

communication

purposes

needs.

In

and

fact,

audiences
it

is

and

for

apparent

real

that

the

majority of the genre data genre theorists use to support
their theory is the result of contrived writing assignments in
school,

wri tten

for

instructional

purposes

teacher/researcher as the single audience.
approach

group

assumes

that

to

give

wi th

the

Next, the genre
children

direct

instruction in "power" genres will automatically give children
power.

This

is

a

mythical

assumption

similar

to

the

assumption that to give children (or adults) literacy is to
give them power (Smith, 1989).
Finally, the widely recognized notion that language must
remain whole if it is to be used, learned, or developed in the
most efficient and meaningful manner is apparently omitted in
this

suggested theoretical

approach.

The genre

approach

divorces form from function and meaning, isolating one part of
language from the rest, in opposition to what most language
researchers now believe to be the most important principle in
language education.
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Brian

Cambourne

and

discount the need for a
writing through genre.

Hazel
ne\&l

Brown

(1987)

succinctly

approach to the teaching of

They remind language theorists of the

need for a "grounded theory of genre acquisition,"

that is,

a theory grounded in contextually relevant data.
Learning to control different text forms does not
require a new approach.
The theory of learning
which accounts for learning all forms of language
is robust enough to explain how different textual
forms are learned (Cambourne & Brown, p. 266).
Thus, whole language theory, built on an understanding of how
children construct a system of language within the cultural
conventions

around

them,

more

than

adequately

explains

children's development of a sense of genre in natural and
authentic

settings.

Barrs

(1991/92)

suggests

within

her

critique of genre theory that:
If, however, we can broaden out the 'genre debate'
and look at genre in a more exploratory and
constructive way, we shall be able to consider how
genre fits into children's learning of written
language, how children's use of written genres
develops, what the influences on this development
are, and what this developing use of genres reveals
about
the
relationship between
language
and
learning (Barrs, 1991/92, p. 16).
The children in the Sunshine Room, through their control and
their teacher's trust during writing experiences that are
intellectually challenging,

develop various forms that are

authentic for their purposes in either of two languages, or a
combination of the two. Although there are conventions in the
social world of the classroom as well as the community and
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cuI ture

outside the

classroom,

the conventions are never

permitted to suppress the children's inventive power.
Caryl

describes

the

process

of

attending

to

the

conventions of writing within a classroom emphasizing writing
as an

authentic~

purposeful and functional process:

I keep almost everything that the kids write so
that I'm real aware of what things they are trying
out when they are writing.
If I see a lot of
children exploring something them I will do a short
class lesson (about a convention of writing.)
We
did that with quotation marks. There were a lot of
kids trying to put conversations into their stories
but they don't use punctuation and they don't use
speech carriers and you couldn't tell who \llaS
talking.
So we spent a couple of days doing
written conversations,the kids did them with each
other in class and they were also asked to do it
wi th their parents at home.
And then in the
classroom we talked about how you put
(the
punctuation) in so you can tell who is talking.
Then the kids went back and did that with their
written conversations.
I have seen that in their
wri ting since then some of the kids are really
starting to use the ideas we practiced. The speech
carriers appeared right away, they were less sure
what to do with the little marks, but some of the
kids are using them now. And if I see them I say,
"Oh, I see you are using quotation marks in your
story. "
So most of the teaching about writing
takes place along that line.
She continues by explaining how the class uses reading to
develop their writing:
Also, we look as readers. We might look at how an
author uses a particular stylistic kind of thing,
or how poets use things like alliteration and try
out some more guided kinds of writing. We do some
pattern Jdnds of writing sometimes when we're
exploring things like that.
And kids mayor may
not pick up things on their own when it comes to
their writing but I certainly see a lot of growth.
And the spelling development is there, too, because
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I don't teach the spelling program either and the
kids are beginning to trust that they will learn to
spell.
Thus, a balance is achieved between invention and convention
that highlights the children's growing knowledge of genre
without imposing instructional constraints.
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CHAPTER 5
INVENTING CULTURE: A BICULTURAL FRIENDSHIP
During the second year of the study, an unexpected and
wonderful

relationship develops between two of the target

children who have been primary characters in the story of
reading, writing, and interacting in the Sunshine Room thus
far: Seaaira and Lolita.

The friendship that they enjoy is as

devout and thrilling as the relationship of "best friends" for
any pair of eight year old girls might be.

The girls spend

hours on the phone after school, they spend nights at each
other's houses, they travel with each other's families, and
they parade through their school

lives

in matching

friend" t-shirts crafted by one girl's mother.

"best

Seaaira and

Lolita quickly become inseparable for most academic activities
as well as for extra-curricular experiences.
The relationship between Seaaira and Lolita is a symbolic
representation of the culture and community of the Sunshine
Room.

Since seaaira is an Anglo, English-speaking girl from

the extended volunteer community,

and Lolita is a

Latina,

bilingual and biliterate girl from the barrio surrounding the
school, their friendship represents the bi-cul tural experience
that is fostered in the Sunshine Room.

The relationship of

these girls to each other and to learning, evident in their
homes

and

their

classroom,

is

the

critical

event

that

characterizes the invention of culture in a classroom setting.
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This chapter is in no way intended to be a thorough
explication of culture in school.
provides

a

glimpse

into

the

But,

in its brevity,

potential

of

it

multicultural

education that supports, and is support.ed by, invention.

Two

instances in particular, when the girls spend the night in
each

other's

homes

and

when

they

collaborate

on

the

composition of a bilingual play script, highlight the impact
of multi-cultural experiences for children in school.
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Meet Seaaira
seaaira

is

a

lanky,

blond-headed

expressive blue eyes and a freckled face.

girl

with

big,

Her long legs that

usually stick out of baggy shorts are always rushing and her
stringy long hair is often in a tangle.

seaaira participates

in activities with her friends at school, but she seems more
comfortable as she swims, plays soccer, reads, writes stories,
or

plays

with

her

hamsters.

To

say

energetic girl is an understatement.

that

Seaaira

is

an

She greets opportunities

for new experiences with enthusiasm and a gusto for learning.
seaaira is seldom seen in an uncooperative spirit; rather, her
desire for

learning keeps her

from ever looking bored or

refusing to participate in new things.

seaaira at home
During a

visit

in Seaaira' s

home,

the

Seaaira's family are shared with Seaaira' s
Crowell, and me.

intimacies of
teacher,

Caryl

(Appendix E includes the questions asked

during home visits. caryl Crowell, the teacher in the Sunshine
Room,

leads the home interview process as I keep notes and

supplement

her

questions

with my

own.)

Jazz

music

plays

quietly in the background while we visit, there is a faint
scent of incense in the air, and the atmosphere is comfortable
and relaxed.

outside a

station wagon sits beside a

camper and a boat in the driveway.

large

We chat with Seaaira' s
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mother until her father arrives home from work and Seaaira's
younger brother plays on the floor while he enjoys a popsicle.
Seaaira ' s

family

is professional.

Her mother

is an

elementary school teacher in a nearby border community and her
father

is

a

criminal

investigator.

Each

has

a

college

education and would like to continue into graduate degrees.
Seaaira ' s
attends

younger brother,
pre-school

kindergartner.

and

Ben,

will

is a

three year old who

eventually

seaaira describes

because he gets into her hamsters.

him as

become
a

a

Borton

trouble-maker

Seaaira's family lives in

a comfortable home on the east side of Tucson.

It is a three

bedroom house with a fireplace, a partially completed addition
for

a

family

room,

and

two

large

dogs

in

the

backyard.

Seaaira and her family report that they enjoy time with each
other, their pets, reading, camping and boating.
The members of Seaaira's family are entirely monolingual
English speakers.

Al though Seaaira' s

mother teaches in a

bilingual community, she has very limited Spanish abilities.
Both of Seaaira's parents see written spanish "pass by" in
their occupations, but neither interacts with Spanish print in
an active manner.

They share Seaaira's goals for learning

Spanish, although they have made no arrangements for formal
instruction.
All of the members of the family enjoy reading a variety
of materials:

Seaaira' s

dad liJces mysteries and espionage
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novels for recreation, Seaaira's mom reads a great deal of
professional

literature

pictures

books.

National

Geographic

cookbooks.

They

related
receive

and

to

education,

monthly

boating

Ben

like

publications

like

magazines

and

they

use

Examples of these forms of print are neatly placed

on the end tables in the living room and several book cases
are full of novels, encyclopedias, and record albums. Although
they

don't

receive

a

newspaper

regularly,

they

buy

them

occasionally and Seaaira's dad reads the paper daily at work.
All of the family members are involved in writing in
their daily lives, as well.

Seaaira's mom writes notes and

school-related texts like lesson plans.

Her dad dictates

reports at work for a secretary to transcribe.

Easter cards

made by the children are displayed on the mantle; Seaaira has
helped Ben sign his name although the family predicts he'll be
writing his name by himself soon. Interestingly, Seaaira and
her

mom write

notes

back

and

forth

everyday

that

their

conflicting schedules (and Seaaira's mom's commute to work)
keep them from seeing each other.

Seaaira has a note waiting

for her mom when she gets home from school and Seaaira's mom
makes sure to leave a response for the next morning because
Seaaira gets up after her mom has already left for school.
Seaaira also writes to two of her mom's fourth grade
bilingual students, usually about once a week.

Through this

activity, the bilingual girls from Nogales have an authentic
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English reader as an audience for their writing.

Her dad

reports that many times he notices Seaaira pick up a notebook
and start a story on her own and without prompting.

Seaaira

has her own savings account and keeps track of her balance and
interest development through monthly bank statements.
Seaaira's bedroom is chock-full of literacy materials.
Several book cases are crammed full of books,

including 2

books in Spanish that her parents weren't aware of until our
visi t.

Seaaira explains that she bought the books at the book

fair at school.

A calendar hangs on the wall across from

Seaaira's loft style bed and she has noted important dates:
Lolita's birthday, her dad's birthday, the day her hamsters
were born,
shelves

etc.

filled

Three hamster cages,
with

dolls

also

fill

posters,
her

and hanging

lived-in

space.

Writing materials and tools are at the disposal of Seaaira and
her brother.

Seaaira tells me that for her family it's easier

to buy books because their schedules make it difficult to get
to the library.
Seaaira shares a lot of her experiences from school with
her parents. Like many young families, however, the rigors of
daily life complicate the ideal goals Seaaira's parents have
for their time together.

For example, Seaaira's mom would

like to read absolutely everyday with the children, but finds
it

difficult

to

work

into

a

daily

schedule.

She

is

disappointed when she is not able to thoroughly discuss the
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daily events of school every day at home, too.

Interruptions

and work-related needs frequently distract from those goals.
The literature study about war and peace at school,
described in detail in Chapter 3, provoked deep discussions
about war at home.

Seaaira's constant questions, similar to

those she asks at school, were sometimes too difficult for her
mother to respond to.

They reflected Seaaira' s very real

concerns about the war in the Middle East.
example,

Sometimes,

for

Seaaira would wake in the night convinced that a

siren on the street meant the beginning of an air raid.
During such episodes her parents would reassure Seaaira back
to sleep.

seaaira at school
Seaaira's extroverted personality allows her to freely
and openly ask questions, state opinions, interrupt activities
and other speakers' turns, and set high goals for herself at
school.
a

In whole language terms, Seaaira can be described as

"risk-taker."

instance,

During

the

first

week

of

school,

she discovers that her teacher, Caryl,

for

is not as

concerned with spelling and punctuation as she is with meaning
and ideas, and Seaaira's writing takes off at a furious pace.
Eventually,

Seaaira

comes

to

understand

the

value

of

conventional spelling and punctuation for her readers, but she
never permits those conventions to suppress her inventiveness,
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creativity or expression.
Seaaira
classroom,

appreciates

the

ability

preferring Caryl's teaching

to

invent

in

her

style to previous

teachers who emphasized spelling tests and worksheets. She
describes the Sunshine Room as interesting and her teacher as
her favorite teacher, because, as Seaaira says, "She's nice
and she does things in an interesting way instead of sitting
down and doing ditto copies."

.

seaaira views herself as a good

reader because she's been reading chapter books since she was
in first grade.

She explains, "And they were kind of pretty

hard so I think that kind of makes me a good reader but I
don't know."

seaaira perceives herself as reading all day

long, since she reads during DEAR time, literature study time,
free time at school and at horne.

She enjoys the Laura Ingles

Wilder books, and likes to read the same books more than one
time.

seaaira says she owns most of her books and that even

though they live close to a public library her family rarely
has time to go.
seaaira is a writer at school as well as at horne.

She

describes the writing she does everyday, saying, "We write all
the time.

That's all I can say we write at writing workshop,

I write at horne, I write our homework, we sometimes write at
free time, we do stories and we write then. We write all the
time."

In fact,

seaaira is so enthusiastic about all the

subjects at school that she doesn't know what she likes best -
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reading, writing, or math.
One
Spanish.

of

Seaaira's

most

important

goals

is

to

learn

She expresses her interest in a variety of ways,

including asking good questions about how languages work.
I'm interested in like how if other people when
they speak different languages and if they like
think that means 'the' or if they think it in a
different way ...•. Like Lolita speaks Spanish, too,
and like if she says 'the' if she says like the
other people think ~n English or if they think like
in a different way.
In other words, Seaaira wonders if bilingual speakers think in
one language or the other, and if the concept represented by
the word "the" changes across languages.
seaaira has plans for learning Spanish.

"Well,

I

just

listen to the other people speak it and I read books."

And

sometimes she asks her friend Lolita how to say things.
in a bilingual classroom helps.
in

two

different

languages

"It's fun having the board up

and

Ms.

Crowell

different languages and everything else."
course of the school year,
improve her Spanish.

Being

speaking

two

Repeatedly over the

Seaaira intentionally works to

She collaborates in biliterate pieces of

writing, like a bilingual version of Red Riding Hood, written
by her and Lolita and performed by five of the children in the
class for other classes in her school and in another school.
She requests membership in literature study groups reading
1Quotes in this chapter were gathered through interviews
with the target children on a formal and informal basis.
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Spanish texts, like Pepon, for the express reason that it's
written in Spanish (her request for membership is included in
Chapter 4 as an example of genre.)

Late in the year, she asks

Lolita to create Spanish homework for her and Lolita provides
a

list of vocabulary for Seaaira to memorize each night.

Seaaira's plan includes an emphatic request to her parents to
enroll her in another bilingual classroom and school next year
when she advances to fourth grade.
It is Seaaira's nature is to be a bright, inquisitive and
energetic child,
classroom

like

and it is clear that in a whole language
the

Sunshine

Room,

children

like

Seaaira

blossom.

Her development over the course of her third grade

year

undeniable.

is

Appendix

F

provides

a

summary

of

Seaaira's academic year through a check sheet Caryl created to
assist her in evaluation of her students
This document is a record of Seaaira' s
areas.

Caryl's

annotations

describe

(Crowell,

1992).

improvement in all
Seaaira's

active

participation in all areas of the curriculum, her creativity
and her determination to solve problems and really understand
her

world

through

a

variety

of

means.

attention to the strength of Seaaira I s

They

also

call

inventions and the

gradual development of Seaaira's attention to the conventions
of the society and the semiotic systems around her.

For

example, Seaaira is practically unconcerned with conventional
spelling or punctuation in her writing early in the year.

Her
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enthusiasm and speed while she writes impacts the legibility
of her handwriting, as well.

As Seaaira explains, sometimes

her ideas just go too fast for her writing to keep up with in
a neat, orderly, or conventional way.

Since conventions have

an authentic purpose in the Sunshine Room, Seaaira's writing
becomes more conventional over time without diminishing the
creativity of

her

ideas

or her enthusiastic

inventions.

Seaaira's awareness of conventions changes as she matures.
She wants to adapt more conventional mechanics in her writing
because the supportive environment of her classroom encourages
her to do so without risking the loss of her personal ideas or
goals.
Caryl's comments on Seaaira's evaluation demonstrate her
value of Seaaira's strengths, and her plan to provide learning
activities for Seaaira that encourage growth without limiting
Seaaira's natural curiosity or personal goals for learning.
The

comments

returned

by

Seaaira's

mother

express

her

appreciation for Caryl's evaluation procedures and convey the
interactive relationship that occurs between school and home
in Borton school.

There is a reciprocal sharing of knowledge

about children and how learning occurs in this relationship.
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Meet Lolita
Although Lolita and Seaaira are the dearest of friends,
they are the antithesis of each other in outward appearance,
personality,

and cultural background.

Lol ita -is a

quiet,

reserved girl who waits for invitations to participate too
boisterously.
of

freckles

She has a heart shaped face with a smattering
across her nose and

long brown hair that

is

usually styled into a ponytail or braid with bangs raised high
above her face with a generous use of hairspray.
always dressed nicely,

often in dresses and patent leather

shoes with lacy socks or tights.
group situations,

Lolita is

She sits quietly in most

like literature study sessions,

although

when asked to participate she does so without hesitation and
she

usually

contributes

valuable

comments.

Lolita

is

a

balanced bilingual and biliterate, with equal competencies in
either spanish or English regardless of difficulty of the
material or task and across modes of communication.

She

feels, for example, that reading is the same process in either
language.

Lolita at home
Caryl and I visited Lolita's family late one afternoon.
Lol ita's family consists of her parents, one older brother and
one younger sister.
we visited.

Lolita's father arrived from work while

He is a construction worker who, according to
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Lolita,

works

in various

construction,
available.

painting,

communities

and

so

on,

doing

all

depending

on

types

of

what

is

Lolita's mother stays at home with Lolita's sister

Casandra, who is physically and neurologically disabled from
cerebral

palsy

and

requires

constant

care.

Casandra

is

referred to as a baby by the family although she is four years
old.

Lol ita's brother,

Francisco,

is one year older than

Lolita and was in Caryl's class during the first year of the
study.

Loiita occasionally receives

recommendations

from

Francisco for good books to read and her comments in school
and during interviews imply they share a fond affection for
the Sunshine Room.
Lolita's house is in the center of the barrio where a
chain link fence protects it from the potential dangers of
gang activities and thefts in the neighborhood.

It is an

immaculate three bedroom house where family portraits hang
proudly in the living room and the family's bird chirps from
the kitchen.
house.

There are notably very few books in Lolita's

She has a few from school next to her bed in the

bedroom she shares with her little sister.
several

forms

And there are

of encyclopedic volumes on the

living room

shelves next to an anthology of children's stories in Spanish.
Lolita's parents explain that they don't use reading and
writing much around their house. Lolita's dad reads plans and
construction materials at work, but he says that if he brings
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them home he doesn't usually look at them. These materials
typically
print.

involve more math-related print than alphabetic

Lolita's mom insists that she doesn't keep lists or

write letters to friends or families.

A deeper search reveals

that Lolita and her mother make journeys to the public library
on a regular basis, however.

There, her mother checks out

novels in Spanish to read for recreation and Lolita checks out
books to read for fun and for school.

A note posted on the

family's refrigerator, written by Lolita, verifies the value
of tne library in this relationship.

It lists the times the

library is open each day and includes the phone number.
Lolita's

second grade

teacher,

Ms.

L.

confirms that

Lolita's parents have "real strong Spanish" and that once
Lolita began reading and writing in English during second
grade, she was noticeably conscientious about making sure that
"whenever things went home, there was something in Spanish"
included.

Ms.

L.

reflects

on

the

supportive

nature

Lolita's family about school:
What's always lovely about Lolita's family is the
complete support from her parents.
(It's) very,
very important to them that their children get an
education and they both have a great deal of trust
in the school .... Dad, periodically last year would
check in for (a) verbal (confirmation) - 'how is
she doing' and they were very excited about what
they were learning and they showed that with their
kids.
Their kids knew that when they took their
work home it was always looked at, even with the
mom being busy .... Yeah, she goes a lot but they
were always very, very supportive.
If you would
say, 'You do this 50 times,' they would do it 50

of
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times.

That's the way they were.

Lolita's dad shares another use of literacy at home with
us.

He explains that Lolita and Francisco frequently tell

about what they read at school during family discussions at
home.

For instance,

around

the

topic

during the literature study centered

of

war

and

peace

(the

critical

event

presented in Chapter 3), Lolita regularly brought home books
from the text set to read, translate if necessary, and talk
about with her parents.
Lolita's family includes her extended relations who live
in the back of their house.

She credits her cousin and her

next door neighbor for teaching her English. She explains,
Well, my brother learned English before me 'cause
our next door neighbor, he speaks English and
Spanish, and he didn't like to play with us because
we didn't speak English, but his mom, she knows my
mom a lot, and she always gives us things and my
next door neighbor's mom she kept inviting us over
there so we could do things and play over there and
eat dinner and invite us on holidays and something
and they would bring us things. They would give us
Christmas presents, and we invite them over to our
parties, and we got used to going over there and
Josh and I, the next door neighbor guy, used to let
us go over there. They started teaching then my
cousin she was teaching me a little bit and then I
learned.
There are experiences with language occurring in Lolita's home
in addition to Spanish and English, although these are the two
main forms for communication and Lolita's parents basically
speak only Spanish.
is

Chinese

and

who

Francisco has a new friend at school who
is

teaching

Francisco

some

Chinese
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vocabulary; he passes his knowledge on to Lolita. And one of
the children's neighbors is African and teaching Lolita a
little bit of an African language, also.
Lolita was in kindergarten during her early experiences
with

English.

She

recalls

Francisco

teaching

her

the

alphabet.
Then he showed
sounds, and then
like made me, he
then he wrote me

me how it sounds, all the word
he wrote some easy words, then he
told me to try to sound it out and
words and then I learned.

Lolita at school
Lolita's role as a bridge of knowledge between Spanish
and English is as significant at school as at home.
Seaaira,

Lolita

kindergarten,
bilingual

but

has
she

programs.

been

a

has

been

Gradually,

student

at

Borton

continuously
Lolita's

Like
since

involved

strong

in

Spanish

abilities have been enhanced by her growing and now competent
use

of

English.

Lolita's

remember Lolita fondly.

teachers

from

previous

years

They specifically remember Lolita's

conscious attention to audience as she began to read and write
in English.

For example, Ms. L., from second grade recalls

that she would ask other children which language she should
write things to them in.

This year, Lolita's attention to

audience continues, like when she invents biliterate forms for
her writing that allow both her parents and her English-
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reading friends to participate as her audience (see Chapter
4) •

In bilingual classrooms, children like Lolita who are
capable of all types of language events in either Spanish or
English are important assets. Lolita is asked repeatedly over
the course of the year to help out as a translator, a teacher
of spanish (especially for Seaaira), and a source of valuable
language knowledge.
from

school

information

to

Lolita transports news and information

home

between

by

swi tching

classmates

children in the classroom.

languages,

and

between

and

carries

teachers

and

She is called on by both adults

and other children as a resource. For instance, Marisela, a
monolingual and monoliterate user of Spanish depends on Lolita
on numerous occasions to help her with both academic and
social

issues.

When Marisela qualifies

for the pUll-out

gifted education program at Borton, she finds herself in a
challenging position.

Although Marisela is a very capable

student and can easily participate in the gifted program at a
conceptual

level,

the

teacher

monolingual English speaker.

of

the

Lolita,

gifted
who

class

is

a

is also in the

gifted class, quickly becomes the bridge between the teacher
and

her

Marisela.
the two.

various

instructions,

stories,

and

lessons,

and

She frequently acts as a direct translator between
In a similar manner, Lolita assists Marisela and the

other Spanish speaking girls as they interact socially and
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don't understand, and as they write in their second languages
(Spanish or English.)

Lolita is able to effectively help

other students with school work regardless of the language of
instruction or participation.
Lolita is a strong, capable student and like Seaaira, her
strengths flourish in the Sunshine Room while she improves and
continuously shows developmental growth.

Lolita's end of the

year developmental record follows Seaaira' s in Appendix F.
is written in spanish for Lolita's parents.

It

Caryl's comments

about Lolita convey many of the observations I have described,
that

she

is

typically quiet

in the

classroom,

that

she

codeswitches effortlessly in the classroom depending on the
social situation and her audience, and that her participation
in learning experiences is always thoughtful.

Among the

developments that Caryl observes over the year are Lolita's
extensions into widely varied genres, including poetry during
a social studies presentation, her new use of quotation marks
and cursive, improvement in the conventions of orthography in
both languages, with some Spanish influence in her English
usage and her creativity, particularly in collaboration with
Seaaira.

Caryl concludes her comments by stating that Lolita

is gaining confidence as she takes responsibility for her own
learning.

Like Seaaira, Lolita is capable of reflecting on

how she learns and successfully explains the processes she
uses to others.

Lolita seems to be particularly inventive and
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take risks more easily while working with her friend, Seaaira,
but the confidence instilled in part by Seaaira is observable
when

Lolita works

education class.

independently,

like during

the gifted
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seaaira and Lolita Together
The year that Seaaira and Lolita share in third grade is
their first year together in a classroom,

since Lolita has

always been placed in a bilingual classroom and Seaaira has
never been in a

bilingual classroom until this year.

mentioned earlier,

As

two occurrences during their friendship

characterize the bicultural nature of the Sunshine Room and
its value in developing a learning community that invents its
own

culture.

The

first

occurs

outside

of

school,

when

invitations to spend the night at each other's houses invite
first hand cross-cultural learning for the girls.
Following Seaaira's first overnight at Lolita's house in
the barrio, she returns to school with her blue eyes literally
widened from the experience.

She remarks to me that things

are different at Lolita's house, noting a pile of beer cans in
a neighbor's yard, and the burns that Lolita cautions her to
not look at and to stay away from.

Seaaira is frightened by

the sirens she hears at Lolita's house, and the homeless folks
she observes each time she visits. Regardless, Seaaira says,
"I like going there

'cuz she's my best friend."

impressed that the video and candy store

She is

is so close to

Lolita's horne that the girls could walk there alone and that
hearing so much real Spanish in a horne is fascinating.
Lolita is also impressed by Seaaira's horne.

She comnents

on the proximity of her house to a shopping mall and the fun
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the girls share sleeping in Seaaira' s parents' camper outside.
Lolita is invited to travel to Mexico with Seaaira's parents
(see their list of preparations in Chapter 4), but although
the girls spend hours planning and discussion their trip, it
is never realized during the school year.
that

Lolita

wishes

she

lived

in

Seaaira reports

Seaaira's

neighborhood

"because it isn't scary there."
Seaaira realizes there are some similarities between the
girls' homes.

She explains that each house has similar rooms,

each has a brother and a mom and a dad,
interesting businesses nearby.

and each has some

The girls wish they lived

"right next door."
A second learning experience occurs in the classroom.
The class is involved in a thematic study of the Middle Ages,
augmented by a literature study of fairy tales.

Seaaira and

Lolita have selected membership in a literature study group
that includes Marco,

a dominant spanish speaker and nearly

monoliterate Spanish reader and writer.
group member,

Gabriel is also a

but he is absent a great deal of the time.

Their small group is involved in a study of multiple versions
of the fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood.

Fourteen varieties

of Red Riding Hood are available in both Spanish and English.
One day, the girls are buddy reading a Brothers Grimm version
called Little Red Riding Hood.

Marco is reading a version

adapted by Hanna Hutchinson called, Caperucita Raja.

Buddy
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reading is Seaaira and Lolita's favorite method for reading
together and they alternate reading pages out loud.
girl reads, the other watches the words carefully.
read

well,

Lolita.

and

Seaaira

occasionally

corrects

As one

Both girls
a

word

for

The girls strengths complement one another: Seaaira

is a more confident reader (at the beginning of the year) and
Lolita is a more conventional speller, for example.
Marco listens attentively to Seaaira and Lolita as they
read, distracted from his own book.

He particularly appears

attracted to the section Lolita reads, "Grandmother, what big
eyes you have .... "
good. "

Seaaira says, "The end.

That was pretty

And the two turn their attention to the recording

sheet they have to complete.
included in Appendix G.

A typical recording sheet is

The sheet requests an analysis from

their reading, similar to the comparisons across versions of
fairy tales that Caryl has demonstrated with Cinderella (see
Chapter 4 for a complete description.)

The girls fly through

the paper work with ease; they negotiate their answers and
verify their responses with each other, but each girl keeps a
separate record.

Seaaira and Lolita both exhibit a great deal

of knowledge about books as they talk.

They discuss the

author and illustrator information and make many comparisons
between books. Then Seaaira states, "Done." The girls scoop up
their materials and return them to appropriate places in the
classroom with a flurry.
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f.!eanwhile,

Marco struggles to finish his work.

His

listening to Seaaira and Lolita appears to both motivate him
to accomplish the task and suggests to him a better idea of
what is expected.

Eventually, Marco writes on the back of his

recording sheet.
Several

days

later,

the

Red

Riding

Hood

group

has

completed its detailed and systematic reading and comparison
work.

It is time to invent a form for the learning they have

done so they may present their literature in some manner to
the class.

Another group has read the feminist fairy tale,

The Paper Bag Princess, by Robert Munsch.

To present their

learning, this group acts out the book for the class.

This

demonstration piques Seaaira and Lolita's interest and the Red
Riding Hood group decides to write a playas well. Since the
group has read a variety of versions of the fairy tale in both
Spanish

and

English

and

the

participants

in

the

group

represent both languages, the group decides that a bilingual
play

is

most

appropriate.

Seaaira

and

Lolita

take

the

initiative in the group and act as recorders as their small
group invents a script for their own Red Riding Hood version;
it involves two main characters -

Little Red Jennifer and

Little Blue Jenny - starring Lolita and Seaaira, respectively.
The entire script is included in Appendix H.
The group spends a couple of weeks preparing for their
presentation.

Caryl

and the

children provide props

like
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baskets for the two girls and a bathrobe for the Grandmother,
played by Angelica.

Lolita's mother makes color-appropriate

capes for the girls to wear.

Rehearsals and practicing lines

in both Spanish and English has the group absorbed during
their regular language arts blocks as well as non-academic
times like lunch and free time.
Finally the preparations and'practice are over and the
children perform for their classmates and other classes in
Borton.

I also arrange for them to present their play for

another third grade class in the district who is studying
fairy tales at the same time.

Following the presentation, the

monolingual children in the audience raise questions about
what

it's like to be bilingual and to go to a

school.
images

bilingual

The experience elevates the Sunshine Room students'
of

themselves

biliterate resources.

and

their

peers

as

bilingual

and

It is a successful encounter for all

the children.
Some of the other literature study groups during this
period of time decide to present their versions of fairy tales
by creating story maps for the classroom.

Lolita and Seaaira

observe the other children in this process, are attracted to
it, and create a map of their own, with an inventive twist.
They create a map of the lives of the Grimm brothers, wellknm-ln for their writing in the fairy tale genre.

The map the

girls invent carries the Grimm brothers through Germany and
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across time.

High level of intellectual expectation
Children

from

non-mainstream

cuI tures

and

ethnic

backgrounds, poor homes and homes where languages other than
English are spoken have greater opportunity to have their
cultural assumptions challenged when they enter school and
confront

different

a

manner

interpreting, and valuing.
on

the

other

challenge

hand,

their

of

behaving,

speaking,

Children from mainstream cultures

rarely

cultural

confront

opportunities

assumptions,

because

that
these

assumptions are typically verified at school (Banks, 1992).
James Banks suggests the result is that:
... mainstream Americans often have an inability to
function
effectively
within
other
American
cultures, and lack the ability and motivation to
experience
and
benefit
from
cross-cultural
participation and relationships (1992, p. 35).
The friendship between Seaaira and Lolita highlights the
role of culture in their intellectual and social development.
It provides each girl with the unique opportunity to confront
their cultural assumptions,

as Banks suggests

essential part of educating for freedom.

is such an

The result of their

cross-cuI tural

experiences

Ban]cs'

Seaaira, although consistently a more vocal

child

ideas.
in

all

contexts,

in each other's homes confirms

is more

obviously changed by her

experiences in Lolita's neighborhood.

seaaira 's eyes are
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opened to a new world where people interact differently than
in her past experience.
beneficial,

is

Lol ita's experience,

less dramatic.

Although she

while also

is

favorably

impressed with the quality of the materialistic components of
Seaaira's familyis lifestyle, the experience appears to be
less challenging in a broader sense.
For each
including

child,

their

second

intellectual growth.
teacher

in

the

exchange

languages,

of cultural
is

knowledge,

supportive of their

Herlinda Garza Flores (1992), an English

Houston,

describes

the

growing

population

of

Hispanic students in Texas as most likely sitting "passively
or shyly by in their classrooms.

They don't ask questions.

They don't challenge or even participate until they

feel

comfortable or until their shyness wears off" (p. 58).

She

implores
students.

teachers

to

"bother with"

these

"We must believe, first,

typically quiet

that these children do

have the intelligence worthy of our extra efforts and, second,
that we have the ability to make a
Flores

asks

teachers

to

respect

difference"

their

students'

(p.

58).

names,

encourage them to reach out, end the exclusion of any groups,
and appreciate family ties. She wants teachers to challenge
Hispanic students academically as she criticizes the subtle
discrimination that often cheats them from the best school
experiences.
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Seaaira

helps

Lolita

challenge

expectations for her behavior.
to

take risks

For

example,

cultural

She constantly pushes Lolita

and to try new,

activities.

these

she

sometimes
supports

fairly

imposing

Lolita's

early

experiences with presentations of learning in front of their
classmates.

Although

Lolita

remains

the

more

quiet

and

subdued member of the team, she increasingly opens herself up,
participating with enthusiasm in poetry, singing, drama and
speaking in front of the class by the end of the year.
Seaaira, meanwhile, is deeply intrigued by Lolita and her
background.
languages

She is respectful of Lolita's abilities with two
and

enviously

conscious

of

the

range

of

opportunities available to her friend due to her bilingualism.
Seaaira capitalizes on Lolita's bilingual capabilities in both
formal and informal ways.
The funds of knowledge the girls share with each other
contribute

to

the

intellectual

knowledge.

Moll et al.

level

of

their

cultural

(1990) conclude their research:

The working-class Hispanic households in our study
possess ample funds of knowledge that become
manifest through household activities. Thinking of
families in terms of funds of knowledge not only
captures an essential aspect of household and
community life, but helps define (and in many
respects re-define) these families as important
social and cognitive resources for education.
We
have every reason to believe that these findings
are equally relevant to other populations (p. 8).
Lolita and Seaaira exploit the potential sharing of funds of
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cultural knowledge through their friendship.

Symmetric power and trust relationships
Banks places the culture of the classroom right in the
area

of

tension

convention,

between

personal

invention

as he describes the purpose

and

social

of mul ticul tural

education:
Education within a pluralistic society should
affirm and help students understand their horne and
community cultures.
However, it should also help
free them from their cultural boundaries.
To
create and maintain a civic community that works
for the common good, education in a democratic
society
should
help
students
acquire
the
knowledge, attitudes, and skills they will need to
participate in civic action to make society more
equitable and just (1992, p. 32).
Banks presents multicultural education as a struggle of power
between multiculturalists and traditionalists who vary in
their

values

about

"the

roots

of

nature

of

American

civilization" (p. 32), meaning what (or who's) curriculum is
best for our nation's students.
the

balance

of

power

over

As the traditionalists hold

the

multiculturalists,

Banks

contends that no genuine discussion between the factions can
occur until this power is shared equitably.
We should teach students that knowledge is a social
construction, that it reflects the perspectives,
experiences, and the values of the people and
cultures that construct it, and that it is dynamic,
changing, and debated among knowledge creators and
users .... The classroom should become a forum in
which
multicultural
debates
concerning
the
construction of knowledge take place.
The voices
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of
the
western
traditionalists,
the
mul ticul turalists, textbook authors, and radical
writers should be heard and legitimatized in the
classroom (Banks, 1992, p. 34).
K.
terms.

Goodman speaks to these issues in whole language
He says:

Ul timately, whole language teachers seek to free
the minds and creative energies of pupils for the
greatest gains in their intellectual, physical, and
social development.
Whole language teachers know
that
their
students
can't
become
proactive
participants
in democratic
societies
wi thout
experiencing democratic classrooms (1992, p. 40).
In

reference

to

children

of all

cultural

and

linguistic

backgrounds, he continues:
A high academic quality comes from starting where
learners are and liberating them to pursue
learning.
We
are
discovering
we
have
underestimated children's possibilities because we
seldom gave them the chance to show us (1992, p.
40) .

Authenticity
Just

as

the

juxtaposition of

"inauthentic"

literacy

events helps clarify the role of authentic literacy events,
"pseudomulticulturalism" clarifies the authentic nature of
multicultural

education

(Boutte

&

McCormick,

1992).

"An

authentic multicultural approach is based on appreciation of
differences

in

others"

(p.

141)

as

opposed

to

the

pseudomulticultural nature of isolated cultural activities
prompted

by

a

holiday

or

culturally-centered

attention

focussed toward only one ethnic minority in a class.
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Change from pseudomulticultural education to authentic
multicultural education includes a thoughtful and critical
avoidance of stereotypic attitudes which have "no place in the
classroom or society"

(Boutte

&

Mccormick,

1992,

p.

142),

first on the part of teachers and next along with students in
classrooms.

It also includes teachers'

active attention to
(Boutte &

understanding their students' unique backgrounds

McCormick, 1992) and funds of knowledge (Moll, et al., 1992).
Discovering the diversity of the inventive potential of the
class adds sUbstance to development of a community.
Seaaira

and

Lolita

literacy and learning.

learning.

the

social

nature

of

They read together, write together,

dream and play together.
impact personal writing

epitomize

They show how social influences
(Y.

Goodman,

1992),

reading,

and

Each girl maintains her own personality, style, and

cuI tural-linguistic knowledge while they grow together

in

their development of the conventions for their bicultural
friendship.
Friendship provides a strong purpose for a variety of
activities, academic and otherwise, in school.
relationship, and therefore authentic.

It is a real

The grouping practices

in the Sunshine Room capitalize on the authentic nature of
heterogeneity in social learning contexts for an expansion of
cultural-linguistic understanding.

Children generally select

their membership in academically-focussed groups based on the
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materials or topics involved, and what other children will be
a part of the future group.
Caryl's goals for all types of groups,

whether self-

selected or randomly selected, is to help children learn to
work with all types of people.
process only when there is a

She enters the group-making
language discrepancy between

members, that is, when there are only monolingual students of
opposite languages working together.
by placing .a

Then, Caryl intercedes

bilingual child in the group to mediate the

communication between members.
Authentic multicultural teachers realize that each
child possesses different strengths, and that all
people have weaknesses ..•• The combination of all
strengths results in the best possible environment
where each person can help someone else (Boutte &
McCormick, 1992, p. 144).

Additive bilingualism and biliteracy
Inherent in a discussion of culture is language.
Anthropologists see language as the key vehicle for
transmission
of
cuI tural
Jcnowledge . . . .
Communication, or the transmission of cultural
information, occurs in the context of face-to-face
interaction. Thus the examination of that process
of communication in face-to-face interaction should
tell us more about the role of language in the
socialization or enculturation process (Philips,
1982, p. 180).
It is clear that Seaaira and Lolita's mutual

interest in

language intensifies their curiosity about each other and
their attraction for one another.

All languages are similar
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in that they have highly structured rules of sound and syntax
and are used for interpersonal and intrapersonal communication
Baratz, Labov,

however,

in their form and include dialects and ideolects

particular

to

groups

Palmer, 1981).

Languages vary,

(Cazden,

&

of

people

and

t.o

individuals,

respectively (Langacker, 1968). Languages and dialects serve
as a focal point for cultural identity in that those who share
a common language also share some
(Chinn, 1985).

commo~

beliefs and behaviors

Thus language provides a common bond between

individuals and serves to represent individuals' concepts of
themselves as members of communities and cultures.
Opinions about the value of bilingualism have ranged from
positive to negative and have changed dramatically as research
has contributed new information for the field (Flores, 1982).
Gaarner (1977) expresses a political view which distinguishes
between elite (academic) and folk (societal) bilingualism.

In

elite bilingualism, access to a second world of literature,
ideas, and people is viewed as an advantage and enrichment for
children who come from privileged backgrounds and choose to
gain proficiency in a second language. Folk bilingualism is
not produced by choice, but by societal circumstances
dictate a need to use two languages.

~lhich

Folk bilingualism is

frequently associated with a negative view of bilingualism as
a

language

Sunshine

deficit

Room

blur

(Gaarner,
the

1977).

distinction

Classrooms
between

like the

questionably
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labelled

"types"

of

bilingualism,

advocating

additive

bilingual education for all learners.
It

appears

that

second-language

learning

positively

affects cognitive development in young children, and it is
equally

valid

experiences

to

for

justify

all

promotion

children

attitudinal development.

in

of

terms

second-language

of

affective

and

The process of becoming bilingual

should be capitalized upon by educators.

As Diaz

(1983)

states:
I would like to present bilingual education not
only as a right, but also as ~n excellent tool to
enhance the academic and intellectual potential of
our children, whether our children are native
speakers of Navajo, Spanish, English, or Vietnamese
(p. 17).

All people

identify with a

language and language

is

therefore an entry point for children to enlarge their ideas
about the differences and similarities between people.

Use of

a variety of languages within a classroom increases children's
self-worth with regard to differing individual languages and
promotes an appreciation of the beauty and unique qualities of
all languages through comparison.
Additive

bilingualism

and

biliteracy

provide

an

opportunity for each of these friends to bridge their cultural
differences.

Although

Lolita

is

certainly

capable

of

communicating at any level of difficulty in English, the girls
intentionally

insert

Spanish

into

their

interactions,
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particular in academic situations.

In the bilingual play,

Seaaira's spanish speaking is fairly limited - single word
utterances and simple, repetitive phrases.

During the longest

line in Spanish, a sentence, seaaira is joined by Lolita's
character.

The girls have

invented a

bilingual

zone of

proximal development for Seaaira that gives her opportunities
to perform at a higher level with the cooperation of her
bilingual best friend.
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Inventing Whole Language Culture
The children in the Sunshine Room, including Seaaira and
Lolita, are members of several communities.

They are part of

the classroom that is inventing itself as a community, they
are members of families, local neighborhoods and the shared
southwestern city in which they live.
the

historical

cuI tures

in

their

They are also part of
school,

which

are

predominately Mexican-American, Anglo, or African-American.
Terms such as "multiculturalism", "cultural pluralism",
"cultural relativism", and "multi-ethnicity" are used vaguely
and ambiguously in educational literature (Boutte & McCormick,
1992; Bullard, 1992; Gibson 1976; Reagan 1984).

These terms

have been popularized so that their power and purpose have
been lost to many
that

the

terms

(Bennett 1986).
have

been

Wolcott

misused

and

(1981)
abused

contends
by

many

educational authors who are not anthropologically informed.
As an anthropologist, he criticizes educators for thinking
that the only locus of culture is in ethnic identities, for
suggesting that multiculturalism is experienced by only a
portion of the population, and for using "multiculturalism" as
a catch-all slogan for many styles and types of teaching.
In addition to these difficulties, many approaches are
available within the broad idea of a "multicultural education
program." Gibson (1976) identifies five conceptualizations in
the United states alone, all of which have different purposes,
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make different assumptions,
weaknesses.

wi thin

education

are

the

and contain different inherent

Gibson's
goals

approaches
of

to

mul ticul tural

equalizing

educational

opportunities for culturally different students, teaching the
value of cultural differences, preserving cultural pluralism
in society, and producing learners who are competent in two
cultures.

Therefore, it is extremely important to describe

what is included (or excluded) by common terms when addressing
cuI ture

in

a

classroom,

and when

making

suggestions

for

curriculum in classroom settings.
Classrooms in the united states, like the Sunshine Room,
are filled with children from diverse cultural backgrounds.
Multicultural education has developed in recognition of the
ethnic pluralism within our schools, however a view limited to
"education

for

the

culturally

different

is

basically

a

condescending approach that assumes that cultural differences
cause school failure" (Bennett, 1986, p. 53).
and

democratic

multicultural

perspective

A more complete
recognizes

each

person in the context of his/her cultural background and
attempts to enlarge human potentials by capitalizing upon
actual multicultural situations in classroom life (Macdonald,
1975). It means that 'culture' consists of all the people,
objects and events that impart meaning from our lives, not
only

historically,

experiences.

but

in

our

present

everyday

living
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Recognition of ethnic pluralism, cultural differences,
and human potential can be continued even further, however, if
multicultural
definition

education

of

"the

includes

process

Goodenough's

whereby

a

person

(1976)
develops

competencies in multiple systems of standards for perceiving,
evaluating, believing and doing (culture)" (Gibson, 1976, p.
15) .

Culture

is

not

restricted

to

ethnicity

in

this

definition, but children are viewed as individuals, promoting
a more extensive exploration of the similarities as well as
the

differences

between

students.

This

view

brings

an

increased awareness of "multiculturalism as the normal human
experience"

(Goodenough,

necessitates a

1976)

and

thus

multicultural experience

mainstream and parallel cultures alike.

for

justifies
all

and

children,

It also recognizes

the personal invention of culture within social conventions.
Racial and cultural awareness develops along with other
values and attitudes as children learn from the significant
people in their lives (Allport, 1954; Derman-Sparks, Higa, &
Sparks, 1980; Seefeldt, 1984).

Young children observe human

behavior, try to determine what it means to them personally,
and try to evaluate it (Galyean, 1983).

Children adopt and

demonstrate the prejudices of their families, due in part to
teaching by parents, and in part through lack of contact with
groups of people who differ from themselves
Seefeldt, 1984).

(Banks,

1992;
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In a classic study, Allport (1954) discusses the "dawn of
racial awareness" and notes the earliest evidence at two and
one half years of age when children make sensory observations
about skin color differences.

A CBS television documentary

entitled "Eye of the storm" (1968) illustrates deep feelings
of stereotype and prejudice in third gLaders who live in a
homogeneous, racially white rural community and are isolated
from individuals of different races and cultures.
incident,

it appears

that

stereotypes

accepted ei ther from parents,

In this

and prejudices

the media,

are

or other social

influences by the third grade.
Derman-Sparks,
children

from

three

Higa,

and

Sparks

to

twelve

years

(1980)
of

questioned

age

to

understand the racial awareness development process.

better
They

find that preschoolers understand race and culture primarily
through

physical

features

and

readily

characteristics such as language and dress.

observable
Three to five

year olds respond pre-operationally and egocentrically to
ethnic,

cultural,

or racial situations.

They struggle to

classify the people with whom they have contact and to know
whether salient attributes remain constant.
source,

"Whatever the

inaccurate stereotypic and caricatured images and

information

about

racial/cultural

harmful at this age" (p. 6).

groups

are

particularly
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Further findings
abilities

show that while cognitive reasoning

are developing at

five

to eight years

of age,

children become increasingly socio-centric (conscious of being
part of a group and having a group identity).

They gain a

greater sense of the prejudice toward others that can become
an integral part of the child's attitudes at this time, and
behaviors

such

Simul taneously,

as

racial

however,

name-calling

children

begin

develop

the

to

appear.

ability

to

perceive the unfairness of racism and become sensitized to
prejudice (Derman-Sparks, Higa, & Sparks, 1980).
As children develop an awareness of race and culture
during the early years of childhood, they are vulnerable to
negative influences of inaccurate, stereotypic, or prejudiced
information.

By

five

to

six years of

acquired ideas about who they are,

age,

with what groups they

identify, and how they differ from others.
evident

through

actions,

children have

behaviors,

and

Such ideas are
comments

about

children who differ from themselves.
A quality multicultural program is firmly based as a
philosophy which encompasses and affects every interaction and
every moment during the school day.

Seefelt (1984) states,

"Multicultural education is not a set of activities, but an
embodiment of a perspective" (p. 230). This definition implies
that children move toward an awareness "of perspectives other
than

their

own

while

acquiring

new

concepts

and

skills"
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(Williams,

1989,

p.

3).

A

teacher

who

upholds

this

perspective ensures that each individual is not only accepted
and valued for his/her culture, but is helped to learn and
develop toward greater understanding of other cultures and of
culture in general.
In building multicultural curriculum, Caryl is a teacher
who

follows the guidelines of beginning with similarities

(frequently

universals)

humanistically.

and

approaching

curriculum

She also calls attention more directly to

cultural issues in the Sunshine Room through techniques which
involve the physical environment, the planning of specific
learning experiences, and the community.
Educational

Leadership

(1992),

A themed issue of

titled,

"Whose

Culture?"

suggests a variety of direct cultural curricula for particular
topics, cultural experiences, or processes.
Multicultural literature provides children with specific
information about cultures and stimulates children's language
and cognitive growth (Goodman & Melcher, 1984; Norton, 1985).
It helps students to note details about culture,

provides

enjoyment by vicariously seeing other places and peoples, and
develops

pride

in

students'

unique

heritages.

"A

well

balanced multicultural literature program includes literature
that

depicts

people

with

a

variety

of

aspirations,

from

different socioeconomic level , with different occupations, and
with a range of human characteristics" (Norton, 1985, p. 107).
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Teachers

in

some

geographic

areas

meet

the

of

responsibility to

needs

have

a

children

specific

from

local

cultures (the Native American and Hispanic populations of the
Southwest,

for

example.)

ortiz

and

Engelbrecht

(1986)

recommend that attention be given to the cultural relevance of
materials used in the classroom, particularly in bilingual
settings.
school

They further suggest that the community and the

form

a

partnership

for

instruction

in

which

the

community represents the most meaningful and direct cultural
setting

for

Community

young

Literacy

children.
Project

The
in

classroom

Tucson,

work

Arizona

of

the

develops

curriculum which is built directly from the funds of knowledge
in the community (Moll, et al., 1989).
curriculum designed by anthropologists, educators, and
community members in Rough Rock, Arizona, effectively develops
these ideas

(McCarty,

et al.,

1991).

The social studies

curriculum is centered around the Navajo concept of k'e and
highlights inquiry and culture-centered ideals.
The
inquiry-based
curriculum,
teachers
said,
encouraged students to "make their min unique
generalizations and conclusions." Teachers related
this to the materials'
clear social-cultural
relevance, or content "that really interests the
kids. "
"The kids think it's great," one teacher
remarked, "because they're learning about things in
their own community" -- the people, places, and
institutions that have meaning for them (Mccarty,
et al., 1991, p. 49).
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McCarty and her colleagues account for the students' reactions
to their new school experiences: they were motivated by the
cultural-linguistic relevance of the materials and they used
"the pattern of learning for Rough Rock children in natural
situations outside the classroom (McCarty, et al., 1991, p.
50, emphasis in original).
In the foreword of Literacy Events in a Community of
Young Writers, Ofelia Zepeda (1992) suggests that the writing
of

Tohono

relevance

O'odham
for

children

relationships

Sunshine Room.

shows

two

things

that

like those that occur

have

in the

First, Tohono O'odham children in the study

she refers to learned the habits of writing and meeting school
expectations

like

all

states; but,

second,

children

in

schools

in

the

United

the Tohono O'odham children's writing

reflects their cultural heritage and the oral tradition of
their storytelling in their written products.

Zepeda suggests

that these children use the O'odham "power of words" as they
write,

"gathering insights from their own experience,

from

their community, horne and family, to write what they felt made
a good story" (p. xi.)
Yetta Goodman (1992) places the Tohono O'dham children in
the study, as well as their community, in a broader contextual
framework.
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(It)
allows
educators
to
understand
that
communities of students in schools cannot be
separated from the communi ties of their homes,
villages, towns, and cities.
The social history
children bring to school represents the language,
beliefs, and knowledge of their community and
affects both their writing and their views of
themselves as writers.
We can observe the
similarities among all young writers and at the
same time come to understand the unique individual
and social differences among children and the
communities in which they live (p. xiv).
One important goal of whole language teachers centers
around

the, development

of

positive

self-concepts;

that

students become self-initiated critical thinkers, questioners,
and problem solvers. These attitudes and characteristics of
learners develop in children who believe in themselves, have
confidence in their abilities and ideas,

and are accepted

warmly and sensitively by their teachers (Flores, 1992).

They

develop as children encounter socialization experiences which
help them learn a language and culture

(Banks,

1992).

A

strong self-concept is directly associated with culture as it
is defined by Goodenough (1957), "whatever it is one has to
know or believe in order to operate in a manner acceptable to
its members" (p. 167). It is explained by Williams (1989):
Children derive their identities as worthy human
beings, as capable learners, as problem solvers, as
aesthetic
judges,
from their own particular
combinations of significant people, obj ects and
events, some of which are expressive of a larger
cultural perspective. Reflection of those people,
objects and events in the classroom provides
children with a recognizable context within which
to display their knowledge and skills. (p. 3).
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Multicultural education must occur every minute of every
day and teachers must be aware of the attitudes their students
are

developing

about

cultures

different

from

their own.

Experiences like the friendship shared by Seaaira and Lolita
provide real experiences with multiculturalism. Teachers who
sensitively apply their knowledge of culture and language with
commi tment

to

a

mul ticul tural

philosophy,

may positively

influence the cultural development of their students.
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CHAPTER 6
INVENTING CURRICULUM: A NATIVE AMERICAN THEME
A thematic classroom study of Native Americans is the
critical event that highlights the invention of curriculum
that is evident in the Sunshine Room. It illustrates how the
teacher,

Caryl

Crowell,

creates diverse circumstances

for

children and herself to use and apply their considerable
personal intellectual and linguistic resources as they respond
to their own questions about the world. Using oral language,
wri tten

language,

and

culture,

in

rich

contexts

and

for

purposes of gaining and sharing knowledge, the students have
multiple opportunities for learning, and literacy development
flourishes during content learning experiences.
contexts

within

which

the

children

These are

and

their

teacher

is

referred

constantly invent themselves as learners.
Thematically
literature and
terminology,

in

organized

curriculum

instructional

i.e. thematic units

settings by a
(K.

Goodman,

to

in

variety of

1986),

theme

cycles (Edelsky, Altwerger & Flores, 1990), and theme studies
(Garnberg et al.,

1988).

The more generic label,

"themes"

accurately reflects the language of the Sunshine Room.

The

process used in classroom themes reflects the characteristics
of theme cycles, although that specific label is rarely used
by the teacher or students.
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Thematic units: Native Americans
When the children return from their lunch period each
day, they become involved in work organized around thematic
content.

Themes are units of study developed from children's

questions about the world, for the instructional purpose of
integrating subject areas into more cohesive, realistic, and
functional units of curriculum (Altwerger & Saavedra, 1989;
Edelsky,

Altwerger

&

Short & Burke, 1991).

Flores,

1991; Gamberg,

et al.,

1988;

Half of the class moves into centers,

or committee work stations where they complete small group
activities with or without the assistance of an adult. The
other half of the class works at the two large tables on
individual research projects. The theme for all the activities
of

the

class

under

way

is

Native

Americans.

It

lasts

approximately 4 weeks in its entirety.
The selection of theme topics for the year, which occurs
as children brainstorm their questions about the world and
examine the content they hope to study in third grade occurs
during the first week of school.

This process is described in

detail in Chapter 2. The topic of Native Americans, which is
prioritized high on the
learning

community,

list of choices voted on by the

provides an

opportunity to merge two

expressed goals of this year's group of children: an interest
in gaining more knowledge about Native Americans,
desire to complete individual research projects.

and the
Caryl, in
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preparation for the study, collects wide and varied literacy
materials to

fill

the classroom with information

in both

Spanish and English. Over 100 titles, partially referenced in
Figure 6-5, and listed completely in Appendix G, are gathered
for the Native American theme. In addition to books, pieces of
art, posters and artifacts find their way into the Sunshine
Room

from

children

the

teachers,

themselves.

support

staff,

Filmstrips,

parents

magazines,

and
and

the
wall

hangings including variations of print provide information
about Native Americans.
Thematic

units

of

study

are

manifestations

of

inquiry-centered learning process in this third grade.

the
A

learning issue, often in the form of a question or group of
questions,
experiences.

generates

brainstorming,

activities

and

The purpose for reading and writing within a

theme is to answer the questions.

Together, the members of

the community, meaning children and adults, plan a group of
centers

to

help

them

answer

their

questions

(Crowell,

1992) •

Four centers

involve the children during

the

Native

American theme on one particular day. At one side of the room
Angel, Roberto, Jaime and Francisco are learning about corn.
On the table where they sit is a basket of blue and yellow
corn chips to taste, a collection of trade books in English
and Spanish about corn, a two page information sheet, and a
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colorful basket of squash and Indian corn. The teacher briefly
joins the children to remind them of the center procedure.
When she leaves the children taste the corn chips, read a book
about corn, and write about each experience.

The books are

varied in style and language and the children cheer when Caryl
explains that she has secured a Spanish translation of Corn is
Maize, by Aliki.

The children also read a corn legend on the

paper included at their center, titled, "Niman dancers Hopi"
and color the accompanying illustration.
Across the room, Rafael and Susana work with Halie Pence,
the teacher assistant, on weaving.

Each child has a forked

branch which serves as the frame for their work.

Halie helps

the children select colors, measure the appropriate amount of
yarn and begin the weaving.

Spanish predominates their casual

and comfortable conversation as the children methodically
weave colors of yarn around the natural looms.

In the basket

on their table are the weaving materials, as well as books
about weaving and a diagram that labels the components of
weaving in both Spanish and English.
The third center has film strips and a projector. The
children are using this center as a resource for their ongoing
research
available.

projects.

The

teacher

has

made

several

films

The children select which films they wish to view,

view them independent of adult supervision, and if they prove
to be helpful, the gathered information is included in reports
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and documented on bibliographies.
The

fourth

center

involves

the

children

who

continuing work on their individual research projects.

are
These

children and the teacher are seated around two tables which
are covered with bins of books.

The categorization system for

these

the

books

is

explained

in

materials included in Chapter 4.

description

of

literacy

Each bin holds books of

similar topics and each topic is marked with a colored yarn
through the·book bindings, providing a simple and functional
code for categories.

Index cards, metal rings to hold the

cards

children's

together,

envelopes

are

and

scattered

about

work
as

folders

well.

in

The

manilla
"mussed"

environment evokes an image of busy, focussed activity.
Lupita is reading a trade book in English called Plains
Indians, by Jill Hughes, concentrating on a section called
"Games and Pastimes."

As she reads, she records information

she finds relevant in Spanish on an index card in front of
her.

Lupita' s

individual work,

captured in the next few

pages, provides a complete example of the research/learning
process involved in this theme.

The class as a whole group

began the theme by webbing the content they wanted to learn
through

their

study.

As

the

group

completes

a

web,

or

brainstorms what they know and want to know about a nevI topic,
Caryl records their ideas and suggestions. A partial result of
the discussion about Native Americans is represented by Figure
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6-1.

The majority of the questions that are recorded on the

web are raised by the children,

but Caryl raises her own

questions about astronomy and creation stories associated with
Native American mythology. Throughout the process of inquiry
through a theme, Caryl demonstrates procedures by completing
her own research study.

Her authentic involvement in the

process supports the students' risk taking and learning.

Figure 6-1. Class web of Native American theme.
Secondly, each child composes his/her own web.
web

is

shown

questions

in

Figure

6-2,

including

the

Lupita's

accompanying

she wants 'to answer about Native Americans,

Figure 6-3.

in

The children's personal questions about Native

Americans vary greatly in content and quantity.

Caryl tells

Sarah, for example, that she has too many questions, more than
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can be answered in a reasonable length of time.

So Sarah

selects three areas of her web that she can work on more
intensely.

other children need a fair amount of assistance in

formulating personal questions about a group topic.

By this

period in the year, however (December, 1989), all children
have had several experiences with this process and most are
operating independently at different development levels.

Figure 6-2. Lupita's web of "what I want to know"
about Native Americans.
(Included in the web are the main categories of art, living,
names of the chiefs, games and food, with minor categories of
feathers, baskets, faces, united States, Arizona, clothes,
cooking, plants and meat).
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Figure 6-3. Lupita's questions about Native Americans.
(I would like to know about the sioux tribe. What territory
did they live in? Why didn't they like white people? Why did
they paint their faces and their horses?
What did the
feathers on their heads signify? Why did their chiefs have
the names of animals? Did they have a special way of wearing
clothes?
What colors were the Apaches? Did they have a
special food? How did they make baskets?)
The students then write self-generated questions on index
cards

about

Americans.
Examples

their

Lupita
of

(Figure 6-4).

chosen
is

Lupita's

specific

researching
research

topics

the Sioux,

cards

are

about
for

Native
example.

presented

below
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Figure 6-4.

Examples of Lupita's research cards.

The children may read and write in either language, or
a

combination of the

two,

as

Lupita

illustrates.

As

the

children look for the answers to their questions in the books,
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they

record

pertinent

information

on

their

cards.

Additionally, they record the books they use on a reference
sheet which asks for information about the title, author, call
number, and whether they will use the book for information
(J)

or

will

bibliography

not
when

use

the

their

book

(x).

upcoming

This

will

reports

are

become

a

finished.

Lupita's bibliographic record is recorded as Figure 6-5.

1H~

Figure 6-5. Lupita's bibliographic record.
Upon completion of their data collection,

each child

completes a second individual web summarizing the information
they have learned, as a way to monitor their own learning.
Lupita's final web is Figure 6-6.

It is noticeably more
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complex than her earlier web.
children write
published

final

book

collection.

to

The theme concludes as the

reports and bind them
become

part

of

the

school

class

library

Lupita's final report is below as Figure 6-7.

The

children's

products

learning

processes,

although

represent
they

share

typical of reports and information books.
Spanish,

into a

Eng,lish,

or a

combination,

their

individual

the

conventions

Children write in

and reports range in

length across the class from 7 or 8 sentences to several pages
printed from the word processor.

Every child learns to answer

their own questions during the theme, although certainly at
their own levels.

Figure 6-6. Lupita"s final web of "what I learned" about
Native Americans.
(The major categories are: food, where living, art and names
of chiefs. The minor categories are: grapes, fruits, garlic,
vegetables, animals, outside with wood, Trin river, they
didn't make baskets, and the various names of chiefs)
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Figure 6-7.

Lupita's final report, a page in a
published class book.

Another student, Veronica, is studying the Yaqui.

Caryl

is sitting with her, reading to her from an adult level book
written in English, about the Yaqui tribe. After she reads a
passage, Caryl translates the ideas into Spanish and discusses
the text with veronica in terms of her personal research
question.

Caryl is very absorbed in the process of inventing

herself as a learner; she is a co-researcher with Veronica,
eager to learn and share new knowledge with her. Veronica has
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incorporated a second source of information in her research
project.
in the

She interviewed Mrs. E., a Yaqui teacher assistant
school.

Veronica's

notes

from the

interview are

included as Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8.

Veronica's notes from an interview.

Meanwhile, Richard and Evan are at the opposite end of
the table studying the Anasazi people.

They are searching for

information

about

the

themselves.

Richard finds a picture of an "atlatl, II a missile

weapons

and

how

Anasazi

defended

launcher used for hunting, and they decide to use it for their
answer.

Each boy traces the illustration, cuts it out and

tapes it to his index card, as shown in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-9.

Evan's research card about the "atlatl."

Evan finishes taping his and says,

"This is cool," as he

hurries over to Jason at another table to share what he has
learned.
saying,

Jason is discussing the sioux and responds to Evan
"The Anasazi didn't trade with the white men.

The

sioux just needed to buy iron for weapons and they did the
rest."

Talk centered around the content of study during

themes is as frequent and natural in the research process as
it is in literature study discussions (see Chapter 3).
The organizational web below (Figure 6-10) illustrates
the theme as a whole.

In addition to the center activities

and individual research,

children are involved in cooking

experiences and learn Navajo chants.

They bring literature
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into the theme through reading legends and myths, and within
the literature component the class discusses stereotyping of
Native populations.

literature Study
-Pllul Goble
-Slone Fox
-Byrd Beylor

Centers---t
-corn
-weaving
-film strips
-research

'-----~--~----

-questions
-informetion
collection
-references
-report writing
-report
publication
-personfll webs

large Group

Individual
Activities

-resellrch projects
-webs
-self-selected reeding

Activities

-webs
-discussions
-shtlred lilerZllurc
-cooking
-Ncvcjo chants

Figure 6-10. Organizational web: Native American theme.
From the initial web, through the intermediate stages of
planning, center activity, and research work, and concluding
with a presentation of some sort, the themes are captivating
curricular units, where the children use literacy to search
for knowledge and to present their ideas to others in the
classroom community and the school.

The process of inventing

curriculum continues until, as Caryl says, "You reach a point
where you need to go on (with new curriculum ideas or themes) .
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But you leave the kids with more questions."

High level of intellectual expectation
In Chapter 2, the research of theorists concerned about
the politics of education, like Anyon (1980), McLaren (1989),
Moll and Diaz

(1987)

and Oakes (1985), is presented in the

context of developing curriculum in the Sunshine Room for the
year.

These

researchers

document

the

manner

in

which

curriculum content and processes is stratified according to
the stratification of the greater society, with children at
the lower end of the societal spectrum receiving instruction
that

is

less

challenging,

controlled by the learners.

less

interesting,

and

less

Anyon, in particular, documents

that for children from working class and middle class homes
that are similar to many of the children in the Sunshine Room,
curriculum requires
procedures"

and

children to

"get the right

follow the
answer."

"steps of the
curriculum that

expects creative activity to be carried out independently by
children, or pushes the development of learners' analytical
and intellectual powers is typically reserved for children
from affluent, professional backgrounds, and executive elite
communities (Anyon, 1980).
There is no ceiling on the expanse of possibilities for
intellectual

challenge

in the

Sunshine Room,

however.

In

particular, there is no limit to what the children may learn
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about Native Americans during this theme. Caryl writes about
the intellectual expectations she has for her students:
There's no expectation on my part that the children
will learn everything there is to know about Native
Americans during this theme cycle. But there is an
expectation that everyone will learn something that
they wanted to know.
It's also okay for kids to
ask questions that they may not find the answer to.
Wondering is a healthy way to pass time.
I want
children to see that there are many different
sources of information and that they shouldn't be
put off by things they don't think they'll be able
to use. I also want to be sure that language never
gets in the way of learning, so we do whatever we
need to do to assure that children have access to
the information that will help them answer their
questions.
Children in the Sunshine Room are experiencing the type
of curriculum advocated by critical theorists to force social
and educational change (Banks,
Diaz, 1987).

1992; McLaren I

1989; Moll &

They suggest that by resisting the reduction of

working class and minority children's intellectual abilities,
children will be empowered to demand challenging expe4iences
and expectations, not only in the curriculum of schools, but
in life.
It is our contention that existing classroom
practices not only underestimate and constrain what
children display intellectually, but help distort
explanations of school performance. It is also our
contention that the strategic application of
cultural resources in instruction is one important
way of obtaining change in academic performance and
of demonstrating that there is nothing about the
children's language,
culture,
or intellectual
capacities that should handicap their schooling
(Moll & Diaz, 1987, p. 300).
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Early in the year,

the children in the Sunshine Room

begin to learn how to ask their own questions.

Not all

children are familiar with being responsible for asking their
own

questions at

school,

due

in part to previous

school

experiences that teach them to be passive in a similar vein to
those Anyon and Moll and Diaz describe. So the quantity and
the quality of children's questions vary. Some children need
a great deal of help to think through their interests for the
very first time and to recognize that they have interests and
abilities that are relevant at school. But children quickly
gain enthusiasm for the process with support from the adults
in the classroom.
As

the

year

progresses,

children's

interests

and

strengths re-surface as they realize that the curriculum in
third grade is inquiry-centered.

The curriculum allows and

encourages them to invent their learning and their classroom;
it begins where they are and where their personal interests
are, and moves forward from that point. So the roots of the
learning community are the children's inventions. Through the
repetition of the process of asking questions at the outset of
each theme, the children grow in comfort and sophistication
with the conventions of the problem solving process and gain
confidence in pursuing personal interests.
One

of

Caryl's

goals

is

to

build

on

each

child's

strengths and abilities as well as on their interests and
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funds of knowledge (Moll, et al., 1990), or areas of expertise
learned incidentally or directly in the community and shared
through social networks.

In addition to the open invitation

to ask questions and solve problems, she is responsible for
stretching each child's abilities to their full potential.
Therefore, any question may be asked regardless of difficulty,
potential problems with a second language, lack of resources
in a certain language,
graders,

or that are easy enough for third

or lack of background knowledge about a specific

topic. There is confidence that the classroom will provide the
best environment possible to reach even seemingly pretentious
goals.

As

the adults

support children's

learning about

specific content issues, children and adults alike value the
role of the curriculum in the classroom. So high expectations
for learning are built into the design of the curriculum, and
carried out with the teacher's support.
The curriculum in the Sunshine Room is rich in content,
providing a wealth of potential for children to learn language
and thinking processes by using them. During interviews about
the Sunshine Room, Lupita and Brooke focus on rich content
learning in response to a broad request, "Tell me about your
classroom."

Lupita responds:

••. we're studying Egypt. And we're gonna to do a
museum, we're gonna to turn our classroom into a
museum so other classes can come and see what we've
done. And we're going to make a mummy out of paper
mache and we're also going to urn, make an imaginary
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Nile to go across the floor .... And we're going to
make the loft into, urn, a pyramid. And we're also
going to make a filmstrip. We're going to draw our
own film.
We're gonna also gonna make brochures
for when,
for the museum and brochures for
Egypt ..••• It's a place that I like to learn.
Lupita's enthusiasm for her classroom, based on rich content
and academic learning is shared by Brooke who responds to the
same statement with the following:
I think it's a neat classroom ... 'euz we do a lot of
neat things .... what we learn in centers.
So far
we've learned a lot about dinosaurs,
Native
Americans, and now we're studying Egypt. And when
we studied Native Americans we had to write a
report and we put them all in a book.
The curriculum indicates a value of process over product.
In the Native American theme (as well as during literature
studies

and writing workshop),

the children are not only

learning a wealth of information about important content, but
they are learning processes such as "hOvT to research."

The

children are responsible for conceiving their own questions,
guiding

their

own

learning with biliterate materials

and

experiences, and following a sophisticated research procedure.
By the end of a thematic study like the Native American theme,
they

are

expected

to

display

skills

in

using

reference

materials, and are able to articulate their awareness of the
reasons for keeping records of reference materials.

In this

case, the research process cUlminates in a report, wherein
children learn to produce a piece of writing in a specific
genre at the same time that they are providing the school
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library with real, researched and referenced information.

In

this way, the children are following the process Bird (1991)
recommends

for

experience

the

classroom
joy

of

research

learning"

that

(p.

helps

296).

"students

Learning

that

includes inventing products which grow out of inquiry is a
pleasure for children and teachers.
The materials in the classroom also extend the amount and
type of learning possible for any child.
materials for the Native American unit,

Included in the
for example,

is a

minimum of 100 books, including information books, legends,
cookbooks, music and art books, and many pieces of children's
literature of various genres that deal with Native American
topics. Many of the books are at an adult level. The children
read these books selectively, and glean information pertaining
to their self-selected topics and specific questions.
books

are

sometimes

very

difficult,

however

the

The

teacher

assumes that they can be read and used by all of the children
and sees to it that those who need assistance receive it.
This is illustrated by the interaction between Veronica
and the teacher, described above.

Caryl helped Veronica, a

dominant spanish speaker and reader,
text from English into Spanish,

translate a difficult

rather than assuming that

Veronica, as a dominant Spanish reader, could not handle the
information,

or

that

she

needed

an

easier

intuitively engaged in a strategy Moll and Diaz

task.

She

(1987) call
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bilingual
share a

communicative

support,

literacy event,

wherein participants who

especially in a

second language,

"switch to Spanish as needed, to clarify the meaning of the
text" (p . 3 06) .
This example shows that children are not expected to
understand, participate, or excel in these highly intellectual
processes without guidance and support from Caryl.

Her role

as mediator and participating researcher provides her with an
opportunity

to

especially

demonstrate

supporting

all

parts

children who

events for the first time.

are

of

the

process,

experiencing

such

In order to answer their personal

research questions, for instance, the children need to learn
the

conventions of the

tables

of

such as how .to

manipulate

indexes

materials.

Learning about these conventions while involved in

the Native

l~erican

purpose.

and

research process,

contents

in

reference

theme imbeds such conventions in a real

Unlike activities which isolate reference skills for

instructional purposes, however, the children in this third
grade classroom need to use reference procedures to
answers

to

their

real

questions.

This

creates

find
an

intellectually challenging inquiry process.
Caryl typically assumes a low profile; in fact, she is
often difficult to find in the room, as she is most likely at
the physical level of the children and is as absorbed in the
content

and

the

process

of

their

learning

as

they

are.
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Although the students are exceptionally independent and are
able to find materials, complete activities and make decisions
with very little adult assistance, the teacher is keenly aware
of the interests of each child and is actively involved in
their learning. The teacher's value of the children's learning
is

evident

questions

in

the

that

authentic

require

questions

she

elaboration,

asks,

probing

explanation

and

thoughtfulness. As she researches along with the children, she
combines

her

own

content

questions

with

authentic

demonstrations of the research process.
Caryl

speaks

to

her

presence

as

a

learner

in

the

classroom:
I am the kind of person who is never quite
satisfied and that keeps pushing me. I have always
felt that if I got to a point when I stopped being
a learner then I
needed to be out of the
classroom .... l model learning for the kids when I
sit during SSR (or DEAR) reading my textbooks and
my university texts, reading my professional books
and text sets for the classes I take and sharing my
trials and tribulations of writing papers .... (The
children) are aware of adults (in the classroom)
learning for themselves as well as (our) telling
them that we learn a lot about how kids learn from
watching and sharing with them.
organized into center activities and independent research
projects

for

the

Native

American

theme,

curriculum

is

structured so that children may work at their own levels, have
their individual academic needs met, and answer their personal
questions about the world.

At the same time,

the learning

experiences allow and encourage children to stretch their
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abilities and to take risks with new experiences, materials
and

challenges,

themselves.

inventing

processes

like

research

for

Simultaneously, the design of the curriculum and

the mediating role of the teacher support the children and
ensure success,
taking risks,

acting as a safety net for those who are

especially in their second language.

At all

times, the children are encouraged to be responsible for their

.

own learning and to be active participants in the learning
process.

The classroom is socially organized to support that

goal.

Symmetric trust and power relationships
Research across disciplinary boundaries finds that in
most classrooms, as in other institutional settings, power is
in the hands of the teacher because knowledge is possessed by
the teacher (Board,
1988; Wells,

1989).

1982 Freire and Macedo,

1987; McLaren,

This means the teacher controls the

children's behavior, their opportunities to speak, and their
positions in the physical environment, as well as the subject
matter to be learned, the evaluation of learning,
manner in which learning will occur.

and the

It is common knowledge

that children typically need to request permission for nearly
every activity at school,

including raising hands to ask

questions or use the restroom.
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As

noted,

the

children

in

the

Sunshine

Room

have

considerable and uncharacteristic control over virtually all
aspects of this classroom, including curriculum building. They
select groups, reading materials, writing topics, and theme
topics.

They generate their research questions and negotiate

their learning tasks with their teacher.

The teacher allows

and promotes this sharing of power, based on her trust of them
as learners.

She explains as follows:

It's taken a lot of trust to give control to the
children but I think that I've really been rewarded
in the long run. The day may not run smoothly and
it may not look organized to people who are not
knowledgeable about what is going on in the
classroom, but I think the learning that is going
on the children's behalf and on my own is much more
genuine and meaningful when it is like that.
While Caryl invents her role as a teacher, she operates within
the conventions of the whole language philosophy of teaching.
Her trust in her students' abilities enables her to set high
expectations for them; their trust in her allows them to take
risks, to experiment, and collaborate with her in learning.
Learning

in

this

achievement but a

classroom

is

not

only

an

individual

joint accompl ishment between adults and

children.
Caryl frequently negotiates the specifics of curriculum
management with the children, either as a whole class or on an
individual basis.

During a theme about Egypt, the class is

operating under a contract method of organization.

Centers,
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research, and individualized activities are developed by the
class and assigned points through a system that prioritizes
the

activities

responsible

for

for

the

children.

participating

in

Each
a

child

minimum

then

is

amount

of

experiences, and therefore achieving points, on the contract.
One day the group as a whole negotiates that if children
are ahead on their contracts they can have free time, but if
not,

they need to continue progress on contract centers.

During the same work period, Jaime requests his own free time
during a private conversation with Caryl.

As Jaime and Caryl

look over his contract, she answers, "Let's negotiate.

If you

work for 15 minutes on language arts, religion or vocabulary
(areas of the contract),

you can have free time."

agrees and hurries off to work.
similar request in Spanish.

Acuzena follows,

Jaime
with a

The conversation repeats and

Acuzena feels she has control in the process of meeting her
teacher's and her classmates' goals for learning while still
receiving her immediate goal of free time.
Through negotiating sessions like these, Caryl is able to
exert her professional knowledge about her students.

She can

help each student set goals that are appropriately based on
their previous experiences.
develops
students,

curriculum

that

This is not to say that Caryl
lowers

but rather that Caryl

expectations

for

certain

can use her considerable

knowledge about how learning and development occur to make
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sure each child finds success.
Caryl's role in the negotiating process is professional
and

theoretically

informed.

Not

only

does

she

seek

opportunities to guide children toward appropriate behavior,
but she captures moments that encourage children to assert
their intellectual capabilities.
suggest

that

For example, Caryl might

specific children work with

one

another on

proj ects, providing an opportunity for a typically quiet child
to assert her knowledge in a given situation, or creating an
opportunity for children with different Spanish abilities to
work together.
This

effectively sets the

relationship
development

that

will

(Vygotsky,

build
1978).

a

stage

for

natural
As

Moll

a
zone
and

collaborative
of proximal
Diaz

(1987)

describe, Vygotskian theory stresses how instruction, to be
effective, must lead students, aimed at the strengths children
display in collaborative activities.

Thus, children look to

Caryl for advice, assistance and support.

They expect their

teacher to be interested, and realize that although she \"on't
complete

their

learning

for

them,

or

permit

them

to

be

passive,

neither will she allow them to slip through the

cracks of institutionalized learning. Children and teachers
are equally responsible for the success of the active whole
language curriculum.
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Authenticity
Experiences
in
school
must
have
all
the
characteristics of authentic experiences outside of
school and additional characteristics that are
authentic within the social-educational context of
the school (K. Goodman, 1991, p. 281).
Children's curricular experiences grow out of their own
questions in the Sunshine Room.

They explore personal avenues

of learning through their questioning and they represent their
learning in ways that are logical in the specific thematic
topics

and

responsive

to

the

children's

developmental

learning.
The children are involved in a natural learning process
that involves the components of coming to know through the
symbolic

transformation

perceiving,
1987).

ideating,

and

representation

and presenting

(K.

of

experience:

Goodman,

et al.,

In the learning process outside of school, information

is taken in by sensory perceptions of the world.

Perceiving

involves all semiotic systems and happens constantly, as new
data

is

encountered

environment.
enter and

and

attended

to

selectively

the

Ideating follows, as the learner's perceptions

interact with existing knowledge
Ideating

experiences.
generalizing,

in

as

the

includes
perceptions

previous

conceptualizing

and

of

are

(accommodated) into one's own symbol system.
third component of coming to know,

from

experience

Presenting, the

involves the process of

sharing conceptualizations with others through a form which
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enables the personal to become social.

Presenting occurs

through all symbol systems, including language but not limited
to

language,

and

needs

to

occur

through

all

modes

communication and symbolic representation in school.

of
The

presentation phase of coming to know opens opportunities for
children

to

express

their

learning

and

represent

their

personal and collective meanings through mediums like drawing,
acting, singing, painting, and building, as well as through
speaking and writing.
In the Native American theme, a relevant topic is chosen
by the students themselves, setting the stage for an authentic
curricular experience.

It evolves into a

complex inquiry

process that provides numerous and varied opportunities for
children to perceive and ideate.

As children taste corn. chips

and listen to Navajo chants, their sensory systems are exposed
to new tastes and sounds (perceiving).

As children analyze

stereotypic portrayals of Native Americans

in

literature,

their previous schema about groups of people in the world are
challenged and perhaps changed (ideating).

As children share

the discovery of illustrations in reference materials with
each other and write about the desert and Native Americans all
over

the

country

in

poetry

and

exposi tory

personal learning is shared with others

genres,

(presenting).

their
The

theme as a whole provides enough quality time and numerous
encounters with new ideas for children to think about the new
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information being assimilated.

The cUlmination of a published

and publicly presented volume of reports grows out of the
perceiving and ideating components of the process.
The example of the Native American theme portrays a
captivating look at the content and processes that are typical
of the themes children experience in the classroom.

other

themes, centered around different concepts or topics, evolve
into

different

.

activities,

and

experiences,

forms

presentation, but each follows the same basic process.

of
Each

provides a place, time, and necessary resources for children
to invent curriculum through inquiry while they experience
conventions.

Over the course of the two year study,

the

themes result in forms of presentation that are formidable for
third graders in school.
When Ancient

Egypt

classroom

transforms

exhibits,

film

into

a

focus,

museum.

for

instance,

It's

replete

strips created by children,

replica of a mummy,
extended

is the

community,

a

the
with

paper mache

invitations to the entire school and
and

tours

wi th

tour

guides

from

the

sunshine Room explaining exhibits and Ancient Egyptian history
to visitors (in either English or Spanish, depending on the
linguistic needs of the visitors.) Another time, a human body
theme leads to the publication of a bilingual class nevlspaper
on the

topic which

classrooms.

is

distributed to

families

and

other

This study involves the newspaper publishing
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process as well as learning and presenting the biologicallyoriented content.
During themes about the sea and world geography, group
presentations to the class are made.

Presentations vary

according to the learning children experience at a personal
level; Seaaira and Lolita read poetry and sing songs they've
written in English, while Marisela and Carolina read a report
in

Spanish.

The

world

geography

theme

leads

to

group

presentations of their research about different countries.
The groups develop film strips, write travel brochures, and
share cultural foods and music with their classmates.

The

children's passports are stamped in and out as the class
"travels" allover the country and the world.
calligraphy

and

illumination

are

vehicles

presentations of learning in the Middle Ages theme.
designs

a

large

illuminated

alphabet

that

for

The class

organizes

the

knowledge they gain and it is hung in the cafeteria for the
entire school community to enjoy.
In each of these cases,

the form of presentation is

generated during the course of the thematic study, so that no
one at the beginning of a new theme, including Caryl, knows
how the learning will be presented at the end of the unit.
Forms of presentation cannot be planned ahead of time because
the children, as active members of a learning community, must
invent

the

forms

for

presenting

their

learning

in

the
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authentic context of the experience itself.
Within

the

theme

unit,

the

teacher

has

ample

opportunities to effectively combine her goals as a teacher
with her interests as a learner.

As she explains:

By going through it myself, the questions are
really my questions, things I really want to know
about how Native Americans observe the sky and what
kinds of legends they told about the stars because
I love astronomy, so you know there is a genuine
interest, they are genuine questions on my part.
Caryl joins the students as they experience the authentic
process

of

coming

to

know

through

various

topics.

The

experience of coming to know in the world outside of school is
approximated, but accentuated in the classroom.

Additive bilingualism and biliteracy
Bilingualism and biliteracy in this classroom are both
goals and powerful

resources for

learning.

The power of

bilingual and biliterate competence is valued from both a
psychological view

(Diaz,

1983)

and a

socio-cultural view

(Moll, 1988; Moll & Diaz, 1987; Moll & Whitmore, in press).
Historically,

beliefs

about

the

relationship

between

bilingualism and intelligence, whether based in research or
not, has been negative (Flores, 1982). Performance on early
psychometric intelligence tests created a mythology that there
is a

"language handicap"

in bilinguals that includes poor

linguistic abilities and adverse effects on cognition.

Rather
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than questioning the validity of the intelligence tests or the
methodological procedures

(which did not control

for such

factors as socioeconomic status or level of bilingualism),
however,

it was

concluded that bilingualism has

negative

affects on intelligence (Diaz, 1983; Hakuta, 1986).
In 1962,

Peal and Lambert conducted a

landmark study

which originated the claim that balanced bilinguals (those who
have age-appropriate abilities in both languages used) have
certain advantages over monolinguals in cognitive flexibility.
Bilingual children perform significantly higher on verbal and
nonverbal tests and are superior in concept formation and
symbolic

flexibility,

thereby

showing

a

more

diversified

pattern of cognitive abilities than monolingual children.

The

study contributes valuable understanding to the field as it
differentiates
bilinguals

and

between
develops

pseudo-bilinguals
a

methodological

and

balanced

paradigm

for

replication (Diaz, 1983).
Peal

and

Lambert's

findings

are

replicated

in

more

current research which shows that bilingualism positively
affects cognition as it increases metalinguistic awareness the ability to objectify language (cummins,

1978; Hakuta &

Diaz, 1981; Vygotsky, 1962), for example. The results of these
frequently

experimental

studies

have

been

discussed

with

regard to the types of bilinguals represented as subjects (all
balanced bilinguals)

and their corresponding socioeconomic
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status

(all

middle

class)

by

Diaz

(1983).

He

further

hypothesizes that:
Although there are no empirical data to support the
above statements (that children must exercise a
great deal of cognitive effort during the initial
stages of second-language learning), one could
logically hypothesize that initial stages of
second-language learning will produce the most
dramatic ••. cognitive effects on young secondlanguage learners" (p. 49).
The 'Diaz hypothesis' is a direct opposite of Cummins (1979)
threshold hypothesis which posits that a state of balanced
bilingualism

is

necessary before the positive

rewards

of

bilingualism on cognition can be realized. Should the 'Diaz
hypothesis'

prove to be supported through research,

there

would be significant empirical reason from a psychological
perspective to encourage second language learning for all
children, regardless of their primary language.
Recently, increased interest of educators in the sociohistorical

aspects

of

learning,

a

perspective

reflective of new access to Vygotskian theories
former Soviet union,

which

is

from the

leads to descriptions of the social

values of bilingualism and biliteracy.

Bilingualism in whole

language classrooms suggests an emphasis on:
... the creation of authentic social contexts in
which children use,
tryout,
and manipulate
language as they make sense and create meaning.
The role of the teacher is to mediate these social
contexts in a Vygotskian sense, so that through
their own efforts children assume full control of
diverse purposes and uses of oral and written
language (Moll & Whitmore, in press, p. 3).
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The social exchange of knowledge that occurs naturally in
communities and networks of friends and families, referred to
as an exchange of funds of knovlledge (Moll et al., 1990), is
a social resource for curriculum and cognitive challenge at
school.

Knowledge

manipulate
contexts

them

is a

community

of

for

two

or more

survival

in

the

valid and valued fund

that

translates

into

languages
realities

and how to
of

social

of knowledge

in the

effective

classroom

instruction~

... activity based, meaning-centered lessons allow
students and teachers to take advantage of all of
their (bilingual) resources, whether inside or
outside the classroom, and create circumstances for
the children's use of literacy in ways that far
exceed what is currently offered in classrooms
(Moll, et al., 1990, p. 8).
Bilingual education programs that are intended to support
the development of bilingualism and biliteracy in schools can
be categorized by their intent and curricular goals.

The

transitional obj ecti ve of U. S. bil ingual education is to teach
bilingual children English as quickly as possible so that they
may function in monolingual English classrooms.

In such a

curriculum, the use of Spanish is temporary and the eventual
discontinuation of Spanish in school leads to monolingual
English speakers.

In maintenance bilingual programs, children

learn to speak and use English while continuing their Spanish
language and culture.
competence develops.

Spanish is maintained while English
Therefore, maintenance programs have
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bilingualism as their goal. Finally, immersion programs place
speakers in situations which involve the constant use of the
second language.
immersed

In Canada, English monolingual children are

in French classrooms where a

second language is

valued and they acquire their second language quickly.

The

immersion method, however can and has been reversed in the
united states.
placed

Here,

children of minority languages are

in completely monolingual

Eng?-ish classrooms where

their first language(s) are devalued.

In this situation, the

method or approach can be called reverse immersion (Hakuta,
1986) •

Society's view of language affects how language is dealt
with in school.
education

within the existing framework of bilingual

curriculum,

the

societal

view

of

language

is

frequently reduced to the extremes of being a "problem" or
being "right" (Flores, 1982; Ruiz, 1984). However, when the
societal view becomes one of language as "resource," schools
become

facilitators

of

language

learning,

appreciating

minority language speakers as experts in their own knowledge
and valuing children's
literacy curriculum.

contributions

to

the

language and

Bilingualism, rather than standard form

monolingualism, becomes the goal of the instructional program.
Assessment is no longer measured according to an impossible
"complete"

competency

guide

development in both languages.

but

is

based

on

grm.,rth

and
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Spanish and English are integral parts of the classroom
community called the Sunshine Room.
means

for

children

to

expand

their

The two languages are
literate

and

social

experiences, making the bilingual program an "additive" one
(Moll

&

Whitmore, in press).

In the study centers and groups,

Spanish is used interchangeably with English so that the
children learning English can both understand the content in
their

dominant

language

and

expand

their

vocabulary

and

comprehension in their second language. In contrast, children
learning Spanish have multiple experiences with their second
language in use, also in an additive manner, although at a
more enrichment level, rather than a survival level. Whenever
appropriate, recording information occurs in either language,
with decisions for language choice made by the children and
the teacher depending on the activity and the materials.

The

teacher provides the children with materials in English and
Spanish because they extend the children's perception and
involvement in multiple linguistic and literate systems of
knowing.

She

encourages

her

students

to

use

their

bilingualism to create interesting, advanced conditions for
Ii teracy use and

language

learning.

But

in general

the

students' and teachers' bilingualism is used as a resource to
expand

opportunities

knowledge,

and

to

to

obtain,

develop

the

create,
social

essential to this classroom's work.

and

communicate

relationships

so

Bilingualism in this
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classroom meets Moll
teachers,

et ale 's

(1990)

"treat bilingualism as a

recommendation that

resource to expand the

students' literate and social worlds, which in turn creates
new contexts for their thinking" (p. 42).
Lupita's work during the Native American theme captures
the value of bilingualism, and especially biliteracy, during
thematic studies.

All of Lupi ta' s early work during the theme

is written in Spanish. She webs her questions and ideas in
Spanish,

writes personal research questions in Spanish and

answers them on notecards in Spanish.

At the concluding end

of the inquiry process, Lupita also presents her learning in
Spanish, by writing a report for publication.

The intriguing

componen't of Lupita' s work, however, is the bibliography.
records

all

questions.

of

the

resources

Lupita

uses

to

answer

It
her

Each item on this list, which in actuality is

several pages long, is published in English.

Lupita has posed

questions in Spanish, read reference materials in English, and
written

her

answers

and

their

summation

in

Spanish,

demonstrating the strength of bilingualism and biliteracy as
resources in classrooms.
(Wells,
multiple

1989)

for

all

linguistic

The potential for literate thinking
children

systems

in

is

increased

school.

by

valuing

Lupita's

work

illustrates a naturally occurring "bilingual zone of proximal
development" (Moll & Diaz, 1987, p. 306).
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Children's personal goals for second language learning
are

built

into

the

school's

goals

for

bilingualism

and

biculturalism. Several students each year set personal goals
to become adept at their second languages, regardless of their
first

language

upon

entering

the

classroom

(examples

of

Brooke's writing during the first year and Marisela's writing
during the second year are contained in Chapter 4.)
Caryl consciously moves children toward bilingualism and
biliteracy, but often in quiet, gentle ways.

For example, in

addition to the expectation that materials and experiences
will

always

be

provided

in

Spanish

and

English,

she

occasionally suggests a specific language for a child to use
during a

literacy event.

Based on her knowledge of her

students and her ability to mediate their movement through
individual and collective zones of proximal development (Moll

& Whitmore, in press), she knows when to urge children to
stretch their language abilities into a new genre or try a new
author who writes more complicated plots.
On the other hand, when the content of reading material
is new to a child, she might suggest they read in the language
they are more comfortable and confident with,

once again

making sure that the child is successful in gaining meaning
from the experience.

In these situations, Caryl is aware of

the children's individual zones of proximal development, and
how they are influenced by changes in the context surrounding
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language use.
For instance, as part of the theme about the sea, Lolita
is waiting to receive materials
lesson on note-taking.

from Caryl to complete a

Each child who waits before Lolita

receives a copy of an article about a sea animal that they
take with them to a seat in the classroom to read and use for
sketching notes.
they

inform

her

As the children approach caryl one by one,
of

which

language

they

want

to

read.

Typically, Caryl responds by handing that child the materials
in the language they request without hesitation.

When Lolita

arrives for her turn, however, Caryl says, "Lolita, why don't
you try this in spanish today."
hesitation,
Spanish.

When Lolita agrees without

Caryl provides her with an article written in

Caryl later explains that she's noticed that Lolita

hasn't been reading as much in spanish lately.

She knows that

Lolita is equally comfortable in either language in school and
she wants to encourage her to practice this new note-taking
procedure while simultaneously ensuring that Lolita maintain
and extend her facility with Spanish reading.
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Inventing Whole Language Curriculum
Curriculum
educational
experiences

is

a

word

circles,
outside

that

between
their

is

bantered

parents

children's

as

about

in

they

compare

classrooms,

between

teachers in staff meetings and the teachers' lounge, and in
professional journals of educational research, with a wide
range of sometimes ambiguous definitions.

Short and Burke

(1991) propose three types of curriculum: paper curriculum,
enacted

curriculum,

and

envisioned

curriculum.

For

the

purposes of this discussion, for which curriculum provides one
piece of a larger puzzle, Short and Burke's notion of enacted
curriculum, the actual learning engagements in classrooms, is
the intended concept.
paper

curriculum,

However, as Short and Burke emphasize,

which

is

planned

before

the

learning

engagements actually occur,

influences enacted curriculum.

And,

curriculum,

in

awareness

turn,
of the

envisioned
future,

has

an

unarticulated

influenced paper curriculum

before that.
K. Goodman, et ale

(1987) propose a double agenda for

schools: to create curriculum that is thought and language
centered and provides opportunities for learning to occur
through language and thinking.

They explain:
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The basic responsibility of school is to cUltivate
language and thinking and the knowledge which is
acquired through their use.
We see language and
thinking as developing through the content of the
curriculum and we see the development of knowledge
in every area of the curriculum as always
necessarily involving language and thinking (K.
Goodman, et al., 1987, p. 2).
The dual curriculum is a manifestation of the whole language
philosophy that seeks to ensure that learners are provided
with real,
experiences.

whole,

purposeful and language-centered school

It is more possible for each and every learner

to reach for their potentials as thinkers and intellectual
language users through a whole language curriculum.

Thematic

studies or cycles are a natural organization for achieving the
principles of whole

language theory

(Edelsky,

Al twerger

&

Flores, 1990; Whitmore & Y.Goodman, in press).
Short and Burke (1991) describe a thematic unit on family
stories as exemplary of curriculum strategies.

They explain

the role of literacy in the theme:
Reading and writing were not just integrated into
their subject are units but were tools they used
along with other communication systems to learn.
Throughout these experiences the teachers and
students were actively involved as inquirers,
exploring questions that made sense in their lives
(Short & Burke, 1991, p. 53).
Whole

language

puts

integrated

problem

solving,

exemplified by the Native American theme, at the center of
curriculum development (K. Goodman et al., 1987, p. 14).
provides what Short and Burke call:

It
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... uninterrupted engagements with meaning, (where)
the focus is on classroom structures and activities
that are open and allow learners at all levels of
knowledge and proficiency to connect, in their own
way, with those engagements (1991, p. 36).
Whole language ideals for curriculum are not new, but are
re-invented forms of progressive education curriculum, with
deep historical roots in educational philosophy (Y. Goodman,
1989; Miller, 1990; Whitmore, 1990b, 1990c).

The ideas of

progressive educators in recent history, like John Dewey and
Hilda Taba, 'continue to influence present day thinking.

Taba

and Elkins (1966), for example, call for an increase in the
level

of

"culturally

intellectual

expectation

disadvantaged"

children.

for

what

they

term

our

more

Although

enlightened understanding of the role of culture in curriculum
was in its infancy at the time of their writing, their ideas
about curriculum implementation are valuable today:
... a serious attempt to change the educational
program and to bring it into line with the life
realities of these students produces some fairly
radical changes in their functioning and in their
capacity to learn (Taba & Elkins, 1966, p. 254).
They suggest that when children from parallel cultures are the
learners it is especially important to:
... allow each student to find his(/her) own way to
the concept .•.. Both the gaining of command and
contributing are of utmost importance, because
involvement in.what is being learned is absolutely
necessary to keep the class going.
Participation
and contribution are part and parcel of that
involvement (Taba & Elkins, 1966, p. 276).
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Taba 's emphasis on personal experience and involvement in
active learning echoes the philosophy of John Dewey, for whom
problem solving is the essential element of real learning
(Phillips and Soltis, 1991).
Dewey
stressed
that
the
school
was
a
community ... (he) wanted schools to engage students
in meaningful activities where they had to work
with others on problems.
Purposeful activity in
social settings was the key to genuine learning in
Dewey's view (Phillips and Soltis, 1991, p. 52-53).
In addition to the concepts of higb level of intellectual
expectation, power and trust relationships, and authenticity,
that have been discussed at length in this chapter, whole
language curriculum incorporates several concepts and ideas
evident in the Sunshine Room, outlined by K. Goodman (1991):
Process

Goals:

emphasizes the

Whole

language

"doing" of learning,

curriculum
so that the

process is equally as important as the product and
the suggestions of products invoke more processes.
Invention:
encourages

"The

whole

invention ..•. It

language

curriculum

encourages

children

to ... invent schemas of the world around them"

(p.

281) •

convention:
culturally

conventions
accepted

accomplishing tasks.
conventions

for

ways

are

socioand

In the Sunshine Room,

the

are

doing

as

things

curriculum

of

valued

invented

by

the
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participants.
Invitation:

Curriculum that invites children to

learn is one in which risk-taking is possible and
comfortable

and

children

are

motivated

to

participate.
Each of these is a part of the third grade curriculum the
children invent in the Sunshine Room.
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CHAPTER 7
INVENTING A CLASSROOM: A LEARNING THEORY
The first six chapters of this dissertation describe a
third grade bilingual classroom in detail, a classroom that
provides

an

exemplary

whole

language

experience

for

its

Spanish and English speaking community members. In this final
chapter, the purposes of this study are reviewed, the data
that are conceptualized as critical events are summarized, and
the

interpretations

from

each

chapter

are

woven

into

a

comprehensive and explanatory theory of learning.
Commonly accepted theories of learning provide inadequate
explanations for the exciting examples of learning that occur
on a

regular basis

explains

learning

convention,

in the Sunshine Room.
as

however,

a

tension

accounts

A theory that

between

for

both

invention

and

creative

and

the

inventive energies of the individuals in the classroom and the
acknowledgement of, and development toward, the conventions of
both

the

classroom

individuals.
face"

(K.

and

society

surrounding

the

In this case, exemplary practice "at the chalk
Goodman,

understanding
demonstrates

culture

of
that

1991;

learning
a

whole

1992)
at

the

contributes
theoretical

language

approach

additional
level.

to

It

education

provides children and teachers opportunities to meet their
potential by capitalizing on the strength of invention in the
learning process.
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A Review of the purposes of the study
The two broad purposes of this study are: 1) to examine
the processes,

participants,

and intentions of a classroom

through rich descriptions of events that critically reflect
oral and written language, culture and curriculum; and 2) to
expand Kenneth Goodman's theory of language development, which
explains

the

tension

of

invention

and

convention

as

individuals become competent language users, to a theory of
invention and convention for learning as a collective group in
school.
Room,

By describing five critical events of the Sunshine

the

specific

expectation,
authenticity,

issues

symmetric
and

of:

high

power

and

additive

level
trust

bilingualism

of

intellectual

relationships,
and

biliteracy,

provide insight into how a learning community invents itself.
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critical Events Across the Year
Descriptions of five critical events that occur over two
years of data collection using ethnographic techniques sketch
the inner workings of the classroom as a sociocultural system.
In the first critical event, children invent their curriculum
for the year during the first week of school, learning how to
ask questions that express their personal interests through an
inquiry process. Their questions are categorized and voted on
by the class (including the teacher, Caryl Crowell) and become
the topics that Caryl and the children expand into themes.
Through

the

process,

the

classroom communi ty

invents

its

academic goals for the year.
Second, as they interact in a language arts block each
day,

children

experience

a

variety

of

issues,

sometimes

controversial, through dynamic talk about quality children's
literature.

In one literature study, the eight and nine year

olds alter their views of war and grow to understand their
country's involvement in a current war at a human level by
transacting with a text set about US war events throughout
history.

Their discussions

illustrate the conversational

quality of classroom discourse in the Sunshine Room, and the
value of children asking their own questions for focussing
discussions and conversations on specific issues.
process,

During the

the children invent the conventions of classroom

discourse that best meet their needs for communication and
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learning about themselves and their topic.
Third,

as

each

day

generically-appropriate

continues,

forms

for

the

the

children

functions

create

of

their

written language, during writing workshop. They demonstrate
their development of a sense of genre when the writing events
are authentic and grow out of their own purposes for real
audiences.
genre,

with limited direct instruction in the area of

children

appropriately

alter

the

organizational

structures, syntax, and topics for various genres to meet the
needs of making particular meanings for particular purposes
and audiences.

The written products of their inventions

enables an evaluation of their current understandings of the
conventions in the literature and language around them.
Fourth, while the class participates in rich curricular
experiences, they interact with each other and the cultural
histories and backgrounds each child represents.
largest

cultural

groups

of

the

class

are

The two

represented by

Lolita, a Mexican-American girl who is fully bilingual and
biliterate,

and

Seaaira,

an

Anglo-American

girl

who

is

initiating attempts to learn Spanish, but is a monolingual
English language user, for the most part.
each of the two

segm~nts

The girls come from

of the community that go to school at

Borton. The fourth critical event is the intense friendship
that evolves between these girls.

It is an opportunity for

each of them to experience a new culture, language and manner
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of participating I

both at home and at school.

It is an

opportunity for observers to grow in their understanding how
a classroom culture is invented by its members.
look

at

Seaaira

and

Lolita

also

An intimate

presents

individual

development over time within the classroom system.
In

the

fifth

critical

event,

the

class

negotiates

specific learning experiences as they invent curriculum for a
theme study.

The thematic organizatiqn of the third grade

curriculum responds to the set of questions raised during the
first week of school.

As individual members of the classroom

community seek answers for their personal research questions
about

Native

Americans

in

one

study,

they

develop

understandings about the social conventions of the research
process,

including

conventional

reports

presenting
in

a

school

their

learning

published book.

through
Other

presentations grow out of other various learning processes,
creating curricular opportunities for children to represent
their learning with conventions of all types.
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Specific Issues Across the Year
Through each of these events, there is an unusually high
level

of intellectual expectation,

particularly given the

socio-economic, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds of many of
the children. The high level of intellectual expectation has
an outstanding influence on the potential to invent in this
classroom.

It

validates

children's

existing

funds

of

knowledge and it manifests trust of children's language and
literacy abilities, interests and thinking capabilities.

It

helps children deliberately seek connections that integrate
different

areas,

and

develop

strategies

that

enable

the

exploitation of existing knowledge to maximum effect (Wells,
1989) •

Although educational experiences in transmission style
classrooms typically limit the learning potential of children,
especially
Sunshine

those
Room

of

are

parallel
stimulated

cultures,
by

an

children

in

the

intellectually

and

academically challenging expectation for their development.
Children are supported in the classroom by their teacher,
Caryl Crowell,

and by their peers as they take risks with

challenging materials, processes and experiences, increasing
risk taking possibilities for all children and encouraging
authentic zones of proximal development for individuals and
the class as a collective.
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The curriculum, developed by the teacher in negotiation
with the students,
level

is largely responsible for such a high

of intellectual

challenge.

It

focusses

on process

rather than product,

and the materials,

Spanish and English,

are never curbed to limit children's

development or questions.

Rather,

available in both

they stretch children's

reading and writing skills in a risk-free environment for the
real purpose of inquiry.

The curriculum provides children

with high expectations for success and the support to achieve
success at a personal level.
No criteria is as important to the high intellectual
level of instruction in the Sunshine Room as is the issue of
control, and power and trust relationships.

Repeatedly, the

teacher demonstrates her trust of children as learners, she
shares control of virtually every aspect of the classroom with
the children, and she helps all children empower themselves as
responsible for their learning and behavior.

Each child feels

valued in this room for his/her funds of knowledge, language
background and past experiences.

Because each child feels

success as an individual, the group as a whole is successful
as a community.
Power and trust relationships between children and adults
are atypically symmetric for elementary classrooms in this
third grade setting.
experiences

and

Children have considerable voice in the

activities

they

invent

and their teacher
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openly advocates their choices, in fact showing concern for
children who are less confident in the inventive role she
envisions for them.

Children are observed participating in

areas of the curriculum usually reserved for teachers (like
planning), they take uncharacteristic roles in discourse (like
interrupting the teacher), and they invent unique forms of
presentation for their learning with the support of their
teacher.
Authentic language and learning events are the norm in
the Sunshine Room. Children use and produce whole, real texts
for real functions and purposes and involving real audiences.
Contrived texts and parts of language isolated from the whole
for only instructional purposes are rarely if ever observed.
Children choose the language for reading and writing,

they

select their own topics for writing and studying, and they
determine the forms for their written products.

Reading and

writing have an authentic purpose in the inquiry process; they
are

vehicles

for

children

to

become

"literate

thinkers,"

rather than isolated subjects in and of themselves.

Reading

and writing are viewed as valued and pleasurable recreational
activities, too, at school as well as at home.
Through all areas of the curriculum and moments of each
day,

bilingualism

and

biliteracy

are

positive,

valued

resources for the classroom, integral to the authentic manner
in which language is used and learned, expanded and extended
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during all classroom interactions.
moment

of

the

day

is

made by

Language choice for each

the

speakers,

readers

and

writers, not solely by the teacher, in overwhelming frequency.
English or Spanish are used when the audience, materials, or
particular purposes of the user warrant one or the other, or
a

combination

of

the

two,

through

ei ther

translation

or

codeswitching.
The use and value of the bilingual nature of this class
is an important ingredient in its invention as a community.
Spanish and English are considered resources, not handicaps,
for both oral and written language events. Reading and writing
initially occur in first languages, but ventures into second
languages

are

always

supported.

Second

language

learners

invent systems for each language as their understandings of
developing knowledge of the orthographic systems impact one
another.

All children experience both spanish and English in

whole, real contexts, and many children become competent in
both languages.
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Learning as Invention and Convention
Each

of

the

components

of

this

ethnographic

study

illustrates the value of invention for children and teachers,
as well as how this classroom creates diverse opportunities
for

invention

conventional
tension

to

develop

parameters.

between

invention

and

flourish

Figure
and

7-1

within

authentic

conceptualizes

convention,

both

real

the
and

important forces in the Sunshine Room.

tension
INVENTION
oral language

classroom discourse
written language

genre development

CONVENTION
speech community and
communicative
competence
print and written
symbol systems in
the environment

bicultural relationship

classroom system for
participating and
developing
successfully

curriculum

instruction in and
out of school

culture

thematic study

high level of
intellectual expectation;
symmetric power and trust relationships;
authenticity of materials and processes in language
and learning; and additive bilingualism and biliteracy
Figure 7-1. Conceptual framework for understanding
the dynamics of learning in whole language classrooms.
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As figure 7-1 demonstrates, a tension between invention
and convention exists when a

natural

learning setting

developed in an instructional setting like a classroom.
issues on the

left side of the

figure

is
The

are components of

classroom life and learning that exist in the Sunshine Room
and are described in this study through critical events, which
are italicized.

These components carry the potential for the

force of personal invention in each of

~hese

learning events.

They are countered by the items on the right side of the
figure

-

the

social

realities that push classroom events

respectively toward convention in each component and in the
real world.

Inventions and conventions are both part of every

learning experience; the authentic manifestation of each force
in the Sunshine Room suggests they are positive necessities in
whole

language

classrooms

if

personal

inventions

are

to

approximate social conventions with learning and development.
At the base of the figure are the specific issues that
are repeatedly demonstrated during critical events in this
data:

a

high level of intellectual expectation,

symmetric

power and trust relationships, authenticity of materials and
processes in language and learning and additive bilingualism
and biliteracy.

These criteria are essential in the creation

of

between

the

tension

invention

and

convention

that

is

natural in authentic learning outside of school and must be
thoughtfully considered to create authentic learning within
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school.

Additional implied criteria are discussed in the

classroom implications section that follows.

Although they

are not the focus of empiric study in this ethnography, play
and the role of the teacher are additional influences on the
tension between invention and convention in whole language
classrooms.

The role of convention
The

review

of

literature

involved

in

each

of

the

preceding chapters acknowledges the strong role of convention
across

instructional

components

in

typical

transmission

classrooms. It points to the dominating value of convention
that characterizes classrooms where teachers (or perhaps more
appropriately, publishers and school administrators) develop
curriculum for children that is rote, de-contextualized and
isolated

from

instruction.

real

purposes

for

the

sole

purpose

of

In such classrooms, where children from parallel

cultures are likely to be the pupils,
challenging experiences

for

children;

it is rare to find
rather children are

powerless to impact the inauthentic learning that is forced
upon them.

When more than one language is involved,

such

children are frequently working hard to learn English at the
expense of their first language.
A strong value of the component of convention in learning
at a theoretical level translates into an emphasis on skills
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and practice at a classroom level, creates untenable goals of
accuracy

and

perfection,

opportunity for invention.

and

systematically

reduces

the

An over-emphasis on convention

suppresses the individual's desire or willingness to invent,
indeed the knowledge of how to invent.
William Shakespeare invented an entire vocabulary that
became part of conventional English language usage following
his presentation of the words in his work (Bryson, 1990, cited
in Wasserman, 1992).

Wasserman wonders:

What would have happened if, for example, little
Billy Shakespeare had given his Grade 6 teacher a
paper with the words majestic or hurry or radiance
-- all words that he invented? The likelihood is
great that his paper would have been returned
slashed with red X's and an admonition to go to the
dictionary and use proper vocabulary! (p. 135).
An increase of value on convention quickly translates
into a reduction of risk-taking for some individual children
(Wasserman,

1992).

constant

attention

to

a

mythical

perfection for conventional reading, writing, and learning in
all subjects reveals to children that their personal attempts
to make meaning through inventions are not valuable, resulting
in an avoidance of continued risks.

"Avoiding risk means

becoming totally constrained by convention, by what others
think is an acceptable response" (Short & Burke, 1991, p. 18).
Children

in such situations quickly loose sight of their

potentials and in essence, learn to fail at school
Diaz,1987).

(Moll &
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In the Sunshine Room, there is no lack of attention to
convention.

However, convention in whole language classrooms

has an authentic role.

The social force of convention is held

in proper perspective against the

inventive force

of the

individual, with the inventive force constantly holding it in
check, as if to not let the conventions ovenlhelm thE; strength
of the inventions and take control.

Whole language practice

capitalizes on personal invention, trusting the natural role
of

convention

to

provide

the

tension

in

social

learning

experiences.
A new insight contributed by this study is the process of
how the conventions of the classroom community are actually
invented by

its members.

In some cases

they are openly

negotiated, as on the first day of school when a child asks
her teacher if first

or last names are more appropriate.

Although at this point the teacher has the opportunity to make
an

authoritarian

decision,

she

places

the

burden

of

responsibility back on the students, leading them to invent
the convention of name use for the year for themselves.

At

other times, the conventions of behavior naturally evolve out
of rich learning experiences,

like when the war and peace

literature study group develops a shared book organization for
seeking answers to their questions about the effects of war.
The power of the convention of questioning that grows out of
the

discussions

is

neither

planned

nor

negotiated,

but
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literally

invented

by

the

members

of

the

group

as

they

interact. Convention, therefore, has an important role in the
classroom.

Its role is similar to the role of social needs in

the real world.

The role of invention
In whole language classrooms like the Sunshine Room, a
value

for

children's

strengths as learners.

inventions

emphasizes

children's

This different view of children and

their role in the learning process creates a nearly balanced
equilibrium between invention and convention in the classroom.
In reality, the balance is precarious; it is conceptualized
more realistically as a tension.

Children have power in their

learning to create an authentic inquiry process.

Children's

existing cultural and linguistic knowledge is validated and
considered a foundation for continued learning.
natural

curiosity

about

the

world

and

Children's

natural

learning

abilities, with support, provide the impetus for learning that
is at a high intellectual level.
An increased value of invention in elementary school
classrooms removes the ceiling of potential for creativity,
empowerment,

and

success

communities and histories.

for

children

from

all

cultures,

It eliminates the need for planned

culturally specific instruction to achieve success

(as is

suggested by Vogt, Jordan & Tharp, 1987, and the results of
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the

Kamehameha

Elementary

Education

Program).

But

it

capitalizes on "children's language, culture, or intellectual
capacities" (Moll & Diaz, 1987, p. 300) as they enter school
and seeks to expand those capacities. Invention supports risktaking and reduces chance of failure. "Inventions of the new
do not come from duplicating what is already there.

They come

from minds that are unafraid to take risks to try" (Wasserman,
1992, p. 135).
Once empowered to invent their own learning community,
children refuse to be satisfied with a less challenging or
inauthentic

context.

expectation

for

In

invention

the
is

Sunshine

Room,

challenged

when

the

typical

sUbstitute

teachers arrive, and children often revolt and complain. As
caryl explains, "Once the children assume the responsibility
and power over their own learning, they are very reluctant to
give it up."

She appreciates her students' determination in

this regard,

and she realizes that their search for

real

learning may take even more initiative and perseverance in
their future school experiences.

Toward a theory of learning
The

learning t;.hat occurs

in this

classroom does

not

characterize the theories of learning that have historically
dominated the educational system in the united states.

For

instance, the students in the Sunshine Room are not the empty
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vessels or blank slates passively waiting to be conditioned or
shaped

as

a

behavioristic

(Phillips & Soltis, 1991).

learning

theory

would

suppose

The children can't be, because in

their classroom they are responsible for creating their own
curriculum, asking and answering their own questions.
Rather,
centered

children involved in whole language,

learning

are

active

constructors

of

inquiry-

their

own

knowledge, as Jean Piaget helps us understand .

.

Even when an adult is playing with an infant (as
when a parent is hiding a baby's rattle under the
blankets, or is rolling a ball of clay into a
sausage shape), the child is the one who eventually
discovers (or, perhaps more accurately, invents) an
accommodatory change that will make sense of what
is happening and that will restore equilibrium
(Phillips & Soltis, 1991, p. 52).
As

children construct knowledge

around them,
understand.
Emelia

Piaget's work (and that of other Piagetians, like

us

construction.
passively

physical world

they build a meaning for what they know and

Ferreiro

helping

about the

and

Eleanor

understand
We

received,

now
all

and

Duckworth)
appreciate

recognize
knowledge

that,
has

is

invaluable

that
"far
to

in

individual
from
be

being

actively

constructed by each individual knower as a result of his or
her interactions with the external world"

(Wells, 1989, p.

256-257).
Piaget, however, presents invention in a light that is
often criticized as solitary, so that children's constructions
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are

so

independent

infl uence

of

others

that

they

lack

sufficient

from the social world surrounding them.

A more

realistic view, achieved by understanding learning in contexts
outside of the classroom, recognizes that "the knowledge we
construct

is

strongly

influenced

by

others

through

the

coordinated mutual interpretation of each other's intentions
(Wells,

1989,

p.

257).

"We neither

invent

language and

culture on our own nor have any options about learning them"
(Wolcott, 1982, p.89).
Most critical of a solitary process of construction are
the Vygotskians

(Moll,

learning theory.
an

1990) who support a strongly social

Vygotsky (1978) presents human learning as

internalization of the social world at the

individual

level; he writes about the central element of education as the
cooperation between children and adults as they interact.
Moll (1990) presents the zone of proximal development as
Vygotsky's

most

influential

concept,

remarking

that

it

captures "the individual within the concrete social situation
of

learning

and

development"

(p.

4).

Evidence

of

both

individual and collective zones of proximal development, both
sign-mediated and socially-mediated, exists in the authentic,
challenging,
Sunshine Room
proximal

cooperative
(Moll

development

&

and

empowering

Whitmore,
sheds

light

activity

in press).
on

the

of

the

The

zone of

tension

between

personal invention and social convention as learners construct
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their own meaning through interaction with others:
Thus, Vygotskian theory posits a strong, dialectic
connection between external (i.e. social and, as we
noted above, extracurricular) practical activity
mediated by cultural tools, such as speech and
writing, and individuals' intellectual activity
(Moll, 1990, p. 12).
The students in the Sunshine Room, and perhaps in all
whole

language

environments

of

settings
the

(certainly

home

constructing their world

and

the

the

natural

learning

community),

independently.

are

They are

not

social

constructivists: they invent their own knowledge and learning
in a socially demanding context.

Multiple examples in the

critical events show that children's inventions, the changes
in

their

development
learning.

thinking,
happen

their
because

academic
they

are

growth

and

social

experiencing

social

Effective classroom practice,

as seen in this

classroom, points to the crucial role of creating a dynamic,
transactive

tension

between

the

inventive

forces

of

the

personal and the conventional forces of the social.
The members of the classroom community are concerned with
gaining the mindset and the tools for ongoing success in both
academic and community settings.
themselves

that

are

They invent contexts for

opportunities

for

reading,

writing,

speaking, and listening as well as processes like researching
and publishing, all for the purpose of answering their own
questions.

Inquiry

is

function

for

learning

and

using
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language. And "when children are involved in the functional
use of language, then opportunities for all three kinds of
learning (perceiving, ideating and presenting) are present"
(K. Goodman, et al., 1987, p. 6). As Wasserman (1992) states,
"experiential learning,
thinking" (p. 136).

or serious play,

builds habits of
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Implications For Classroom Practice
It is important that teachers understand how learning
happens, that through interactions with real children, real
experiences,

and

real

classroom

events

learning from a theoretical perspective

& Soltis, 1991).

NOw,

though,

they

understand

(Moll, 1988; Phillips

(more than ever due to the

exciting and innovative teaching happening in whole language
classrooms), theoreticians may learn from the practitioners
who explore learning in real classroom contexts.
Multiple

demonstrations

of

exemplary

practice

are

available in the rich descriptions of the Sunshine Room for
teachers to follow.

Three additional cautions, or additional

pieces of information place this positive description of an
exemplary setting in perspective, however.
It is important to remember that my awareness of the most
critical contributors to the emphasis on invention in this
classroom (high level of intellectual expectation, symmetric
power and trust relationships,
bilingualism

and

authenticity,
grew

biliteracy)

out

experiences with this classroom's life.

of

and addi ti ve

my

first

hand

These categories were

not drawn out of thin theoretical air and "applied" to the
data;

I

didn't

hypothesis

to

substantially
framework

for

enter

the

prove.
documented
a

classroom

Although
in

theoretical

each

with

a

theoretical

category

educational

has

literature,

understanding

followed

been
the
an
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understanding
perspective.

of

classroom

practice

from

an

insider's

In a sense, this caution is intended to convey

the message that exemplary practices, theoretically explained
in this analysis,

are real

life events,

unaltered by the

hopeful anticipation of a researcher's "findings."
It is also important to place the Sunshine Room in its
real context of the institution of public schooling.

Al though

the children in the classroom community are certainly similar
to children.in any third grade classroom, they are fortunate
to attend an exemplary whole language school.
battles whole

language practitioners

face

Many of the

in transmission

style schools and districts have already been won by the
teachers

and

administration

administrators
in

the

at

district

Borton.
and

the

The
parents

central
in

the

community are supportive of the school's success and whole
language goals

(regardless of how they contrast with other

schools in the district.) Teachers who hope to emulate the
practices I've described in the Sunshine Room must be aware of
the

need

to

be

politically

as

well

as

pedagogically

sophisticated in their theories and practices.
Third,

it

is

important

to

openly

state

that

this

classroom includes all of the regular trials and tribulations
of classroom life in elementary school.

There are days when

activities don't work as smoothly as they are planned.

There

are students who are disruptive and difficult to channel into
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academic

work.

There

are

behavior

problems in families and homes.

problems

and

social

In all these areas, Caryl

responds as any whole language teacher might.

She adapts to

scheduling changes and material shortages.

She discusses

possibilities and solutions for problems with the children, as
partners in the community.
of

this

study,

the

Although it hasn't been the focus

problems

that

arise

in

classrooms,

regarding discipline, for instance, inyite opportunities for
invention.

They create space for discussion and negotiation

and they provide real life settings for problem solving in a
variety of areas. This issue is addressed more fully in the
final section of the chapter.
The specific issues of classroom practice that have been
discussed in detail thus far emerged naturally from the data,
and were
biases.

also driven by my own
Two

additional

issues,

questions,

interests

play and the

role

and

of the

teacher, have potential for understanding the practice in this
classroom, or any other, at a theoretical level.

They deserve

attention as potentially significant contributors to inventive
classrooms because they propose additional areas for future
research and further analysis of this data.

Role of play
Selma

Wassermann

(1992)

describes

a

class

of

graders examining bundles of fabrics in their classroom.

third
One
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child, Andre, discovers that his fabrics make different sounds
as

he

scratches

over

them.

As

he

investigates,

Andre

discovers a major concept in the world of music through his
play. Wasserman postulates that introducing what she calls
serious play in classrooms will enable children to "have it
all."

She outlines the possibilities:
.•. the development of knowledge, of a spirit of
inquiry, of creativity, of conceptual understanding
-- all contributing to the true empowerment of
children. Is it possible that serious play is, in
fact, the primary vehicle through which serious
learning occurs? (p. 133).

cognitive and creative development of children is fostered
through the generative nature of play that allows risks to be
taken

and

reduces

fear

initiating autonomy,

of

failure.

Play develops

giving children a

self-

feeling of control.

And play activates children's hands, engaging their minds at
the same time.

Thus play confirms and extends the principles

of whole language thinking as part of a theory of experiential
learning (Wasserman, 1992).
The process and results of play are frequently similar to
the process and results of the type of experimentation that
occurs in the Sunshine Room.

So,

although play is not a

structured focus of the analysis in this study, it is possible
to predict, with confidence, that evidence of play exists in
the

data.

The

children

in the

Sunshine Room

play with

language as they read and write jokes and tongue twisters and
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they play with ideas as they brainstorm and question.

They

also play in a more conventional sense as they build with
blocks and use manipulatives in creative, expressive ways.
Our attention to play is too frequently limited to discussions
of very young children.

Additional research that documents

the value of play in the process of invention and convention
in older children at school would be of value.

Role of the teacher
The role of the teacher is, of course, central to all
classroom practice. The teacher is the hub of all activity,
the leader and the orchestrator of active learning.
teachers,

regardless

philosophy they call

of

the

methods

their own,

they

employ

Good
or

the

value children and their

successes, demonstrating their expectations for learning to
children and

patiently nurturing their development.

The

various roles of Caryl Crowell, the teacher in the Sunshine
Room, are alluded to in each critical event.
A focus on the inventive processes in learning has led to
a

focus

on

individuals

and groups

of

children during my

observations and descriptions of classroom life.
children

in this

classroom are unusually

Most of the

independent

and

capable of 'operating on their own successfully, pulling my
attention as an observer to their activities.

This focus is

not meant to negate the importance of the teacher in any
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experience.

Rather,

it

applauds

her

ability

to

foster

independence by planning and creating an environment that
manages the complexity of such a system.
Very important to the inventive nature of the Sunshine
Room

is

the

classroom.

teacher' s

visible

role

as

a

learner

in the

caryl invents herself as less of an authoritarian

and more of a learning colleague of the children.

When Caryl

joins the students in their search for new knowledge and
learning experiences, she finds answers to her own questions
about the world.

She also effectively demonstrates

real

reading, writing and researching and her participation adds a
notable

measure

of

genuine-ness

and

authenticity

to

the

children's questions and their attempts to find answers.
No two whole language teachers are alike, yet they share
commonalities,
teaching.

like

Teachers

the

role

of

invention

of classes that

in

their

own

invent themselves as

communities have repeated opportunity to invent themselves as
teachers.

Whole language teachers can play and experiment

alongside their students, for example, discovering not only
content areas that they enjoy and can get excited about, but
areas of teaching in which they excel.

They can find niches

of expertise through the inquiry process, just as children do.
Caryl, for example, has become aware of her areas of expertise
in bilingual and biliterate development, literature study, and
thematic curriculum.

She regularly shares her expertise with
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preservice

and

practicing

conference

presentations,

teachers

through workshops

as

as

well

through

and

published

writing.
In light of the value of invention and convention in
learning, whole language classrooms must focus their efforts
on maintaining the dynamic tension between the two forces.
Teachers like Caryl mediate their students' learning.
means

modify

social

situations to teach at the highest level possible"

(Moll,

1988,

they

p.

"arrange,

465),

change,

improve,

or

This

keeping the tension between invention and

convention dynamic for every community member.
As whole language teachers mediate,

they try not to

intervene or take control (K. Goodman, 1992).

They realize

that teaching and learning are not dichotomous,

but that

children must have responsibility for constructing their own
knowledge and that frequently teachers'

interventions will

impede rather than promote real learning.
Wells
which

(1989)

has

as

construction

reconceptualizes

its
of

intention

knowledge

by

to

teaching as
facilitate

the

learner"

"behaviour
the

active

(p.

257) .

Vygotskians present teaching as striving to create contexts
for

zones

collectives

of

proximal
(Moll

&

development

for

individuals

Whitmore,

in

press) .

and
In

invention/convention terms, whole language teachers provide
dynamic opportunities for children to develop strength as
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personal inventors while creating authentic conditions for
social conventions.

This keeps the tension of real learning

alive in the classroom.
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critical Reflections on the Research Process
In

closing,

I

am

interested

reflections on the research process.

in

expressing

some

As I reflect, I hope to

accomplish several objectives: to explain from my point of
view, the methodological process I attempted and completed;
to respond to potential criticism regarding the design and
findings of my study,

and to provide some thoughts on the

future of qualitative research in educational settings.

The

impetus for this section of the dissertation comes from my
responses to questions posed by audiences at presentations of
my work, and from my own critique of other qualitative studies
in classrooms.
As

I

present

my

work

to

graduate

students,

I

am

frequently questioned about the process of collecting, coding
and analyzing data and

I

easily recall

during my own program of study.

similar questions

Data collection and analysis

methods are insufficiently described far too frequently in
anthropological and educational literature, presenting readers
wi th

a

murky view of what

researching.

researchers

actually do while

This occurrence is logically explained by time

and space constraints in the publication process that I am not
facing in this presentation form.
My work in the Sunshine Room began as I was a research
assistant in someone else's project, the community Literacy
Project.

Therefore, I began collecting data in this setting
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with the goal of answering someone else's questions rather
than my own.

In retrospect, this was a fortuitous experience

for me because it enabled me to hone my skills as a classroom
observer and become saturated in the setting and the data
before I was responsible for developing my own project and
asking my own personal question.

It meant that by the second

year of data collection, I was able to confidently predict a
majority
classroom

of particular behaviors
community

participants.
immeasurably

given

any

and

interactions

event

or

in the

combination

of

I suggest that such an opportunity contributed
to

the

potential

conclusions in my personal work.

'for

valid

analyses

and

And, the two years that I

spent in the Sunshine Room suggest a minimal period of time
that

qualitative,

interpretive,

ethnographic

researchers

should consider for field study.
The data available to me for analysis came from several
sources,

as described in Chapter 1:

fieldnotes,

interview

transcripts, naturally occurring language transcripts, writing
samples and collaborative interpretations written by Caryl and
myself.

At

the

conclusion

of

the

first

year

of

data

collection I reviewed this data by reading through hard copies
of each source with a yellow highlighter in hand.
any

of the notes or

quotes that

leaped

I marked

off the page

as

significant to me and labelled them with descriptive phrases.
"Use of Spanish,"

"authentic language," " codeswi tching , "
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"high level

of

intellectual work"

and

"teacher role"

are

examples of the types of descriptions that fit these markings.
I attempted to mark the texts as completely as possible so as
not to leave out any potentially important events or items.
These descriptions,

over time,

became the codes that

helped me to further understand the patterns of the data that
are so important to ethnographers.
simple tally,

They showed, through a

which descriptions were most significant in

terms of frequency.

This in turn allowed me to return to the

data to confirm the patterns and examine surrounding contexts,
search for more detail, and ask for response to them from the
teacher, the children and my university colleagues.

At this

point, I was also able to confidently narrow my attention to
the most salient codes, or categories.
intellectual

level

relationships ,

of

The five categories of

instruction,

authenticity,

power

and

trust

bilingualism and

role

of the

teacher were the categories at the end of the first year of
the study that appeared, through this process, to be the most
important and interesting.

These then,

framed my research

questions for the second year of the study.
progressed,

the

fifth

category,

withheld for future analysis.

As limited time

role of the teacher,

was

(Caryl is currently completing

that analysis from her o\'ln perspective, for our future writing
together.)
significant,

The other four categories, while they
were

fine-tuned

with

continued

~emained

thought

and
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observation, resulting in those that currently exist in the
preceding chapters.
At this point, one might ask hOyT theory fits into this
process,

and

how

researcher

bias

affected

collection and analysis, as it does others'.
all

researchers

enter

research

settings

my

own

data

I realize that

with

biases

and

theories about how the world operates that affect the research
process.

Piaget

taught

us

that

"we

see what

we

know,"

meaning, in the research process, we most often find what we
look for.

My own experiences as a classroom teacher as well

as my graduate studies certainly instilled in me a personal
whole language perspective on teaching children.
As a whole language teacher, when I examine a student's
work, perhaps a writing sample, I look for the strength of
that work.

I am far more interested in understanding what the

child has done well than in what the child has done poorly.
So,

in Lolita's dual narrative on page 216 for example,

I

notice her sophisticated use of genre structures rather than
incorrect,

or

invented

spelling.

And

I

attend

to

the

creativity of the biliterate format rather than the lack of
appropriate punctuation within language.

I tend to see the

success of each child's accomplishments in order to provide a
context that will build on that child's strength through the
curriculum of the classroom.
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I've come to realize that I

approached the research

process in this study in a similar manner.

That is, although

there are plenty of examples of times that didn't go well in
the classroom (probably due to some tremendous disciplinary
difficulties

in

the

second

year),

I

opted

to

focus

my

attention on the positives and the strengths of the children,
of the teachers, and of the classroom as a system. Yes, this
certainly

meant

that

the

data

was

filtered

through

my

selective attention as I gathered it and analyzed it (as I
feel all research is, regardless of paradigmatic differences.)
However, this met my personal goals for my study and helped me
answer my questions.

It enabled me to narrow my focus on the

strengths so I could describe them in depth for others.

It

led to my ability to see this classroom in a developmental
frame

of potentials

for

other classrooms,

much as

I

see

children's development (Whitmore, 1992b).
Some

may

criticize

this

view

as

mythical utopia where it didn't exist.

one

of

building

a

I would counter that

it was this perspective, itself, that enabled me to see the
inventive nature of the classroom and derive from that a
theory of learning.

I would also suggest that it provides

teachers and researchers with strong positive examples of the
successes of schooling, which are sometimes difficult to find
in

our

own

literature,

but

provide

hope

for

development as a profession working for children.

our

future
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Al though

I

entered

the

Sunshine

Room

wi th

a

"whole

language head," and was clearly attentive to strengths rather
than weaknesses and solutions rather than problems, the theory
truly

evolved wi thin

the

data.

Ken Goodman's theory

of

invention and convention provided the theoretical frame for my
work only after the categories described above were derived
from a

"grass roots"

approach to analysis.

And,

through

closer examination during a second year of data collection and
analysis

specifically

geared

to

do

so,

his

theoretical

insights were expanded and confirmed at a new level. If there
are

findings

that

are

"generalizable"

from

this

process

(although generalizability as a construct does not concern my
personal goals), it would be the theoretical understanding of
the process of becoming that occurs in all classrooms and all
settings, regardless of population, geographic location, size
of the classroom or grade level, or language(s) spoken.
Had I been afforded another year of data collection, my
goal would have been to place this interesting community more
knowledgeably in its greater context.

That is, to look out

from the center of the concentric circle nesting design (see
Chapter 1) toward the most peripheral nests: the history of
the

school,

the

school

district

and

its

pol i tical

interworkings, and the community beyond the immediate families
in this classroom.
my

insufficient

If there is a weakness in my study, it is
knowledge

about

these

socio-political
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constructs and their history, including the impact they have
on the classroom.

However, to have accomplished such a goal,

especially within a dissertation study, would have required
the support of both financial backing and additional personnel
in

the

field.

Neither

of

these

luxuries

are

routinely

available in dissertation research.
This

leads

to

implications

for

further

research

and

commentary regarding the nature of qualitative designs and
methodologies.

The door is now open for another researcher,

perhaps Caryl herself, to look beyond the classroom doors to
those outer layers of the context surrounding the setting I
have described.

A series of questions come to mind when

considering a second project, complementary to my work.

How

does the Sunshine Room fit within the school as a community?
What is Caryl's role in the school?
self-labelled
district,

as

a

whole

particularly

in

language
light

How does the school,
school,

of

the

fit
fact

into

the

that

its

curriculum and practice is not typical for its neighboring
schools?

How did the school evolve over time as a whole

language school?

What are the political ramifications of the

whole language perspective in the community?

How do these

ramifications affect the families a"t Borton, not only during
their time there, but as they proceed through the corridors of
schools in fourth grade and beyond?
children

after

they

leave

the

What happens to the

comfortable

confines

of

a
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primary magnet school?
futures

What can be predicted about the

of these children,

whether they will

continue to

succeed through high school and move on to college careers,
for example?
In

another vein,

an

implied direction

for

continued

research is to transplant my theory of learning as the tension
between invention and convention into a new setting.

A series

of questions come immediately to mind with this goal, as well.
How

does

invention

language classrooms?

and

convention

occur

in

other

whole

How does invention and convention change

over time, from preschool (or birth) through graduate college,
in terms of a school context?

What strategies might teachers

use in classrooms to support the inventive nature of learning?
How might parents become aware of the inventive nature of
their children's learning?
As Caryl and I have worked together, we have explored the
experience of collaboration between university researchers and
teacher researchers.

Our exploration has led to new questions

that may have answers in the data we've already collected, or
may need further information for sufficient answers.

What is

the role between the university setting and the school in the
research process?
the

teacher

How does the experience of research affect

and the

children

involved

in

the

"doing"

of

research, whether that research is initiated by the teacher or
an outsider?

What is the role of research in the classroom
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How can the relationship between ethnographic

curriculum?

research and interpretive evaluation be defined?
A

rich

future

lies

ahead

with

the

excitement

of

understanding whole language classrooms from a theoretical as
well as a practical point of view.
to

regard

whole

professional

language

knowledge,

as

Researchers must continue

teachers
I

feel

as
I

deep

have,

sources
to

enable

of
a

continued emergent and generative understanding of learning
and teaching.

The insights uncovered in this study suggest a

continued goal to provide researchers, teachers, and parents
as well as children with frequent and loving opportunities to
invent themselves as learners.
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APPENDIX A:
Template for observations and analyses
A.

Background Information (File no.)
1. Date
2. Time
3. Observer
4. Classroom
5. School
6. Check sheet completed
7. Anything of special note

B. Abstract of Observation
C.

Physical Setting
1. Classroom arrangement
2. Inventory of materials

D.

Daily Routine
1. Class schedule
2. When does reading and writing take place

E. Social Organization of the Classroom
1. Grouping
2. Nature of instruction
3. Teacher questioning
4. Intellectual level of instruction
F.

Literacy Program
1. Basal vs. tradebooks
2. Types of writing

G.

Teacher Perspectives
1. Opinions about instruction
2. View of children as learners
3. View of families
4. View of community

H.

Student Perspectives

I. Classroom Language
1. Use of English
2. Use of Spanish
3. Codeswitching
4. Bilingualism

J. Testing
K. Technology
L.

Teacher Assistants

M.

Interpretations, etc.
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APPENDIX B:

Formal teacher interview
How did you decide to go into teaching?
What was school like as a child for you?
What other grades have you taught, or what have been your
experiences while teaching?
Tell me about the kids that you're working with, describe them
and their families?
How about parent involvement and family in school?
Where do you see your students in ten years or as they move
into adulthood?
What do you think is the most interesting part of what you do?
What about the other side, what is the most difficult?
Maybe we can talk about literacy more specifically. Would you
share some of your thoughts about literacy development
and then describe more specifically how you think you
teach reading and writing?
Would you please talk a little bit about writing workshop.
How about the curriculum in general, how do you decide what
are yoy going to do every day and how do you decide the
themes that you're going to do?
One final question, are you happy with your teaching now?
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student Interview (English)
adapted from Guilfoyle (1988)
1) Tell me about your classroom.
What is it like?
a)
What happens there?
b)
What do you do?
c)
2) Tell me about the reading and writing that you do in the
classroom.
a) When do you do it?
b)
Do you work with others? Who, when, where?
c) How does Ms. Crowell help you?
d) What kind of a reader do you think you are?
e) What kind of a writer do-you think you are?
f) Why do you read and write in the classroom?
3)

Tell me about Ms. Crowell.
a) What is she like?
b) What do you like about her?
What do you not like about her?
c)
d) How do you know what your teacher wants you to do?
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APPENDIX C:
Children's Picture Books about War and Peace
Adler, D. (1989). We Remember the Holocaust. New York:
Trumpet Club.
Bunting, E. (1990). The Wall. Illustrated by Ronald Himler.
New York: Clarion Books.
Cohen, B. (1985). The Secret Grove.
Hebrew congregations.

New York: Union of

Durell, A. and Sach, M. (eds.) (1990). The Big Book for Peace.
New York: Dutton's Children's Books. .
Eco, U. and Carmi, E. (1989). The Three Astronauts. New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
Eco, U. and carmi, E. (1989). The Bomb and the General. New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
Finkelstein, N.H.
Franklin Watts.

(1985). Remember Not to Forget.

New York:

Gauch, P.L. (1975). Thunder at Gettysburg. New York: G.P.
Putnam's Sons.
Greene, C. (1987). Elie Wiesel - Messenger from the Holocaust.
Chicago: Children's Press.
I Never Saw Another Butterfly ... Children's Drawing and Poems
from Terezin Concentration Camp 1942 - 1944. New York, NY:
McGraw Hill. (Originally published in Czechoslovakia in 1962) .
Innocenti, R. (1985). Rose Blanche. Mankato, MN: Creative
Education, Inc.
Kellogg,
Books.

s.

(1973). The Island of the Skog. New York:

Dial

Morimoto, J. (1987). My Hiroshima. New York: Viking Children's
Books.
Seuss, Dr.
House.

(1984). The Butter Battle Book. New York: Random
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Slater, D.
Press.

(1988). Why Do Wars Happen? New York: Gloucester

Tennyson, A. Lord. (1964). The Charge of the Light Brigade.
New York: Golden Press.
Tsuchiya, Y.
Mifflin.

(1988). Faithful Elephants. New York: Houghton
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APPENDIX D:
Example pages of genre-specific literature

WE'RE. GOING To

L£ARN tlMUr
OtIIlSELVll, •

lit all began when Ms. frizzle
IIhowed our class • fJlmstrlp
about the human body.
We knew trouble was about to start.
because we knew Ms. frizzle
. ovas the strangest teacher In the school.

From: The Magic School Bus inside the Human Body,
by Joanna Cole
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8

9

You've never been 10 hAppy as you are now,
skating bWI home from !he" Am Fedml Bank
Building. All kinds at nice thoughts G1~ going
It-.rough your head In another yur you I1I\d your
friends will have pnJIessional axnpetitlon RII1JlS
I1I\d hAI/pIpes. For the 6:st lime In your Iile you feel
aM you have II thanc.c ol becoming II worid-cIass
po-a skalA!boIInI champion.
The EOO

If VOU ckcidl: 10 lake la:scru 10 fmprr:x.c vour
cIaUboarchng, tum 10 poge 84.
If VOU dcddt 10 jus1 stick UIflh what VOU'I/e
bun doing. IUm 10 poge 92.

From: Skateboard Champion, by Edward Packard
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APPENDIX E:
Interview questions during home visits
I.

Background Information
1. Who lives in the household?
2. What are their names, ages, occupations, and years
of education?

II.

Literacy Values at Home
1. What do you read in English/Spanish?
2. What do you write in English/Spanish?
3. What literacy materials are in the home?
a. family members materials
b. children's materials
4. Where are literacy materials' kept?
5. Are reading and writing at school talked about at
home?

III. School and Language Values at Home
1. How do the parents feel about the bilingual nature
of the classroom?
2. How does homework get finished at home? (Who
helps?)
3. What does the child share at home about school?
IV.

History of Target Child
1. Any significant prenatal/early childhood details
2. How did the child learn English/Spanish?
3. How did the child learn to read and write in each
language?
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APPENDIX F:
Check sheets for Seaaira and Lolita, year 2

WHOLE LANGUAGE CHECKLIST
BORTON PRIMARY MAGNET SCHOOL
CARYL CROWELL - GRADE 3
Name

4L.tUA~ ~

Na t I ve language

&t-J'tal

9L1~V
55 L

Year

Second language

EvaluatIon code: 1 - rarely observed
2 - sometimes observed
3 - often observed
ORAL LANGUAGE,DEVELOPMENT

I,

LIstens attentIvely when othcrs speak
In one-to-one InteractIons
I n sma I I groups
. I n 1 argc groups
to stories rea a ouo
PartIcipates and takes turns
approprIately In conversatIons·
Elaborates responses
Explains thInking
Talks about language

3

2

1

Corrunents

4

I/¢I'~...u-i.c-.d~~~£.

.3

I~

~

li

:3 .3 :3 3

.3 ~,I::S '3

.'31_"" ~

.,

:3 3133

,~~d2. ~
/
U ~'d~~~~#~
$.~
it"UC!

1f

~8~ ~',

o/f.. ~~A.Ld7

;313'13 -1~~~
loj 1~ I~ IB I~ ~-L ."".{.hU-&-g
313

'='>

131~O:~..cti...:.. tJ" ~tAe /~'ut"

Engages In language play
Demonstrates understanding of oral
directIons
, LITERACY DEVELOPMENT

I READING

i

!

J

/1ff ~i.c., .-?Ud~ ~

r-~
!::ile;;:l:':;:e-=c""t-=s"""""'ow""'n::--:r::":e:-:a""d:-ru-=n-=g:-"m==-a..
t e::-:r:-ll-:a.,-I-----i'1-3~i3-t-~-fr-p'""'4I/~ y,u. nUlL .c..':~<.c.G£-

I--:---:--:-----':":'---~:-------!'l-:-·,--r=:":>:;.-;-t-<""t~/
~ ~.(.U~.L" "M<-.
/1
Initiates rt'~dlng promptly
-7..,-J,
A~
i;.;!2. I ~ 1Z I t~. ~ a.. A~t./
~

'31

~R-e-a-d-s-f-o-r-a--s-u-s-t-a-I-n-e-d-p-e-r-I-o-d-------~jI-~~I'~--r?~i~~ a~, ~

~------------~~----_+;.;~,3~3~~~lc~~,

13
H:~;!=:..::::~=.e.;~r7~hC!.°t"--::!-n-J-o-y-m-.e-n-t-._In_t~o:-:r:-m-c-t-lo_n_c_n_d_-t3;;:;.---t-l 3""-fi~
31"""g~~ ~ff:::i

Reads a variety of materIal
!:?> 31.3 k.:'7~~ ~?eu;-dt.d'
~---~--------~~-_:_--~_r.-~I~~I~~~~'a~ .~

~

I 1:t2.L
~e""n~J~oY~m~e~n~t~a~n=d~r~e~s~e~a~t'"~ch~~~________-r5~~3~3~3~'~-a/~4~~ ~~~
Attempts to make meaningful
31 31
..n9/' ,,~ ~
Uses I 1brat"y resources for

>LtA4Q-

•

I

/7.

~S~U~b~s~t~l~t=u~t~lo~n~s~f~o~t"~u~n~k~nown~~w~o7r~d=s~~__~-+'~G~~~E~~~~ c~~~

/,4.

-=.:r::
u:s~e7s.~la:-:n~gu-=a:::g~e-=:::se:::n~sr.e~a~n~d;:.:m:.,.;:e:.;;a~n_1
_~~
~;;~'
and confirm Pt'"edlctlons n_g__t_o____r-2-ll2-+~-r":l.~L~~t...~
~ "'_
~~
t- make
Honitot"s own reaolng and'
~
~
sel f-cort"ects
.8 l3 3 J ~:~tI:J:-if~;;

I

.

- /. d.
./.
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6 ~ c,v..d.~
I.

<t..

/~ h/JuJ~. ...(..-t9«.<- ~u.<.~

~ ,Kt.lA~;-,.

'i?-~AA< J

;:w.' ....

hl.

~~

'1/L,)71:

~<.£.t~

~-zeH ~

'",7V;;~~HW

LITERATURE RESPONSE
Retells and sununat"lzesSforles
Relates t"eadlng to pet"sonal
expet"lences
Demonstt"ates awat"eness of stot"y
elements: plot, chat"actet"s, theme,
set t1 no etc.
Recognizes a vat"lety of gent"e:
falt"y tale, folktale, poetry, dt"ama,
biography. etc.
Discusses t"eadlng with others
ExtendS t"eadlng expet"lences tht"ough
othet" t"elated t"eadlno and crolects
Writes thoughtfully In Lit Log
WRITING
Self-selects wt"1tlng topiCS and Ideas
Engages pt"omptly In and sustains
writing activities
Wr-ltes tot" a vat"lety of pur-poses and
audiences
uses a vat"lety of styles, forms, ana
Iitet"at"y devices
IdeaS/stot"y at"e developed coheSIvely
and secuentlal Iv
Wt"itlng shows chat"acte~ and theme
development
Uses a vat"lety of vocr.bulary and
sentence stt"uctut"es
Wt"ltes Ih pat"agt"aphs with topic
sentences and suppot"tlng details
Shares and discusses ~~Itlng with
othet"s
Revises for clat"lty and meaning
Self-eclts fot" conventIons
Uses appt"opt"late t"esources to suppot"t
wt"ltlng pt"ocess
WRITING MECHANICS
IExplor-es uses of punctuation

Uses capitals and lowet" case lettet"s
apPt"oprlately
Uses age-appt"opt"late hanevritlng

3

'- .
~

Comments

4

'3 ..:5 !3 :5 ;7i~/f;~

..
,

oZq3X~~
#' a.tc.d-/:;

I~

"
:b

J. ~ '-" f..u. ~.
.5 3 3";~.,,~,~
ot ~ :31~~a.,~·
~

$I~ ~~~t:r.f.t."'''1i

~ 3

.81~13r~tJM<I.t4··

~,7

1/ 13 I,z, t.2.1
I
I I

1.'31

~

I.3

I~? i.4~-;
8
. J . ;.

,

.d.'

~. ~
~~

3/.=> 1.313T~~~~
't/J...y.,
I

,/, I'-UO

~

I
13i313 .3!~.,..-~
1.'3 j.313i~I~j::~~

~~S~I.k-.~
3.s33~.",
.. ~

3!3131.3!~~a,..~

If

1.31313
13 h q.r1::
.
. , I 1 ~t~~ ~ U·tb.~4.rUl.luM.-

.iz.! 2-,;t

:L '1l.{."a(. ~ ~ .tU~

!31 ~ ~~!q Iti£'!r!ifI~'
'1213131.31~~~~~
1913!3 ,31~~0=-4~

1813i313~~
I

,; '.:?

Uses end punctuation appt"oprlately
Uses othet" punctuation appropriately

2

.L

.

I

\

1

131.3 ~.y~u...h~
j

!1-313

I fr~~~
~
1)

:2.1 2.l;t..l:v~~. ~

IIZ 813: b~
rr~~
•
'.'
~
IJ

..

31;2., \,~ ... ~.,~iC"~,a~w.
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=~~..-_,

Uses Invented speTITng- fr-eely

___ " L.
g

2

4

:3

Comments

~·:.;:,~tf~t:'::;~4."""'''''-~--''''·''''''.''''-

3 g 3

"tf':

.

I nven ted spe I II ngs ar-e easll y r-ead
_. _ ,I _
~":f'
Jo~ ;'t..U. S:1IJ.~ ~
and show appr-opr-iate letter--sound
"1
.3
cL- . . . oJ -~~/.
cor-respondences
.<....
..:;J
TV~ -..- ~
I-iiH~
19r:-h;:;'f7:r:-:e~q::::u':'e-=n'=c7:y~w:-;0=:r-:-:d::;:S:--::S::::h-=0":":w-s=t::-:a:-:n:-:d;o:,a-=r-"'d---'F:.r-:~:::;.-~~
>JfL ~

3 .,

"'u.r.C:

z...}

1r

*

~s~p~e~II~I~ngr=~~~~~~==~=-~a4~31'433~,,~'
~~~
invented spelling snows awareness ot
13
ITfI-l....J'':.~~u.A.~..

J.-.;;sp!:.:e::,.rI-rI7=1n::-:g:-spa~t:-,;:t:-::,e.:..;r-n'7is~'::"T';~~~~___~~=-i-g--+-'~..t:....;;3~//. 7;Ja:~~.
Spelling shows visualization of wor-ds I
31~ I~'~ ,/,,(:.C,4J
•

~_-.----:_--:-:-:-.---:--~-:--_~Iz,~-+~~_l,;}:..-;I~;. w
• ~ A..lJU1l
Many words show standar-d spelling
i:z).:3' .8 .3 !~~ .

I

I

MATH PROBLEM SOLVING
Uses manipulatlves effectively

:gl~ E 3~~~-Pa.~
~U-=s~e-=s""r-~e~p~r~e-=s-=e-=n~t7a~t~lo:-:n~a~l~d~r-7a:-;w7in~g~s~----I~~I~~I=-I~I~~t:~~~· ~

~a~p7pr-~0~p~r~l~a-=t=erly~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~q~:_3_,~~~I:~3l~~~
~~

1-;;-5.,...0,...1v__e.....s.."..".p-,ro,-:O_"I-=e,.....m.,...S,.,.,a,....lt~tr.".,n"...'e.-a.....
IO....
:S_tlr-r-a_c__
t_le_v_e_I...::::.5:;.....::..:3~13~1.::::~...~~

.

~;~:~~~:dt~a~Olve pr-oblems In an
!~ !.3.l3ISJ ~~k'.c."
~----------,...~------~··~I~I·~·I~I.~~
.. ,~.-t~_
.. ~
Estimate answer-so Conslder-s
~~
~~r~
1-r-_e_a_so_n_a_b_l_e_n_e_s_s_o_f_a_n_sw_e_r-_s_ _ _ _ _ _ ..;.;~=..;'
l ....J~I3_:-!.3.:;...~ I-t~~

~D-I-S-C-us-s-e-s___:p-r--o-b-l_:_e-m-s-o-I-V-I-n-g__:_s-tr-a-t_e_g_i_e_s_.;..;~~;;::3~~::;.-~!3,,-~~
~ ~~:c
Keeps working when answer Is not
Immediately appar-ent
Makes mental calculations

1.~3:3

~~._o~!_3~;8~:

LEARNING IN A SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
Is or-ganized and has necessary
materials
Begins work pr-omptly and stays on task
to appropriate closure or- completion
::ielt-alr-ected ana sClt-motlVatea
u.ees room r-esources for Information
and clar-Iflcation
Uses other- ch i I dr-en as r-esources

I-:
I-

; .
:;

i

!

i '

________________

•

!'~f ~ ..._ .,~.

~

;3; "3 .3: ~ .~.
CL.«.GU
I ..... !
1 I !
d
".
J..;'

i3

i 3 .3 3 ·
!3
1.3 . .;
1

·.:.i

:UHu~. c:£&.u~

l":l ,;. " :,.tvd£ ~~.
61
I" 3;3 I3i3:b"~
' '/~/.L. _ ~---::7f
... ~.t.c ~:_ ~

I~

C/

'I

':1

~ ~ ~

/.

t:h:=::====::""=I·:.3::=~=II"::}:I.·~~~~·'

c co
: :II:a:c:o:ra:t:e:s::e:t::te:c:t:.I:v:e:1
other-so
Does his or- her- Y::W;I
shar-e

~~~~~~

:,'3 i2;; ;

Ideas and contr-Ibutions of

~

l3 13

~

3131~

.. '"~ t'uu:/...

~T~a~k~es~r-~i~s~k~s~a-=s~a-'le~a~r~n~e-=r~---------TI~.9~13~'~~~I~~~~~~
inter-actions sno\ol r-espect tor satety
3 ~ 3 '2,!A-r. I . . #- • ,12 ue
and feelings of others

~

J

.

~

w~~ ~ ~

~A~s~su-m~e~s~r~e~s~p~0~n~s7ib~I~li~t~y~f~0~r-s~o~I~V~l~n-g--+~~r~~P3~t~~~~~_~.~

~5~o~c71~a~l~p~r~o~b~1~e~m~s~v~e~rb~a~I~1~y~_________-4~'~r.~~~il~~L·~~~I~·~A
Self-evaluates
3 3
_ _ _ _ _~_ _ _. ~ _ _ ... _ _ _ _ _.!-....

B

~~

k~· a"C"~.

Ut ~I a.U.. ddi."f...<" iv
,u.<..U~~.
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SECOND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Demonstrates Interest In learning.
a second lanouage
Listens attentively when second
language Is used
Attempts purposeful communication
In second language
Builds/draws upon knowledge of
native language
Demonstrates ongoing development of
literacy In second language

1

2

:3

Comments

4

i6.uu:c.- .:; ~~
.3 l.g /PI,
t~j'h~

.3 ~
If ;;~~ ~.
.3 .3 3 .3 IM~~
~·.:h~
~ 3 3 3 /~.?P~~~
a :b .5 g ~ iA It.. ALU/.~
167- go ~ 13

.

r·

GENERAL COMMENTS (To be used by parents and teacher)
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LISTA DE REVISI6N DE LENGUAJE INTEGRAL
BORTON PRIM~RY MAGNET SCHOOL
C~RYL CROWELL - GRADE 3

Nombre

.d£~ ~

Lengua pr Imar I a

,...~ /J

&)af?1t e-tL

C6dlgo de evaluaclon:

DESARROLLO DEL LENGUAGE

FIno
Lengua secundar I a

wr

_//~

1 - Notado rara vez
2 - Notado de vez en cuando
3 - Notado frecuentemente
OR~L

Escucha con atenclon
en Interacclones de uno a uno
en grupos peque~os
en el grupo eXl;en:;;o
a lecturas en voz alta
1"artlclpa adecuadamente en
conversaclones
Se expllca con detalles
sus respuestas
Se expilca su proceso de pensar
Toma parte en Juegos de lenguaJe
Demuestra entendimlento a
Instrucclones dad as oralmente
DES~R~OLLO

90-fl

•

1

2

4 Comentarlo

:3

3 I~ 8 E

~:j/-~ ~:;vI

5 .3 '3 :3 n~~""4: t) ~ell(~.e..ili.....e~
<l I~ I;;; ih ,pi.t1:ur."~ ,v~(a.t.

:~

I

I.~

I~

.3

'"
=? 10:;

.~

~

:3

?,

1.3
I.:L
102

.:P I~ I~

j

J 13 :;

I

~

g

3-/1.

~-a, tU!--~

~~
J1tI.u,lul

~ k> ~

.3 .9 ~~1l-'~
4,~d<

DEL ALFABETISMO

LECTUR~

Auto-seiecciona material para
la lectura
Inlcla lectura con prontltuo
Lee ptJt' un per-fodo sostenldo
Lee una varledad de materlales

I

~'4-/f ~ ~,..-"h.

V~d~ .-b:/at'~~

31-.<1'1." 13 ~(~JlflJ.

azia.iZ1

, 3 ~ I., :3 ~,.P#~~~
~ Y1U,I1;-O r'1,..
I,~ la 3 3 -;? ":oj'" atr ;dltdt~u.d
31.1 3 3 ~-~ al1".L dt..A.L~~

31 I;> ~!tz.~Cd.
/.J-f~vnt~

Lee por entretenlmlento. Infornaclon,
l~
~
e Investlgacll5'n
usa la blblloteca para buscar Intorma-I~
E
cion y para entretenerse
Hace substltuclones de palabras
.:3 31q
desconocldas
usa el sentldo y significado del
lenguage para hacer- y conflrnar.5 L:) R
predlcclones
Se auto-corrlge mlentras lee
3 .3 I~

l3

-

3 .d.

. tU,

t.~

~~
3 tU.1t.~
h!A Uf-nr".lA(.. P4
3

3

~,
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'U ~ i/jJ A -,~, cu< Uv1uwA ~ ~""1t:~ Ul-Ltd//Yf/.Ld/Y.
(/ ;

'/..I /!V/7( 0/'1i.u. ut'Z r?'7'.i:t. //N /1' ~ U<'d'_ V
REACCION C6NTRA LA LITERATURA
4 Comentar-lo
1 2 3
~uenta ce nuevo y ~esume IdS
g
hlstorlas
E3 .3 VI' -19 Aua'-r«; ~ - "Relaclona la lectu~a a sus
~d~.I..L.~,
experlenclas pe~sonales
t2. 6L~ 13 ~'l;. 'J. 'A:or-. ~a..az; ~
uemuestr'a Olsce~lmlento de lOS
l~.
elementos del cuento:a~gumento.
pe~sonaJes. tema, lugar, etc.
3 .{ :3 .3_ I.)·I/)~ ~ -U'\J ~
Reconoee una va~ledad de gene~os:
.iu.'lI..4 dt. ' s/u.~ ,~
cuentos de hadas. poesla. ~ama.
;L :L g 8
bl02raf la, etc.
Diseute la lectu~a con otros
:3 ~ ,jJ.. ~ ~~
Extlende sus expe~lenclas de la
g ~
lectu~a a otras lectu~as y p~oyeetos
.
.c;se~lbe con atencton en su dJarlo
fj...J
de Ilte~atu~a
~
~

~.

1 '-1 Lf ~~~
r:k
I

ESCRITOS
Auto-seleeclona toplcos e Ideas
,g j .33 441 :T~"-; k .h~
de escrltu~a
c?~~ ~ a.df"'~.
Inlela los escrltos con prontltud
v sostlene elp~oceso de eserlblr
3 3 33 t/.;u..~~,1 ~
Eserlbe para una varledad de
~~dd~
p~op6sltos y audlenclas
3 313
,e~au:tL~ AU<-Usa una va~ledad de estllos. to~mas.
~ 3 3 ~
.Lud.e
Y ~eeu~sos 11te~a~los
Las Ideas/el cuento se desa~~ollan con
.I.< .IL-"
.
.
conslstencla en suceslon
3 1
Lo ese~lto demuest~a desa~~ollo de
1;J.ft1 ~ ..<..u~,
pe~sonaJes y temas
.5 ~-:- ~t£.,.~..£IV~
Utlliza una va~ledad de voeabula~lo
e(.~1 tU.~.
y est~ucturas en sus o~aclones
I~ .3 ~13
3-/t
~o'" CM(...' 1-~r../
Esc~lbe en pa~atos con o~aelones de
..u..~.'
.;." t,.u4oU ~ 0:.toplco y detalles
.2
~~a.rci.';"'" a.'/!~Compa~te y dlseute con ot~os ace~ca
sus escrltos
101 3 ~13 ~( 'C4fLd - "-< d,u,,,, ~~'
Revlsa sus p~lme~os bo~~ados a mane~a
c2.. 313~
de significado v clarldad
Se auto-edlta pa~a adqulslelbn de
~eglas convenclonales
.2 .3 I~ :3
usa reeu~sos ap~op~lados para apoya~
3 .3 ,.3
e I .proceso de eser I b I r
REGLAS CONVENCIONALES
!
EXplora el uso de punctuaelon
/tJ·/f ~ ?.'

,g
l;z

13

312. '-13

12

1.l;L

l,

;L

Haee uso de punctuaclon final
aproprladamente
Haee uso de otra punetuaclon
aproprladamente
Utlliza aproprladamente las
mayusculas y las mlnGsculas
Utlliza una letra de clarldad
aproprlada para su edad

L

5 .8

.2..1;7 1:z.-fcJ~dL.
a4..~~'
.3l8 ~

.?-IDL
3 3.318
:L :L

.3 sl..3l~

/It

~

I,

•

~,

~ /
I
L~I
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ORTOGRAFIA

~~~:n ~:~a I J bre

1

2

3

4 Comentarlo

3 ..5 3 1'3 t-rl'/~ d / ;~.I.1::-~"

de ortogr-af r a

La ortografla Inventada se puede
//£y ~ 6-v. ~
.. ~.
entender con facl I Idad y demuestr-a uso
~ ~fJ
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APPENDIX G:
Red Riding Hood recording sheet
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APPENDIX H:
Seaaira and Lolita's play
Antonia:
Angelica:
Lolita and
Lolita:
Seaaira:
Antonia:
Angelica:
Lolita and
Antonia:
Marco:
Lolita and
Marco:
Lolita and
Marco:
Lolita and

Antonia:

Marco:
Angelica:
Marco:
Angelica:
Antonia:

Lolita:
Seaaira:
Antonia:
Lolita and

One day, Little Red Jennifer and Little Blue
Jenny's mother called them and said,
I want you to go over to your grandma's house
and bring her these goodies. She is very
ill.
Seaaira: Bueno.
Vamosnos antes de que se haga tarde.
Bueno.
They were about to go when their mother
called them and said,
wait! Don't fool around and don't talk to
strangers.
Seaaira: O.K. Mommy.
So they went. While they were walking they
came upon a wolf and he said,
Buen dia, ninas. Para donde van?
Seaaira: We are going to our grandma's house to
bring her some goodies. She is very ill.
Donde vive?
seaaira: En el bosque.
Que no van a ir a agarrar flores para tu
abuelita?
Seaaira: We ain't gonna pick no flowers, no
flowers, no flowers. We ain't gonna piCk no
flowers, no flowers for a stinky, stinky
grandma.
But they were lying. So they went and picked
some flowers. While Little Red Jennifer and
Little Blue Jenny were picking flowers, the
wolf was at the grandma's. Listen to him
now.
(Knocks on the door) Knock, knock.
Who's there?
Why it is us, Little Red Jennifer and Little
Blue Jenny.
Why come in darlings.
So the wolf went in and chased her around and
ate her. While back in the woods, Little Red
Jennifer and Little Blue Jenny were picking
flowers, Little Red Jennifer said to Little
Blue Jenny,
Vamonos a la casa de abuela.
Bueno.
They went to grandma's. When they got there,
they knocked.
Seaaira: Knock, knock.
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Come in.
They screamed. It was the wolf. They ran.
The wolf caught them and ate them. He was so
tired, he fell asleep. A while later,a
woodsman came along and hear the wolf snoring
and said,
Randy:
That is not grandma.
And he came in and he said,
Antonia:
Randy:
I've been looking for you for years and now I
found you.
(The wolf dies. )
Let's go get some stones. We'll sew him up
Seaaira:
with stones in his stomach.
As for Little Red Jennifer and Little Blue
Antonia:
Jenny, they remembered what their mother
said, "Do not talk to strangers."
Marco:
Antonia:
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APPENDIX I:
Bibliography of Native American books

llTEFATURE AN[' TEX, SETS Ctl NATIVE AMERICANS

AiJTHOR SET -

£loov,s

BY PAlIL GOBLE

THE GREAT RACE OF THE BIRDS AND ANIHALS, Bradbury Prtss, NY, l~e5.
THE GIRL WHO LOVED WILD HORSES, Bradbury Press, NY, 1~7e. (Caldecott
Hfd&1 Winnn, 1~7y)
.
THE GI n OF THE ~ACRE[I DOG, Bradbury Prus, NY, 1960.
EUFFALO WOMAN, Bradbury Prtssi NY, 19&4.
IKTe~1 AND THE BOULDER, Orch.rd Books, NY, 19Se. (A Plains Indian
story in inttractinQ text. Ther. are thr,e different typefaces to
II.cccolT,odatt the roln Ot the storytelhr, the I istntr, and the main'
characttr.)

AUTHOR SET - BOCIKS BY eYRe, EAYLOR
WHEN CLAY SINGS, Charles Scribner'S Sons, NY, 1972. (Caldecott Honor
beer.)
IF YOll ARE A HLNTER OF FOS!:;ILS, Charles Scribntr's Sons, NY, 1~80.
DESERT VOICES, Charles Scribner's Sons, ~{, 1981.
BEFORE YOU CAME THIS WAY, E.P. Dutton & Co, Inc., NY, 1969.
EvERYBODY NEEDS A ROCK, Charles Scribner's Sons, NY, 1974.
THEY PUT ON ~SKS, Charlu Scribner's Sons, NY, 1~74.
YOUF; o,JI~ BEST SECRET PLACE, Charles Scribner's Sons, NY, 1979.
HA\·J~:, I'H YOUR BROTHER, Charles Scribner'S Sons, 1576 (Cald£ocott Honer
Eioor.)
THE OTHER WAY Tel LI=·TEN, Charlu Scribner'S Sons, NY, 1978.
THE DESERT IS THEIRS, Charhs 'Scribner's Sons, Nf, 1~75 (Caldecott
Henor Be·e·k)
CNE SHALL BLUE BEAD, Haemi" an. Co., NY, 1~65.

TEXT SET - NATIVE A.'1ERlCA."I NATURE LEGENDS, EAF.TH-SKY LEGENDS, CREATION
STCIRIES
HedQ~s, Hargare t. THE FI RE ERINGER. Li t t1 II Brown & Co., Boston, 1972
(Pauit. eoyot~ Ito~nd)
SanSouci, Re.bt~t. THE LEGENtI OF S(ltF;FACE, ['eubleday & Co., NY, 1978.
(BI&cy.teet ItQend)
.
Hebby, Jane, THE STAR HUS~"ItI, Doubleday & Ce., 1979 (Great Plains)
OeF-aela, Tornit'. THE LEGEN[' OF THE INtlI';"lI'AINT6RUSH. G.P. futnam's
Sen~. NY. 1988. (PI.ins)
Gir.H'~rQ. Mirra. THE PROUD t1I-\l['EN. Tl'NC-AK. ~li) THE SLt-J. HUlIdlhn. NY.
1574. <Ru~sian E~kimD tal.)
EErn~t£.in. Hart;JHY Hld ~;obrin. J~net. EAF.TH N';:'1ER. Ch"rlfS Seribner'£
Sc·n~. NY. 19'74. (C"I i;ornia Indl.n m~·th)'
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McC'~rrr.c·tt. Gtralc. ARROW TO THE SLN. Viking f'rtH. 15·74.(Pu~t·lo tale)
Bernstein. Haroery anci Ko~rin, Jaoit. HOW THE SLt-lI1A['E A PF.Ct1ISE AI~v
l<:EPT IT. Charle!: Scribner's Sons, NY, 1~7~ (Eungtl' Indians 0; Ctntra.1
Caroad .. )
8ernftfin, N.. rgery and Kobrin, Janet. COYOTE GOES HLNTING FOR FIRE.
Ct, .. rlt's Scribner's 50n£, Ni, 1970 ('(ana India.ns of northeuttrn
Cal i;orroi,.)
Crc-well. Ann. SHAt'C(J W THE PUEELO, G•. rrard PU.bl i!hing, Cha.m~",ign, IL.
1~72 (Yaoui Indian leoend).
E·t, or , Pika)', WHEN THE CORN IS RED, Abingdon PrllS!, N't, 1~73
(Tuscaroran Indian I.gend).
To)'f, ~JilliGJT,. THE LOON'S NECKLACE. Ox;ord University Pren, Tor,onto,
IF?7. (C .. roadian Indian tal~)
F;ug~les. Ernl.'!to Franco. AGUILA VELOZ. Volunhd Editore!: Ltda. Bogota,
197B. (Ley~roda de los Sioux)
Rugeles, Ernesto Franco. EL !:ANTICO DEL VERAtIO. Voluntad Editores
Ltcia. eogota, 1978. (Lryrnda de los Navajo)

fIl.:.TI'JE AHEF.ICAN MYTHS· AND LEGENDS - COLLECTIONS
BEvlor, Bvrd. AND IT IS STILL THAT WAY. TRails West PUblishing, Santa
Fe, IS'U. (Legends told by Arizona Indian Children)
6itrhorst, John. [lOCTOR COYOTE. Macmillan, NY, 1987. (Aztec coyote
h,les).
Ye II C'oW Robe, Rosebud. TcnJEYA AND THE EAGLES AND OTHER LAKOTA INDIAN
TALES.Di .. 1 Press, NY, 1979.
N~ou .. hwa! Edmund. TRUTH OF A HOPI. Northland F'rtss, Flaglh,U, AZ,
IV67, (Stories relating to the origin, mvths, and claro histories 0; the
Hot'i .)
H~ile, Father Berard, O.F.M. NAVAJO COYOTE TALES. Univtr!:itv of
Nebraska Pres!, Lincoln. 1984.
Sh~,~), Anna Noore. PIHA INDIAN LEGENDS. Urdvtrsity 0; Arizor,a Press.
Tucson, AZ, 1968.
Courh.ndtr, Harold. PEOPLE OF THE SHCoRT BLUE CORN. Harcourt 8race
Jovanovich, NY, 1970 (Taln and I.gends of tht Hopi)
Ct,~,tth, Hl'nry. THLt-IDEF.BIRv;>ND OTHER STORIES. Panthton, 1964.
Hr..milton, Virginia. IN THE BEGIt-t-lING. Harcourt Erac. Jovaovict,. 5i.n
[oiE-oe·. 19E:8. <Newl:'try Honor BooK - crution £torin irOOl lI.roufld thf world
- includes seve-ral Native American hgtnds).
Dutton. 8f.'rtha and 01 in, Carol int, MYTHS AND LEGEI·mS OF THE INDI;>NS OF
THE SOUT~EST, Bellerphon Bool:5, CA, 1978.
Kacz~urkin, Himi Valenzuela YOEHE; LORE OF THE ARIZ~~ YAQUI PEOPLE.
Sun TracY-s, AZ, 1974
B~,t.ti, MarL FlIEELO STORIES ;>Nv STORYTELLERS, Trusure Chf.'st
Publ icationl, Tucson, AZ, 1988.
Grev, Htrmaro. TALES FR0!1 THE MCoHAVES. Univfr£oh of Oklahoma PrHS,
NormH,. 1970.
Cu~hir.9, Fran~. H~milton. 2Lt-li FCILt-: TALE~,. University 0; Arizona Press,
Tuc£on. AZ l~u1.
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Velndt, fi.bl ita. CoLt. FATHER STORY TELLER. Clur Light Publ ishers,
Santa Ff. N.H. 1989.
NATI VE AHERI CAN POETR,(
BEYCtlC' THE HIGH HILLS, World Publishing Co., Chu.land, 1961 (E£kimo
pOtm5 and photograph£)
George, Chleof Dan. MY HEART SOARS. Hancock Houff Fubllshers,
Saanichton, B.C., 1974
Allen, Terry (!pd.) THE WHISPERING WIND. Doublt<lav & Co., NY, lS'n.
(poetry 0; youno'Amerlcan Indians ofrom the Institut. of American Indian
Ar t£)
•
Jones, Htttie. THE TREES STAND SHINING. Dial Pre£s, NY,
1971.(tradltlonal poems, prayers, songs, lullabi.s,·war chants - tribal
origins are identified)'
NATIVE

~ERICAN

BIOGRAPHIES AND HISTORY

Lurie, Nancy Oestrich. NORTH AHERICAN INDIAN LIVES, Hilw.aukn Public
Husfum, 1985. (Biographies of notabl. Indian peool. from the early 1600's
to tht 20th century)
.
Bealer, Alex W. O~LY THE NAMES REMAIN. Little Brown & Co., Boston,
1972. (History 0; the Cherokee prople, S,quoyah, and the Trail of Ttars)
Bltt~er, Sonia, THE APACHE INDIANS, Horrow, Junior Books, 1951 (The
hi£torical account of raids 15 somewhat slanted but the anthropological
data on tribal 110ft is uery rich)
Hc:Gc:·uern, Ann. THE DEFENDERS. Scholastic, NY, 1970. (Biographi!! of
O£c:eola, T.c:um£th, and Cochise)
Zitkall.-Sa, AMERICAN INDIAN STORIES. Uniuerslty 0; Ntbraska Press,
Norman, 1921. )Largely autobiographical pieces collected and pUbll£hid by
the author, one 0; the early Indian writers to record ofrom the oral
tradi t ion)
U.S.E:uruu of Indian Affairs. FAMOUS INDIANS; A COLLECTION OF SHORT
BIOGF.APHIES.
Felton, Harold W. ELY S. PARKER. Dodd, Head, and Co., NY, 1973
(T.onawanda Seneca Indian, spokesman ofor his prople)

. NCt-l-F I CTI Ct-l

,,'

Al iki. COntI IS !"AIZE. Harper·Row. NY 1976
Sahti, Tom. SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN TRIBES. K.C. Publications,
1973.

La~

Vegas.

Blood, Charlu L. AMERICAN INDIAN GA'1ES AND CRAFTS. Frankl in Watts. NY.
1981.
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[leF~c,la,

Tomif. THE FOF'COfa'l E:OOK. Scholutic, NY. 1978.

EltinQ, Mary and Fol$om, Michael. THE SECRET STORY OF PUEBLO BONITO.
Scholastic, NY • .1963.
Fordham, Derek. ESKIMOS. MACdonald Educational. London. 1979.
H~II,

Geraldine. ~EE'S HOME. A BEGINNING.NAVAJO READER. Northland fress,
AZ. 1971.

FlaQst~ff,

.

.

HUQhes, Jill. PLAINS INDIANS. Glouiter Press, NY. 1984.
Jacka, Jerry. DISCOVER ARIZONA

INDI~~S.

Arizona Highways, AZ.

1979~

NeII,tun, Gera.ld. THE CHANGING ESKIMOS. FrAnklin Watt!. NY. 1979.
Simon, Nancy and Wolfson, Evtlyn.
Co. , NY. 197E:.

~ERI~

INDIAN AABITATS. David McKay

wt,eeltr, M.J. FIRE·! i:AHE THE INC'IANS. AthenulTo, NY. 1ge3

The New True Book Series has several books on Na.tive Americans. All the
book~ are publi~hed by Children's Press. Titles include
THE CHIPPEWA
THE CHEROKEE
THE ESKIMO
THE AF'ACHE
THE CHOCTAW
THE CHEYEM-JE
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